
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 

COLLEGE PARK. MARYLAND 207 42 

LABORATORY OF CHEMICAL EVOLUTION PHONE 301-454-5676 OR 

5677 

September 2, 1977 

Mr. Harold T.P. Hayes 
405 E. 54th St., #3N 
New York, N. Y. 10022 

Dear Mr. Hayes: 

Thank you for sending me a copy of the script of 
your forthcoming television series. I look forward to 
your visit. Perhaps you may be interested in glancing 
at my popular book, "Origins of Life." This has been 
published in England by Thames and Hudson and in the 
United States by Dutton. It approaches the problem of 
the origin of life in a manner understandable to the 
intelligent layman. 

With best wishes. 

s sin 
- 

~ 

Cyril Ponnamperuma 
Professor of Chemistry 
Director 
Laboratory of Chemical 

CP/dhr 

Evolution 



UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 

COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 20742 

LABORATORY OF CHEMICAL EVOLUTION PHONE 301-454-5676 OR 

5677 

September 9, 1977 

Mr. David Myer 
Apt. 3-N 
405 East 54th Street 
New York, NY 10022 

Detra H. Rose 
Secretary to 
Cyril Ponnamperuma 

Dear Mr. Myer: 

I am sending you the only copy that we have of 
The Origins of Life by Dr. Cyril Ponnamperuma. 

For additional copies, please write to Mr. Stephen 
England at the following address: 

Thames and Hudson, Lttl. 
30-34 Bloomsbury Street 
London,WCIB 3QP 
England 

The book is also available in paperback. 

Yours sincerely, 

r;)J/\R O'~ 



17 Oct., 1977 

Dr. James Johnson 
Rockefeller Foundation 
New York City 

Dear ur. Johnson: 

I regret there was too little time to go into 
much detail about the various dimensions of 
our proposed television series on global 
environment. It seeks to cover a lot of ground, 
aBd as we are still very much in the research 
phase, 1t ls s concept as yet difficult to 
summsr13e without risking over-simplification. 

Beyond this important qualifi~ation, however, 
your strong exception to my description of the 
global rain forest problem caused me to review 
some of the materiel we have compiled to date: 

In the Baer-Huxley Memorisl .Lecture at the Second 
International Conference on Environmental Future, 
Maurice Strong said, "About 80% of the world's 
tropical rain fore,sts have disappeared already, 
and the rest ls being felled and burned at the 
rate of eleven million hectares a year--or more 
than 301000 hectares a day, 20 hectares~ minute. 
In Africa more than half, and in India, ~ri 
Lanka and Burma, almost two-thirds of the original 
rain forest cover is now gone ••• " 

In Science, ~ormen Myers writes:"Of the Amazon2s 
4 million km of forest, as much as 1001000 km 
are cleared each yeer, to open up virgin lands 
for livestock end crops as well as to exploit 
timber and other forest products." 

1'' At the ourth International World Wildlife Fund 
Conference, Sir Peter Scott said: "These (tropical 
rain) forests have been stable for 60 million L 
years, up to now. Now they are disappearing, under 
the various incursions of men, at a world rate of 
50~ acres a m_inute, day and night." 
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In Science, Gomey Po~ps.·et al: "The loss of the 
rain forests would be an irreparable disaster since 
there is an increasing evidence that in their 
primary form they represent a non-renewable resource." 

I hsve enclosed a transcription of my interview with 
Sir o. H. Frankel, the Australian plant geneticisf, 
whose concerns for the Asian forests you share. 
It seems to me he is a most cautious and precise 
man, and I call to your attention, especially, his 
remarks on pages 30-32.A. 

These views comprise the substance of wbst I was 
trying tog et st ~esterday. If you should feel 
Frankel or any of the others to be incorrect, we 
would welcome knowing of it and of any other 
references you think we should consult. Please 
bear in mind, also, that the Frankel interview 
is background research for the preparation of 
the individual shows, not necessarily the materiel 
we will eventually render. 

May I also add that I was perple~ed by your 
suggestion that the series would seem to rest 
its force upon "protagonists." Protagonists of 
what? The series attempts to deal with man es 
s species, one among many others, and I had 
hoped this was clear by the outline. 

However, should it not have been, I sought in my 
earlier reports on this project, and briefly yest 
eresy, to establish the basis for our selection 
of the various authorities relevant to the 
development of this theme. Picking experts 1n 
any field is a tricky business, as surely the 
Rockefeller Foundation 1s aware. Inevitably sn 
editorial judgement had to be made by the several 
of us upon the most likely of many choices. In 
each case this was e judgement cross-checked with 
others 1n the individual's field. 

As congregations go, this one seems to me closest 
in distinct~-11° to the vfriner-Gren Foundation's 
conferenb"e~~n "Man's Ro'1.e 1n vhang1ng the Face of 
the Earth, which took the organizers some three 
years to convene (with, regretsbly, little effect 
on subsequent events). We are 1n the third month 



Sincerely, 
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of the first phase of our development. 

We have received some suggestions from the foundst1on 
in the pa8t several months, and we have welcomed 
them. If there are individuals you think we should 
seek out as we go further--either on the rain 
forest question or any other aspect of the series- 
we will, again, be glad to know of them. 

We ex~ ct to have a revised outline of the series, 
incorporating the research of the psst two months, 
and a detailed treatment of a pilot hour early 
in November. 

c- 
Harold Hayes 

P.S. I should aaa, as I believe I neglected to 
yesterday, that we have established a council 
of advisors to review each script before 
production. ·.t·hus far, Martin Rees, Astronomer 
Royal, and Richard Leakey, the anthropologist, 
have agreed to serve with others in this 
capacity. 



UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 

COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 20742 

LABORATORY OF CHEMICAL EVOLUTION November 16, 1977 PHONE 301-454-5676 OR 
5677 

Mr. W. Hays 
New Hour Productions 
3N, 405 E. 54th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10022 

Dear Mr. Hays: 

Thank you for your letter and your kind appreciation of the discussion 
we had. I enjoyed it very much myself. There is no doubt in my mind that 
the series that you are proposing will be a very valuable contribution to 
wards the public understanding of science. The single theme that you are 
working on knits together many scientific problems that touch the individual 
and will no doubt have a profound effect on those who are watching it. I 
sincerely hope that your efforts will be amply rewarded and that you will 
receive the necessary backing from the foundations that you have approached. 

With my best wishes for your success. 

Yours sincerely, 

~~:l~~~ 
Professor of Chemistry 
Director 
Laboratory of Chemical Evolution 

CP:bjb 
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1. Hany people are concerned about t.h e preservation of endangered 

species, but endangered plants seldom receive the smne amount of 

attention as endangered animals. Are there unique problems in 

volved in protecing plants? How severely are plant species threat 

ened compared to animals? What are the repercussions of the loss 

of plant sp~ies upon human civilization? 

2. What do you think are the most meaningful arguments for the pres 

ervation of SP,'iies endangered py human needs for space and resources? 

3. Destruction of rain forests is proceeding at a truly alarming 

rate. Do you think the eleimination of a large percentage of 
-../ 

these forests will have significant regional or global effects, 

such as climate changes or reduction in oxygen supply? 

4. Bave any of man's pollutants been shown to have subtly adverse 

effects on plants similar to the interference of DDT with the 

reproductive physiology of predatory birds? 

5. ?ublic interest in evolution is largely focused on animal evo 

lution, and in general people do not appreciate the profound de 

pendence of the animal kingdom on the plant kingdom. Would you 

briefly outline some of the main points of plant evolution, and 

discuss the influence that such developments had on animal evolution? 

6. Why bas virtually every species of higher plant evolved a unique 

leaf' shape? One would think that one basic leaf' sbape--or at most 

a few--would be most efficient for photosynthesis. 

7. An entomologist with whom we have spoken has advanced an intriguing 

idea--that_ the Age of Reptiles ended because an explosive evolutionary 

radiation of the Lepidoptera--butterflies and moths--resulted in 

massive destruction of vegetation by their larvae, thus literally 

starving out the herbivorous reptiles and their carnivorous pred 

ators in turn. Do you feel that such a development could have 
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occurred? Is there any evidence in the fossil plant record for 

or against such a scenario? 
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5. Public interest in evolution is largely focused on animal evo 

lution, and in general people do not appreciate the profound de 

pendence of the animal kingdom on the plant kingdom. Would you 

briefly outline some of the main points of plant evolution, and 

discuss the influence that such developments had on animal evolution? 

6. Why has virtually every species of higher plant evolved a unique 

leaf shape? One would think that one basic leaf shape--or at most 

a few--would be most efficient for photosynthesis. 

7. An entomologist with whom we have spoken has advanced an intriguing 

idea--that the Age of Reptiles ended because an explosive evolutionary 

radiation of tbe Lepidoptera--butterflies and moths--resulted in 

massive destruction of vegetation by their larvae, thus literally 
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occurred? Is there any evidence in the fossil plant record for 
or against such a scenario? 



NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

This is to let you know I have returned to New York City after completing 
my international series of interviews. I am very grateful to you for the time 
you took in speaking with me, and I am enclosing our check to you as an honor 
arium for making that time available. 

The next phase of our project will be to render the material of the inter 
views into a screen treatment for television. When that is accomplished, we 
will then move to the next phase of planning our production shooting, which 
will probably begin after the first of 1978. 

With best wishes, 

Enclosure 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 
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DAVID ME'YE'R 
405 EAST 54 ST 3N 
NEWYORK NY 10022 

CTHIS A ~OPY OF THE CABLE YOU SENT TO) 
(DR YAKOV B ZEL'DOVICH, INSTITUTE OF APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS MIUSSCAYA PLACE 4 MOSCOW A 47 (USSR) 
DEAR DR. ZEL•DOVICH 

HAROLD HAYES ~ILL MEET WITH VOU AT NINE A.M, 27 AUGUST 
HERE IS A SAMPLING OF ~UESTIONS, 

t, THE PREVAILING COSMOLnGICAL THOERY 
IS THE QUOTE BIG BANG UNQUOTE. HOWEVER, THERE IS 
CONTOVERSY ABOUT THIS, ANO ABOUT THE QUESTION OF 
WHETHER TH~ UNIV RSE HAS BEEN EXPANDING ANO 
COLLAPSING STNCE TIME IMMEMORIAL, IS IT YOUR 
OPINION THAT THERf WAS ONE QUOTE BANG UNQUOTE 
208ILLION YEARS AGO, LEADING ULTIMATELY TO A 
UNIVERSE EXPANDED To EMPTINESS (QUESTION MARK) 

2, RECENT EVID~NCE SEEMS TO INDICATE THAT 
THERE MAY BE ENOUGH MATTER IN THE UNIVERSE TO 
PROVIDE THE GRAVITATIONAL FORCE NECESSARY 
TO STOP THE EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSE, 
AND TO CAUSE ITS GRAOUL COLLAPSE, 
QO YOU AGREE CQU STIO MARK) 

3~ IF THF UNIVERSE WERE TO COLLAPSE, WOULD 
TIME RUN BACKWARD AS IT DOES SO (QUESTION MARK) 

a, IF, 20 BIL~ION YEARS AGO, ALL THE MATTER 
IN THE UNIVEQSE WAS COMPRESSED INTO ONF 
UNIMAGINABLY DENSE MASS, WHAT WAS OUTSIDE 
IT (QUESTION MARK) WAS THIS OBJECT SURROU DED 
BY ENDLESS SPACF, OR BY NOTHING CI.E,, NO SPACE) 
(QUESTION MARK) 

s. GIVEN THE ENORMOUS GRAVITATIONAL FORCE 

r- TERN N C,N T - RE Pl-iON JM F<S • 

• 
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OF THE COMPACTED UNIVERSE, HOW COULD IT EXPLODE 
AGAINST SUCH FORCE (QUESTION MARK) 

6. RECENT DISCOVERIES IN PHYSICS APPARfNTLY 
INDICATE THAT ALL sua~ATO~IC PARTICLES HAVE 
QUOTE ANTI•PARTICLES UNQUOTE. WOULD THIS 
SUGGEST THE PRESENCE OF LARGE 
ANTI•MATTER GALAXIES IN THE UNIVERSE (QUfSTION MARK) 

7, DOF.S THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MATTER 
AND ANTI•MATTER PARTICLES REPRESENT THE FORCE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR TH~ QUOTE BIG SANG UNQUOTE 
(QUESTION MARK) 

8, WHAT WOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
FORMATION Of GALAXIES OUT OF THE CHAOS 
FOLLOWING THE BIG BANG (QUESTION MARK) 

q, IT IS WIDELY ADMITTED THAT 
COSMOLOGY IS AN NACCESIBLE FIELD TO MAN¥, HOW 
DO COSMOLOGICAL STUDIES PERTAIN TO 
MAINKIND (QUESTION ~ARK) IS IT PURELY A 
QUOTE KNOwLEDGE FOR KNOWLEDGE'S SAKE UNQUOTE 
SITUATION, OR DOES THE HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSE, 
INASMUCH AS IT IS THE HISTORY OF OUR 
CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS, HAVE A PRO~OUNO MEANING 
FOR US (QUESTION MARK) 

10, RECE T CO MOLOGICA~ D SCOVERIES 
SUGGEST THERE MAY BE REASON TO SUSPECT THERE 
IS LIFE ON OTHER PLANcTS, AND THAT OUR 
UNIVFRSE MAY BE FINITE. DOES THIS EVIDENCE 
WARRANT A PH!LOSPHICAL REORIENTATION FOR 
MANKI~D (QUE TION MARK) 

THANK You. ' 

QAVID MEYER (FOR HAROLD HAYES) 
3N, aos E. 54 STREET 
NEWYORK NY 10022 
(212) 421 .. 54tJ8 

15:50 EST 

MGMCOMP MGM 
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NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

This is to let you know I have returned to New York City after completing 
my international series of interviews. I am very grateful to you for the time 
you took in speaking with me, and I am enclosing 9ur check to you as an honor 
arium for making that time available., 

The next phase of our project will be to render the material of tbe inter 
views into a screen treatment for television. When that is accomplished, we 
will then move to the next phase of planning our production shooting, which 
will probably begin after the first of 1978. 

Since the themes and concerns of environment are now an international 
problem, I wonder if you might be willing to write me a letter about your own 
feelings with respect to the urgency of this theme and the need for it to be 
seen by a global audience on television. Such a letter will be of great as 
sistance to me in moving the project forward through the television agencies 
that exist in this country. 

With best wishes, 

Enclosure 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 



CSIRO 
DIVISION OF PLANT INDUSTRY 

P.O. BOX 1600, CANBERRA CITY, AC.T. 2601 TELEPHONE 46 4911 TELEGRAMS PLANTINDUSTRY CANBERRA TELEX 62351 

OHF:BAW 
Ref: 

30th August 1977 

Mr Harold Hayes, 
New Hour Production, 
Apartment 3N, 
405 East 54 Street, 
NEW YORK N.Y. 10022, U.S.A. 

Dear Harold, 

During your visit, which both Margaret and I thoroughly enjoyed, I 
forgot to draw your attention to a book which you would find highly 
interesting and quite important for your project. It is by John Passmore 
and is called Man's Responsibility for Nature - ecological problems 
and Western tradition. It was published by Duckworth, London, in 1974. 
It is available in a soft cover edition. Again, I warmly reconnnend 
it. Passmore is a very distinguished philosopher and professor of 
philosophy at the Australian National University in Canberra. 

Best regards. 

• Yours sincerely, 

(O.H. Frankel) 

COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, AUSTRALIA 



NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTORS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

I had many extraordinary experiences on my whirlwind trip around the world 
but none was more pleasant than tbe short time I spent with you and Margaret. 
I regretted that I did not have more time to get to know both of you better, 
and I hope that this regrettable obstacle will some day be overcome - pe~ 
haps on the occasion of your next trip to New York City. I have enclosed 
our check as an honorarium for the time you were willing to devote to our 
project. I found all of what you had to say extremely helpful, and I hope 
that we may be able to make good use of it as we move now to develop our 
theme into a production treatment. 

Tbe great strength of our series, I believe, is based upon tbe fact that 
tbe theme is moved forward by scientists of international distinction. 
The necessary funding for the project - roughly two and a half million 
dollars - must necessarily come primarily from foundations and agencies 
wbo share our concern. To this end - and I make this request with so~e 
misgivings - I wonder if you would be willing to write me a letter of gen 
eral support for the rendering of these themes as I have tried to outline 
them to you. I know this is asking a great deal, and I do not wish to 
presume upon the good will you have already demonstrated trrward our effort. 
Disregard, of course, if you should feel any reluctance whatsoever to do 
this. 

I am in receipt of your letter of August 30th with respect to Passmore's 
book, and we shall certainly call it in. Meanwhile, again, my best re 
gards to you both, and I shall be in touch with you again as the project 
moves forward. 

With warmest regards, 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 



Sir 0. H. Frankel 
September 19, i977 
Page 2 

P.S. Our Bank informs us the exchange of dollars for your currency will 
be honored by your local bank - the best way for us to send currency 
through the mail. Hope this doesn't pose too much of a problem for you. 

~· 

Enclosure 



United States Department of the Interior 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

JN REPLY REFER TO: August 1, 197'7 

Mr. Harold Hayes 
405 East 54th St. 
Apartment 3N 
New York, NY 10023 

Dear Harold: 

I am sending several things including Hugh Lamprey's report on 
his UNEP-MAB Project in Arid Lands. Also Ray Dasmann's book - which 
was done at the time the MAB program got underway. I like the ending 
of the last chapter and the quote from Sir Frank Fraser Darling. 

I hope you have a good trip to Africa. I talked with John Celecia, 
member of the MAB group in Unesco, about your visit to Paris and I will 
also drop Francesco di Castri a note next week. 

I enjoyed the talk with you. 

Sincerely, 

/,f;JM~ 
Tom Gilbert 

2 Enclosures 



Vo n.ald F o 1.L.6 Vt 
7 9 N. Hain. St. 
Iµ.owic.h, Ma/s.o. 
07938 

(677) 356-2247 

10 August 1977 

Mr. Robert E. Miss 
U of North Carolina TV Network 
202 University square 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

Dear Robert Miss: 

I have spent the last few days trying manfully 
to wade through Harold's reading list. Jesus, I hope 
the eyes hold out. That plus the regular work load 
is exhausting. But The Last Hour is an exciting project 
because of its scope. The presentation is as well 
written as any I have ever read. It doesn't overwhelm 
with bulk. It is appropriately and intelligently 
concise and focused. 

M...y agreement with Harold, as you probably know, 
is for six weeks beginning right after Labor Day. I have 
a couple of things in the works myself and if either of 
them jells I probably won't be able to go on. But then, 
as Harold observed,he doesn't have the funds to produce 
either and can't make a comrnittrnent beyond the middle of 
October. 

Meanwhile, so there won't be any confusion on your 
part, my main pre-occupation is to go to pilot with 
Uncle Tom~s Cabin which wxx has been funded so far by 
CPB. It is an audacious notion and one that I can grasp. 
Since CPA has funded this from the beginning they know 
of my intense preoccupation with adapting that novel 
so my name may not help you much there for funding. 

Sorry my typing is so bad. Look fongard to meeting you 

Most cordially 



The Rockefeller Foundation 
/1 f~J ·I .., 1n--.,,.. 

v , I ... ~ 4 ,~I f 

1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y.10036 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
Laurence D. Stifel. Secretary 
Esther S. Stamm. Assistant Secretary 

... CABLE; ROCKFOUND, NEW YORK 

T E L E PH 0 N E: (2 I 2) 8 6 9 - 8 S 0 O 

June 24, l977 

In reply please quote: GA HUM 7735 

Dear Dr. Scales: 

I am glad to be able to inform you that action has been 
ta.ken by the officers of The Rockefeller Foundation to make available 
the sum of $25,000, or as much thereof as may be necessary, to Wake 
Forest University toward research and development costs of a television 
series on environmental crises entitled The Last Hour of the Billionth 
Year. This sum is available for the six-month period beginning 
June 1, 1977, at the end of which time any unexpended balance will 
revert to the Foundation. 

In recommending this grant it was the officers' understanding 
that the funds would be used approximately in accordance with the budget 
you submitted to the Foundation on April 29, 1977, 

As soon as possible after the termination of the grant, we 
shall need to have reports on it, both on the use of the funds received 
(a statement of receipts and disbursements) and on the substantive outcome 
of the grant. Arrangements for payment of this grant may be made by 
writing directly to our Comptroller. - 

Dr. James- Ralph Scales 
President 
Wake Forest University 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27109 

A brief public announcement of this grant will be made in the 
next annual report of the Foundation. In this connection we are enclosing 
as a matter of routine a printed statement of the Ro~kefeller Foundation 
policy regarding the announcement of grants. 

It is a pleasure to report this action to you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 



11 July, 1977 

Dear Dr. Stifel, 

I'm sorry I have been delayed in getting to your 
office the list of selected scientiSGS for the 
television series on environmental crises. 
The task of narrowing the list was quite comuli 
e e t e d , h owe v e r , and v:« are not yet certain, even 
th~ugh we kn~w now whom we want, whether the 
scbedulfs of those chosen will conform to our 
Ln t s r-v i ev s c he d u l e r cr the month of August. 
Largely for this reeson, I heve added n&mes of 
~ronosed slt~rnates. Once intc nroduction, these 
too will beco~e irnnortant sources. The list is 
e nc Lr se d , 

Generally, we have held to the structure outlined 
in the original nro no se L, "Com.rnunications11 and 
''Tools" have been c omb i ne d unde r the single he e d i r.g 
of "Technole>gy." For nurnoses of ruick refer~nce, 
I bsve edded the en~ronriete field of academic 
Lrrt e r e s t , 

Thus fer, Dur selecti2ns have been reviewed by 
Dr. David Ehrenfeld, e c o Log i s t 8f Rut8ers; h'alter 
SullivE>n, science editor o r The New YG~·k Times; 
Frc.nk Br own , director e>f the Develonment of Educat 
ion Alternatives; Dr. Robert Jastrow of Goddard Space 
Center; 2nd Lincoln Gordon, Resources for tLe Future. 
Many otters have been consulted about the appropriate 

ness of snecific names as we have sought to meet 
three nrincinal criteria: 1) authDrity; 2) internatiDn 
al background; 3) "accessibility" (willingness to 
rFlate the concer~s of the scientist's field to 
a wide gener2l audience). We welcome the foundati'.)n's 
resnonse tD this list. 

cc: Mr. Bill Bondurant, 
11',r. Earl E:lick 

f. Lnc e r e Ly , 

l 101 l{--t\/«J 
Babcock Foundati~n 

•. 



WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 
WINSTON-SALEM, NoRTH CAROLINA 27109 

The Office of Development and • Alumni Affairs August 3, 1977 

Mr. Harold T. P. Hayes 
Apt. 3-N 
405 E. 54th Street 
New York, New York 10024 

Dear Harold: 

Enclosed is Wake Forest's check #68606 in the 
amount of $25,000 made payable to New Hour Productions. 

Sincerely, 

J. William Straughan 
JWS:sh 
Enclosure 



August 29, 1977 

Mr. Frank Dobyns 
ARCA Foundation 
100 East 85th Street 
New York, New York lOO?B 

Dear Frank: 

I believo you have been kept uo-to-date on the environ 
mental television series, "The Last Hour of the Billionth 
Year" via the monthly newsletters whi~h Harold Hayes has 
issued since the Research and Development Pnase began in June. 
In the event these rrost informative pieces have not reached 
you, I enclose extra copies. As the second newsletter points 
out, Harold Hayes h s been on a world-wide tour this month 
conducting pre-interviews with the scientists which are in 
tend~ to provide the ·substance of a detailed treatment. I 
also enclose an updated proposal on the entire ?roject, now 
an eight-part television series with a cost of a~proximately 
$2.4 million. 

Research and Development funds will be expended by mid 
October. At that time we will need grants toward the ~ro 
cJction of a oilot (approximately $350,000) or toward begin 
ning the pre-production phase for the entire series. Cash 
flow rom October through February is obviously the ajor 
challenge confronting us. 

I would hope that it would be ~ossible for Harol and 
any other members of "The Last Hour" team to visit with you 
about the series in early Septemb~r. Either Harold or I will 
call after Labor Day to see if an ap oo Lrrtmen t c an be con- 
v niently arranged. 

All good wishes. Aren't you due for another visit to 
Winston-Salem soon? 

Sincerely, 

JWS:sh 
Enclosures 

J. William Straughan 
Vice President 



September 27, 1977 

Mr. Carroll H. Leggett 
Administrative Assistant 
Office of Senator Robert Morga.n 
1251 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, D. c. 20510 

Dear Carroll: 

Enclosed you will find ( 1) Harold Hayes• letter ·co 
Senators Helms and Morgan requesting their assistance in 
securing endorsements from certain world leaders end (2) 
a suggested covering letter for the Senators to sena to 
the country's ambassador or other representative. The 
countries from which we feel it is important to have en 
dorsements are Tanzania, India, China, Ghana, Venezuela, 
and Ecuador. 

The Research and Development phase of "The Last Hour" 
will be completed by mid-October. November 1 is our tar 
get date for having est~blished an independent non-profit 
corporation whose board will come from representatives of 
Wake Forest, UtTC, and educational and philanthropic leaders 
throughout the Southeast and the nation. Ue are also in 
the process of enlisting an Advisory Panel to review scri ts 
and lend credibility to the project's content. Invitations 
have been extendad to Martin Rees, Royal Astronomer of Great 
Britain: Richard Leakey, Director, National Museum of Kenya; 
Germaine Bree, Kenan Professor of the Humanities, Wake Forest 
University; Margaret Mead, internationally knm>J!1 anthro 
pologist; Henry Kissinger; and Milton Friedman. I do not 
at this point know if all will accept but we a.re assured 
that the Advisory Panel will be one of unquestionable dis 
tinction. It is our belief that the formation of the Board 
and the Advisory Council along with the endorsements :from 
the leaders of the countries specified herein will provide 



M.r. Carroll Leggett 
Page 2 
September 27, 1977 

the strength necessary for the project to succeed. 

I hope you know how grateful Wake Forest, UUC, and 
North Carolina are for the assistance which you and the 
Senator have agreed to lend to this c~traordinary under~aki 
taking. Please feel free to let me know what other 
information or assistance you need from us. 

All good wishes. We do hope you and the Senator 
can be here for Law Homecoming October 14-15. The Law 
Board of Visitors will meet on the afternoon of the 14th 
and the morning of the 15th. 

Si~ly, 

J. illiam Straughan 
Vice President 

JWS:sh 
CC: Harold Hayes 

3N 40~ E. 54th Street 
New York, l .Y. 10024 

Robert E. Miss 
UNC-TV 
202 University Square,West 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 
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~5Tvyl~. 'J~S ~-j-.~~Y/ ~~1~uc \f V U ~JW , l Y TELEVISION 

916 NAVARRE AVENUE-POST OFFICE BOX 24026-NEvV ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70184-(504) 486-5511 

June 3, 1977 

Mr. Henry Loomis, President 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting 
1111 16th Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

Dear Henry: 

For the past eighteen months, the staff of.WYES has 
worked industriously on the research and planning 
for a series of programs focusing on the indigenous 
American music form of gospel. 

We have worked closely with the staff of our two 
national organizations in the development of a pro 
posal, and we appreciated their en~ouragement and 
suggestions. Finally, Gospel: The Sound of Soul 
was submitted to the Corporation for pilot funding, 
and was, we were told, highly recommended by the 
PBS programming department. 

After a lengthy period during which we heard nothipg 
regarding the proposal, we inquired of its disposition 
through the PBS Station Relations Office. We were 
told that it was disapproved by CPB for funding and 
that we should have been notified weeks earlier of 
the decision. 

An inquiry to Mr. Levathes asking for the results of 
the evaluation of the proposal elicited the attached 
response. In point of fact, it is not an evaluation 
at all. He simply tells us that this proposal, which 
was submitted for the second time, has 11nothing basi 
cally wrong with it." 

Mr. Levathes writes that he is concerned that "certain 
visual elements necessary to a viable television pro 
gram were lacking." I am not at all certain what 
this means. Mr. Levathes further feels that "musical 



Mr. Henry Loomis . .- . June 3, 1977 · Page 2 

material is difficult to adapt to television." Perhaps he is not 
f am i.Li a r with such PBS musical programs as Soundstage, Austin City 
Limits, Previn anq_t_Q_EL]2_i_:.ttsburgh, Eveni~_g_~t__§_ymp_h9_r1_y, :§v:_~n~pg_ 
at P_g_p_§, The U. N. Day Concert or In Performance at Wolf Trap, the 
latter often including such ''non-visual'' elements as New Orleans' 
own Preservation Hall Jazz Band. It is of more than passing inter 
est to note that hlr. Levathes does not seem to f~el that musical 
adaptation will be a problem in Live From Lincoln Center or Mozart, 
both of which were recently funded. 

If, in fact, Gospel: The Sound of Soul is a program ~ith little 
merit, it deserves better reasons for rejection than the off-hand, 
subjective evaluation that cites "lack of visual elements" or pro 
blems in "a.dap t i ng musical material to television." 

I have carefully reviewed the list of funded projects provided by 
Mr. Levathes. From that list it would appear that the vast area 
of this country lying between the Hudson River on the East and 
Hollywood and Vine on the West is completely devoid of creative 
talent. 

A simple mathematical calculation from the enclosed list shows that 
of the nearly $4.5 million allocated, Eastern production houses 
received approximately $2 million, California agencies slightly less 
than $1.5 million and BBC/Time-Life $1 million. Of the remaining 
$~~0,000, AIT of Indiana received $218,000 for Instructional pro- 

. ~~ing, leaving approximately $82,000 for the remainder of the 
un i ted States. 

This letter is exactly what it appears to be a reflection of 
the disappointment and frustration of a creative staff to an un 
responsive, insensitive bureaucracy. ;;{:;· 

l~s. 
President 

Hart 

cc: Chloe Aaron, Senior Vice-President, PBS 
Lawrence Grossman, President, PBS 
Peter Levathes, Director of Program Development, CPB 
Donald Quayle, Senior Vice-President, CPB 
William Reed, Vice-President, Station Relations, PBS 
Calvin Watson, Director of Television Activities, CPB 
Southern Educational Communications Association Members 

t· 
1' 



Canadian 
Broadcasting 
Corporation 

Mr. Harold T. P. Hayes 
Apt. 3N 
405 East 54th 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear Mr. Hayes, 

Societe 
Radio 
Canada 

SCIENCE MAGAZINE 
CBC-TV 
Box 500, Stn. A 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSW 1E6 

July 7/77 

The Last Hour of the Billionth Year has already been formally 
presented to the CBC through its ARTS & SCIENCES area whose 
head is Robert Patchell, and is, I understand, under active 
consideration. 

JM/kh 

Yours sincerely, 

~u 
Executive Producer 



VICE PRESIDENT FOR DEVELOPMENT 
WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 

WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA 27109 

July 1, 1977 

Mr. Harold T. P. Hayes 
Apt. 3-N 
405 East 54th Street 
New York, New York 10024 

Dear Harold: 

I enclose Check #68386 for ~5,000 and 
check #68403 for $20,000 made payable to 
Environmental TV Project. 

I'll be back in touch. 

Sincerely, 

J. William Straughan 
JWS:sh 
Enclosures 



The Office of Development and Alumni Affa:r3 July 8, 1977 

WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 
WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA 27109 

Mr. Harold T. P. Hayes 
Apt. 3-N 
405 East 54th Street 
New York, New York 10024 

Dear Harold: 

I enclose check #68409 for $20,000 made payble to 
New Hour Productions. This replaces check #68403 which 
we have returned to the Treasurer's Office because it 
was incorrect. Check #68386 was voided inasmuch as we 
mailed another check for $5,000 on July 6. 

(t;;_e 
J. William Straughan 

JWS:sh 
Enclosure 

- - 



July 5, 1977 

Letter of Agreement 

This is to confirm my contractual agreement with H.J.Wheelwright Jr. 
that he act as my consultant for the month of July on my proposed 
television series, "The La.st Hour •••• " 

For research and writmg services for four weeks, I agree to pay 
Mr. Wheelwright $1600.00. There will be two payments of ssoo each, 
one ma.de at the end of the sec end week and the otm r at the end 
of the fourth. 

(signed) 

,~)P~-v> 
Harold T. P. Hayes 

This too is my understanding. 

(signed) 



July 19, 1977 

Juvenile Publicity 
201 East 50th Street. NewYork. N.Y. 10022/(212) 572-2778.572-2646 

Mr. David Meyer 
New Hour Productions 
#3N 405 East 54th Street 
New York city 10022 

Dear Mr. Meyer, 

Enclosed is a copy of The Lorax, by Dr. Seuss, and Betty Miles' 
Save the Earth! An Ecology Handbook for Kids, which I thought 
would also be of interest in planning your program on ecology 
for UNC-TV, North Carolina. As I mentioned, a school on Long 
Island recently utilized the handbook to identify and draw public 
and political attention to the pollution of their bay area, and 
how it could be solved. I have also enclosed a copy of Who Keeps 
America Clean? from our Adventures in the World of Work series. 

The Lorax won the National Council for the Social Studies-Children's 
Book Council (NCSS-CBC) award , Notable Children's Trade Books in 
the Field of Social Studies, 1971. Save the Earth! won the National 
Science Teachers Association-Children's Book Council (NSTA-CBC) 
award, Outstanding Science Trade Books for Children, 1974. 

If you should wish to quote directly from The Lorax we request 
that you first obtain permission from Dr. Seuss' agent, Irwin 
Moss, at International Creative Management, 40 West 57th Street, 
New York 10019. If you wish to simply show the book and talk about 
its contents, you are free to do so. Of course, we would appreciate 
your mentioning the name of the publisher. 

If I can be of further assistance, please call. I look forward to 
hearing more about your program. 

~ly,~~ 

Marge~i1 Baber 
Juvenile Publicity 

c.c. Walter Retan 
Fabio Coen 
Elma Otto 
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
Policy with Respect to Announcement of Grants 

The Rockefeller Foundation records its grants in its annual 

reports. 
The Foundation encourages grantees to make their own an- 

nouncements of grants, and its Information Service will be glad 
to give advice or assistance in this connection. 

Only if an announcement involves interpretation of the Foun- 
dation's purpose in making the grant do the officers of the Foun 
dation wish to see the announcement before its release to the press. 

In publishing the results of their research, grantees are at 
liberty to acknowledge Foundation support if they wish to <lo so. 
They are asked, however, to avoid any implication that the Foun 
dation had any control over the project or any responsibility for 

its results. 
The name of the Foundation should not be used in adver- 

tising, especially of books; nor, except with written permission, 
should it be used in designating projects toward which the Foun- 

dation contributed. 
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Network Offices 
202 University Scuore. 1:;E:st 
Cnopel Hrll. Nortn Corolrno 275~.:. 
919 933-819'1 

Chan0e! 2 Columbia 
Channel 4 Chapel Hi!I 
Channel 17 L1nvrlle 
Channel 25 Greenville 
Channel 26 Winston-Solem 
Channel 33 Ashe,11lle 
Channel 39 Wilmington 
Channel 58 Concord 29 July 1977 

Mr. Peter Levathes 
Director of Program Development 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting 
1111 16th St., N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

Dear Peter: 

Both Harold and I regret the several misapprehensions 
attending our meeting with you and Cal Watson last 
Wednesday. We appreciate your responsibility to respond 
to proposals on the basis of requisite information lead 
ing to production (e.g., budget and production schedule). 

On the other hand, so much has happened with our project, 
"The Last Hour of the Billionth Year," since last we 
applied to CPB {the total grant of Research and Development 
from several foundations as well as the refinement of our 
presentation, from 13 hours to 8, etc.), we felt it would 
be helpful for all of us if we conveyed this interim in 
formation to you. 

Moreover, while we are proceeding on a rush schedule to 
complete Research and Development by October 20, we are 
more than just anxious--before our own deadline arrives- 
to be considered for funding for 1978. 

Our request is for a matching grant of $600,000 toward the 
production of the first four hours. Viewing realistically 
the funds available for all the projects before you, we 
realize our submission in late October may simply come too 
late for consideration of a 1978 grant. In brief, we do 
not want to lose by an accident of timing. 

Accordingly, we have included with our present proposal the 
information you require for active consideration now. We 
will continue, in the meanwhile, to proceed on other fronts. 
We have, for example, received word only yesterday that Saul 
Bass has agreed to produce one of the eight programs. By 
the time Harold leaves the country on Friday for preliminary 
interviews with the scientists, we will have signed our exe 
cutive producer. We will convey this information to your 
office at that time. 

Sincerely, 

~&s cc: Cal Watson ./"' 
Harold Hayes \./'" 

The UnrJersity oM6U' c8rolrno Television Nefv;ork 
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T0: B0B ~ISS, UNCTV 
FR: MAC ~ALL, SECA 
DT: JUNE 9, 1977 
~E: CUhTIS DAVIS 

AS I MEKTI0NED \·JEI>NESDAY AFTERN00N, F0R MY M0NEY CURTIS DP,VIS PEPRE 
SENTS A T0P rJ0TCH P~0FESSI!ZHJAL TELEVISI0N PR0DUCER TURNED C0NSULTA,1T. 
AT THIS STi-i.GE 0F Y0UR PR0JECT HIS ADVICE ::l0ULD BE Vf.iLl.JABLE SH1nLY 
DUE T0 HIS v'EI.\LTH 0F C0NTACTS ATI0UND THE P0F'LD. I'D SLGGE.ST THAT 
Y0U C0NTACT HIM AND MAYBE HAVE HAR0LD VISIT HIM. 

f 

HE CAN BE RF.ACHE,D IN NEW Y0RK: 

MR. CUf;TI S DAVIS 
IIJTERNATI0NAL P00RH0liSE, HJC. 
290 WEST END AVENUE 
NEU Y0EK, N ET,I Y0RE 
(212) EN2-1656 

L0023 

I'VE T0LD JILL BAMBURG T0 EXPECT TO HEAR FR0M Y0U 0N THE FUNDING 
MATTERS ••• SHE CAN BE A REAL HELP I'M SUFE. G00D LUCX ! 

t:UNC-X 

r.·uNC-X 
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Ff ELD RESEARCH CENTER July 5, 1977 
FORE CO LOGY AND ETHOLOGY 

TELEPHONE 914-677-5356 

Mr. David Meyer 
New Hour Productions 
405 East 54 Street 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

Dear Dr. Meyer, 

We are enclosing a short description of Dr. Marler's project this summer in 
Africa. We have not been able to locate any good pictures of him; some good 
ones will be on their way back to us in about a week. You might ask 
Mr. Bardossi if you could see the August 1976 copy of a magazine called 
"Science et Vie", or a copy of Fortune Magazine containing an article on 
The Rockefeller University. Both magazines had excellent photographs of 
Dr. Marler. 

Regarding the International Ethological Conference; it is a scientific 
meeting limited to scientists wh resent by invitation only; if you 
would like more info ·~you could con 

Dr. Klaus Irnmelman 
University of Bielefeld 
P.O. Box 8640 
D 4800 Bielefeld 1 
West Germany 

L~~-i.:a!J-.~~~er assistance. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Alethea Michie 

cc: Mr. Bardossi 
Dr. Marler 



NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION 18 Aug usf 1977 

To Customs: 

This r~rcel contains nrinted material; books; and one 

smell nlsstic bottle of nrescrintion nose dr~ns, for personal use. 

No commercial vs Iue , 

Yours sincerely, 

b a-.,,,)__ tll"l~ 
David Meyer 

(Assistant to the 

Producer.) 

Sen~er: David Meyer, New Eour Productions 

Consignse: Hotel ~eurice, 228 Rue de Rivoli, Paris, France 75001 

Country of Origin: U.S.A. 

Contents: Nose d r op s : "Afrin", nrescribed by Dr. Gould; p r e na r e d by 

Corby Chemists, 988 First Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. 

Assnrted nrinted matter: magazine articles, pewsnauer 

c:in~ings~ Seven uanerback books. One visa for entry 

into US~R. 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 



June 1, 1977 

Mr. Frank Dobyns 
ARCA Foundation 
100 East 85th Street 
New York, New York 10028 

Dear Mr. Dobyns: 

I thought perhaps I should write you to let you know 
we have successfully completed the Research and Development 
Phase for the proposed television series on environmental 
crises for public broadcast, "The Last Hour of the Billionth 
Year." I do hope you may recall my visit with you of a 
month or so ago in connection with that proposal. At that 
time, we were seeking a foundation grant of $20,000 to com 
plete this first phase of our funding. We have now received 
grants from the Rockefeller Foundation, the Mary Reynolds 
Babcock Foundation and Earl Slick Enterprises to the amount 
desired. For this reason, I should like to request that you 
withdraw our application for funding at this time in light 
of our plan to move to the next level of 9roduction of a 
completed one-hour television show following the R & D Phase. 
Prior to that time we should very much like to visit with 
you and Mrs. Lehman in connection with our effort to realize 
this production. We feel quite strongly that the interests of 
ARCA are. :te·rated directly to the expressed concerns of this 
series. 

cordially, 

Harold Hayes 
HH:sh 

Harold T. P. Hayes 
Producter/Editor 
3-N 405 East 54th St. 
New York, New York 10 022 
(Telephone: 212 42195448 



June 1, 1977 

Mr. James s. Lipscomb 
Executive Director 
The George Gund Foundation 
One Erieview Plaza 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Dear Mr. Lipscomb: 

Thank you for your letter of May 20. Bob Miss of the Uni 
versity of North Carolina Television has by now sent ~ou three 
copies of the completed proposal. You requested as well the 
name. of the person at the Rockefeller Foundation and the Mary 
Reynolds Babcock Foundation who is most familiar with our pro- 
ject. These are: Dr. Laurence Stifel at the Rockefeller Foundation; 
and William L. Boncurant, Director of the Mary Reynolds Babcock 
Foundation. 

You asked as well what our plans may be in regard to the sub 
stantial funding required for production of the series pending a 
successful Research and Development phase. As it turns out, we 
have just this week completed our research and development phase, 
having achieved our goal of $70,000 from two foundation and a 
private donor. We are therefore now approaching the next phase 
of funding which is directed toward the completion of an hour pro 
duction for public television broadcast out of the series concerned 
with the direct issues of environmental spoliation. We foresee 
a budget of $400,000 necessary to achieve that phase. We have, to 
this end, established a Board of Advisors consisting of educators 
and leaders within the business community whose function will be 
to assist us in meeting our objective. 

Because of these circumstances, we should hope to interest 
the Gund Foundation in assisting us to whatever extent mJrYbbe 
possible in achieving the goal set for this first important hour 
within the series. I hope that if it should be necessary for me 
to add anything to this letter you will not hesitate to call me. 
Thank you very much for your interest. 

cordially, 

Harold Hayes 
HH:sh 
Harold T. P. Hayes 
Producer/Editor 
3-N 405 East 54th St. 
New York, New York 10022 
(Telephone: 21? 4~1-5448) 



Sincerely, 

July 21, 1977 

Mr. Ikar Zavrazhnov 
Second Secretary 
Russian Embassy 
1125 16th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Dear Mr. Zavrazhnov: 

I am preparing a 12-hour television series for public broadcast 
on the subject of International Environmental Spoliation. It is 
underwritten by the Rockefeller Foundation. The series will be built 
about the views of leading international scientists on evolutionary 
biology, from cosmology through biological conservation. 

I am leaving for a trip around the world on August 6 to interview 
several scientists, as background only, for the series. Those included 
are Sir 0. H. Frankel, Sir John Eccles, Richard Lea.key, Lewis Thomas, 
Garrett Hardin and Jacques Lesourne. 

I am most anxious to interview as well Y. Zel'Dovich, A. I. Oparin 
and Armond Takhtadhzyan in the Soviet Union. I will be in London on 
August 25, and I am making reservations to fly to the Soviet Union from 
there during the last week of August, hoping to see them then. 

I shall be most grateful if you can let me know of their availability. 
Thank you very much for your assistance. 

Hold~ 
% ~tor Robert Morgan 
~09 Dirksen Senate Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
224-3154 
Attention: Carroll Leggett 

HH/cj 
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21 June 1977 

Harold T. P. Hagt.$ 

Peter Davis h~s suggested that you ~ight be 
interested in acting as Executive Producer with 
a television series I ~n currently putting together. 
Enclosed is a copy of our proposal. At present ne 
are in the Hesearch and Development phase, scheduled 
to last through mid-uctober. 

The ~xecutive Producer's role defines itself, 
I know, according to the problems to be solved. In 
this case, I am most concerned about the best ways 
to visualise what will be, at the very least, fairly 
tricky information. 

l look forward to your reaction. 

t212J 421-5448 
Apt. 3r, 
405 East 54th St., 
New York, N.Y. lu022 
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One Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02107 
(617) 725-5000 Cable HOUGHTON 

College Division 

Houghton Mifflin Company 

August 8, 1977 

Mr. David Meyer 
New Hour Productions 
3N 405 East 54th Street 
New York, New York 10022 

Dear Mr. Meyer: 

Dr. George B. Field has informed me of his various conversations with you 
regarding your 12 part T.V. series on ecology and your interest in the 
evolution of life. He suggested that you may be interested in our forth 
coming title COSMIC EVOLUTION as it may be very pertinent to your endeavors. 

Unfortunately, COSMIC EVOLUTION will not be published until next January. 
It does however exist at present in manuscript form and if you feel that 
the book will serve your interest in a significant manner, I would be 
willing to have a copy of the manuscript prepared and forwarded to you. 
To better help you to decide the usefulness of the manuscript, I am en 
closing a copy of the table of contents. I will look forward to learning 
more about your present plans and how we may possibly fill your needs. 

Sincerely, 

~rj/~~ 
Bill Fitzgerald 
Editor of Physics 

BF/11 
ENC: table of contents 

Atlanta I Dallas I Geneva, Illinois I Hopewell, New Jersey I Palo Alto I London 



COS.MIC EVOLUTION 

G.B. Field, G.L. Verschuur, and C. Ponnamperuma 

Contents as of July 1, 1976 

Chapter 1. Earth 

Introduction 

Earth: Our Home Planet 

The Earth in Perspective 

Shape 

Size 

!-',otion 

Location in Universe 

Life in the Universe 

Water on Earth 

Waves 

Tides 

Solid Earth 

Atmosphere 

Energy 

- ·Solar Energy 

Age of the Ear.th 

Continental Drift 

Aspects of Time - Days, Years, and E'rolution 

Thought Questions 

Glossary 

Chapter 2. Astronomical Observations 

Introduction 

Energies from Space 

Light Energy 

The Electromagnetic SpectYurn 

Energy from Space 

Brightnesses of Stprs 



Photography 

Observing the Spectrum 

The Visible Spectrum 

Invisible Parts of the Spectrum· 

Astronomical Seeing 

Emission and Absorption Processes 

Absorption 

Thermal Emission 

Contents page 2 

Chapter 2 (contd) 

Tools of the Astronomer 

Telescopes 

.Spectral Lines 

The Doppler-Effect 

Non-thermal emission 

·Polarization 

Thought Questions 

Glossary 

Chapter 3 The Sun 

Introduction 

Nature of the Sun 

The Sun as a Star 

Appearance of the Sun in the Sky 

Eclipses 

Tha Solar Spectrum .r: 
£ · ,: .· {.,-,_ ... .,,_.c_ ~/,'. :. .. / ( 

Solar Activity c-: · • · ': ~-- 

Sunspots 

Granulation 

Chromosphere and Corona 

Transients and Prominences 

The Source of Solar Energy 

The Radio and X-ray Sun 

Solar-Terrestrial Relationships 

Thought Questions 

Glossary 



.Contents page 3 

Chapter 4 The Moon 

Introduction 

Appearance of the Moon 

Bombardraent of the Hoon 

I Lunar Craters 
I 
\oust on the Hoon ...... 
Lunar Explorations 

History of the .Moon 

Tidal Bulges 

Origin of the Moon 

Thought Questions 

Glossary 

Chapter 5 The Planets 

Introduction 

Motions of the Planets 
\~. 

'.:::,The Heliocentric Solar System 

Terrestrial Planets 

General Characteristics 

·Mercury 

Pluto 

Venus 

~ 
/.; -"!_ - ..... ... .. 
_.-, ./"'(' v" :-~ .. ··~ 

·Mars 

- Pariner 9 Photographs 
/ 

(Viking will be inserted when we know something} 

Major Planets 

General Characteristics 

.Jupiter 

.Radio Signctls from Jupiter 

Saturn 

Uranus and Neptune 

Life on the Major Planets 

Other Members of the Solar System 

Types of Objects 

Ninor Planets 



Contents page 4 

Chapter 5 (contd) 

Other Memb~rs of the Solar System (contd) 

Cornets 

Meteors and Hetcorites 

Thought Questions 

Glossary 

Chapter 6 Stars 

Introduction 

Seeing Stars 

The Colors of Stars 

Clusters and Associations 

Finding Distances to Stars 

The Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram 

Stellar Spectra 

Binary Stars 

Sizes of Stars 

Stellar Populations 
. . . ____.,._. 
-H-:-R-Brcrgrams-andl)i$Eel~~t:irna tes 

Unusual Types of Stars 

y1anetary Nebulae 

Novae 

Supernovae 

Pulsars 

. X-ray Sources and Black Holes 

Thought Questions 

Glossary 

Chapter 7 The Milky Way Galaxy 

Introduction 

Distribution of Stars 

Rotation of the Galaxy 

'l'he Galactic Center 

Interstellar Dust 



Neutral Hydro~~n - HI 
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Chapter 7 (contd) 

Interstellar nydrogen 

Dark Clouds - H2 

Emission Nebulae - HIJ; 

The Milky Way Radio Beacon· 

Interstellar Molecules 

Origin of Interstellar Grains 

Thought Questions 

Glossary 

Chapter 8 ·_Galaxies and T'ne Universe . 
Introduction 

Classification of Galaxies 

The Local Group 

Beyond the Local Group - The Redshift 

Nearby G::ilaxies 

Unusual Galaxies. 

Radio Galaxies 

Quasars 

Distant Objects and the Hubble Law 

·:..?""~--.. .. -·r_"o! .... ; : ..... (·t:L.t.(~~.:... 
~/ 

,. .·. 
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Chapter 9 Relativity and Cosmology 

Introduction 

Models of the Universe: A Newtonian Point of View 

Olver's Paradox 

The Special Theory of Relativity 

...-The General Theory of Relativity 

__ Geodesics 

The Cosq;ological Principle 
(_,.,lj__,, ..... · --:""': ...; .. _.:':.J, r . ~ 

The Ex9ansion of the Universe 

Thought Questions 

Glossary 



Chapter 10 Cosmology: The Evolution of the Universe 

.Contents page 6 

Introduction 

The Big-Bang Model 

Element Formation in the Big-Bang 

Galaxy Formation 

The Evicence for the Big-Bang 

2.7 Degree Background 

Helium 

·Deuterium 

Open or Closed Universe? 

'Ibe Steady State Model 

Thought Questions 

Glossary 

Chapter 11 The Evolution of Stars and Galaxies 

Introduction 

.,~Evolution of STars - An Outline 

· 0Protostar Formation 

Birth of the Sun 

The Sun 9n the Main Sequence 

Future Evolution of the Sun 

-; other Main Sequence Stars 

Ages of Stars.'~; 

Principles of Late Stellar Evolution 

Star Death 

Planetary Nebulae 

Supernovae 

Supernova Remnants 

Effects of Magnetic Fields and Rotation on Star Formation 

Summary of Stellar Evolution 

Formation of the !·lilky Way and the First Generation of Stars 

Formation of Later Generations of Stars 

Evolution of Galaxies in General 

Thought Questions 

Glossary 
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•· Chapter 12 Origin of the Solar System 
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One Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02107 
(617) 725-5000 Cable HOUGHTON 

College Division 

Houghton Mifflin Company 

September 12, 1977 

Mr. David Meyer 
New Hour Productions 
3N 405 East 54th Street 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear David, 

Attached is a copy of COSMIC EVOLUTION by Field, Verschuur and Ponnamperuma. 
I trust it will serve your needs. It should be noted that this is an unedited 
manuscript. It is conceptually correct but in galleys several calculations 
andother quanitative items have been corrected. For your purposes then the 
philosophy and principles of the text are valid but were you to desire to 
implement any of the quanitative material I would prefer you to consult final 
pages. These will be available in a month or so and, again, I will leave it 
to you to determine your needs. 

In addition, a copy of the drawings and diagrams for the text has been included. 
These, however, are final sketches and thus do not correspond by number to 
the unedited manuscript. Yet, it should be easy to identify the appropriate 
drawing as you go through the manuscript. The photograph program is not 
included as they will not copy well enough for practical purposes. 

There you have it. I trust you will find the information useful. Given the 
reputable authorship you can be assured of outstanding scholarship, accuracy 
and currentness of topical content. For your information, George Field is the 
Director of the Harvard College Observatory, a member of the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Society, a fellow in the National Academy of Science and an expert 
in intersteller matter, cosmology and cosmogony, astrophysics, plasma physics 
and planets and satellites. Gerritt Verschuur is Director of the Fiske 
Planetarium, a former member at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, a 
recognized researcher and frequent contributor to NATURE and ASTRONOMY and has 
been nominated for the National Book Award for the INVISIBLE UNIVERSE 
(Springer-Verlag, 1974). And, Cyril Ponnamperuma, as you probably know, is a 
Professor of Chemistry, a former Chief of the Chemical Evolution Branch - 
Exobiology Division at NASA/Ames Research Center, won a superior performance 
award from NASA in 1964, is one of the world's leading researchers in the 
attempt to understand the origins of life, and has published several books on 
chemical evolution. 

Atlanta I Dallas I Geneva, Illinois I Hopewell, New Jersey I Palo Alto/ London 



September 12, 1977 
Mr. David Meyer 
Page TWO 

Dave, let me know if I can be of any further assistance in your project. 
It is one in which I am most interested and look forward to learning more 
about. Also, let me know what you decide regarding the final pages. 
Meanwhile, you have my best wishes for a successful venture. 

Regards, 

Wm. J. Fitzgerald 
Editor of Physics and Astronomy 

WJF/11 
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the right-hand side of the dr i Vci·Jay. 



NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTORS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

This is to let you know that I have completed my series of interviews and 
to thank you for your willingness to contribute your views to our the~e. I have 
enclosed a check as an honorarium for your participation thus far, and I just 
want you to know bow grateful we are for your taking the time to help us. 

The next phase of this project is tbe rendering of tbe interviews into 
treatment form, and we are at work on that now. I wonder if you might be willIIJfS 
to write me a letter about your own feelings with respect to the need for ..:t5:±:£~ 
sort of theme we are seeking to develop. It would be helpful to us as we move 
into the next phase. Should you have the slightest hesitation about doing so,· 
however, we shall certainly understand. 

In any case, thank you again for your help, and I will be in touch witb 
you later about our further progress with this project. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 
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NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

I am so grateful to you for taking time with me to discuss your views about 
our proposed television series on Environmental Spoliation. Our next phase of 
this project is to use the interviews as background for projection into a treat 
ment fonn for production. If all goes well, we hope to begin production February 
1978. I hope you will permit me to get in touch with you again when our plans 
become more specific. In any case, thank you again for making time available 
to me. 

Sincerely, 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 



Frsnk Goodmsn suggested I write you with respect to the 
enelos6d, which he thought you might be interested in 
knO'Wing the prog1tess of 

Frank Goodman suggested I •llitm~ bring~ you up to 
date 

you might want to know of the 
progrea · et' my television series, which he mentioned earlier 
to you 

li'l'ank Goodman suggested I write 1111 1n your new espac1t:y at 
\In1ted. While he bed mentioned my ir oposecl television series 
to JOU during yvur time at Mobile, be thought the aubsetpent 
de~elopmenta attending 1t, and your JmJr o.n shift of 
setting, might csuse you to want to see idlxluw what hes been 
happening with it.· 

~ineere l:y, 



365 West End Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10024 (212) 787-7560 
CBS Hews 
100 Brampton Road 
London, SW 3 
3U July 1977 

WARREN WALLA CE FILMS 

Lr. ~:arold Hayes 
Lpt. :JN 
405 East 54th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

Dear J'l.lr. Hayes; 
1•1y apologies for being so slow to respond to your letter of 

21 June. It came just at the start of filming on a project that 
entailed a great deal of travel; and I have never had the repose 
to get my wits together and give your excellent treatment the 
detailed comment it deserves. 

Let me say for a start that I am deeply interested in the 
general subject, feel it is high time for aggressive programming 
there, and like the approach you are taLing. There are a lot of 
reasons why British techniques are inappropriate for American 
television, even though tlreir programs hav e had such success in 
the States. But the main one, which is reflected in your treatment, 
is that for any subject as large as this, we are not content with 
the ~oint of view and personality of just one man in a series, no 
matter how brilliant or entertaining he may be. It ca ls for 
evidence of the working of man~ minds. 

Okay, granting that, what are the problems? One is continuity; 
and I think you have found ways to solve that. .i..nother, wh.i ch 
could turn out to be a more difficult one, is that when you subtract 
the continuing expert host, it may be harder to get through the 
more abstract subjects. In 'Civilization' or 'The Ascent of Man' 
the host could carry audiences over the roughest terrain, simvlY 
because he was who he was, an they were used to him. 

Taking the latter problem one step deeper, having a different 
host each time may ma..~e it harder to develop consistent production 
techniques. Gill and Malone worked protractedly and intimately 
with their hosts, ind~cing them to think, not just about the subject, 
but also about the subject as television. So Clark, for example, 
didn't simply do his familiar piece; he worked with a team to 
produce a new event. It will be hard to create that kind of 
intense collaboration thirteen times. But not imµossible; and 
it should be a goial. 

If the host is not dravm in and forced to think creatively in 
television terms, what you get is a Lan te rn-cs Li de lecture. I have 
not seen enough of the Galbraith series to judge, but frou what my 
frien& tell me would guess that somehow, in spite of all the talent 
assembled, this often happerfd there. Certainly American television 
contains many examples of a si 'tua t i on where you have the guest over 
there do ng his thing, and the producti n team over here try Ln, to 
figure out how to illustrate wha t the man is saying .. 



You are absolutely right in saying that your project demands 
completely new techniques; that it should create events of a sort 
that have never happened on television before. JVIy own feeling is 
that the only solution will lie in drawing the hosts into production 
in a way they may not be familiar with, and consequently asking 
more time and thought from them than they may be expecting to give 
when they consent to take part. This can be done; and the trick 
is to make them realize that, far from being merely a re-hash of 
material familiar to them, the series gives- them an o.,portuni ty 
to tell the public things they may never know in any other way. 
'Civilizatiom' was an opportunity for Clark to gat at the world; 
'Last Hour' is an op_portunity for Hoyle or Handler or whoE;ver to 
do the same thing. 

Certain of your subjects lend themselves to visual presentation 
more easily than others. In 'Nature's Bar{i'quet1 for example, you 
start with a situation that is intrinsically fascinating. Others 
have a similar quality of instant appeal and relatively easy 
visualization. But some are very hard; and with the Hoyle piece, 
where little of what is being talked about can actually be seen, 
it may be necessary to go beyond the conventional techniques of 
animation, and discover new forms of audio-visual metaphor. Here, 
as throughout, it is essential to work intimately with the guest 
and together find devices that are as valid for the expert as they 
are for the uninstructed audience. 

I don't know how much Peter Da,vis was able to tell you about 
my own background. It started with an academic bent, studying 
philosophy as a graduate student under Braithwaite at Cambridge; 
and by what felt like accident moving to work as a producer for 
the BBC. Back in America twenty years ago, I went into documentary 
film production, working as a freelance for the three networks and 
lTET, and covering most subjects, science am..)ng them. For the past 
six or so years, I have to some extent reversed the usual career 
pattern, taking on additional roles to the point where currently 
I'm functioning as producer-director-writer-narrator-cameraman. 
In the present context, the latter is vrorth mentioning because it 
entails a close knowledge of all det_ils of production, a great 
aid in planning. 

I expect to be back in New York about the third week in August; 
perhaps vre might talk then. In the meanwhile, should you wish any 
more information or want to get in touch with me for any reason, 
CBS News London can always find me, an.i they f'o rwar-d mail. 

~n~A~ 
\larren Wallace 

3'S'WW( t'MJ ~ 
7'g1 7$'(0 

~-~ 
?./ w. lf & itN 
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September 12, 1977 

}1r. Bruce G. Sundlum, President 
Executive Jet Airways 
Box 19707 
Columbus, Ohio 43219 

Dear Mr. Sundlum: 

Mr. Earl Slick has suggested that I inform you of a 
proposed television series dealing with the history of the 
environmental er i sis entitled "The Last Hour of the Bil lion th· 
Year." You may lcnow that Mr. Sli~k has been extremely help- 
f u L in en ab Li n q this project to go forward. He along w i t.h the 
Rockefeller Foundation and the Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation 
have provided funding for the Research and DevelopQent Phase 
which wi 11 run t.h r ouqh mid-October, and requests for ma j o r 
funaing have been filed with the National Science Foundation, 
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and several private 
foundat~ons. I enclose two newsletters describing pro3ress 
since the R & D Phase began. 

Our i~medi2te need is for funding toward the first ~rogram 
or a 1ilot which will cost a?proxisately $350,~00. Su?port at 

"this time is critical as it will enable the project to continue 
un i n t e r r up t e d through January Ly which t i.rae we hope to have 
received funding fro~ the sources oentioned above. 

Those who have reviewed ·the fetaile~ materials on the 
series believe it can have a dramatic i~9act on this issue of 
worlc-wide concern. I ho?e it will be agreeable for me to dis 
cuss the series and its funeing needs with you by phone. I will 
contact your office in th~ next few Jays to see if a 2onvenient 
time can be arranged. 

Sincerely yours, 

Harold T. P. Hayes 
Editor/Producer 

HTPH: sh 



NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

I am grateful to you for taking time with me on my recent whirlwind tour - 
I received quite sympathetic audiences from all the others as well, including 
the Russians Zel'Dovich, Oparin and Takhtadhzyan. If nothing more (and I cer 
tainly hope that it will be considerably·more), I surely received a crash course 
in the complexities of environment. I have enclosed a check as an honorarium 
for the time you were willing to spend with me. The next phase of all this is 
preparation of treatment and we are at work on that now, hoping to complete this 
stage by the e~d of October. If all goes well, we will move into production in 
early 1978 with the first hour of the series. We hope to know by the end of 
October which of these hours we will select as the beginning point. 

Should it not be too presumptuous of me, I would most appreciate a letter 
from you indicating your own feelings about the importance of the series. In 
reading the transcript of our talk, I did note again your feeling that this was 
the sort of subject matter that should be available on public television, and 
of course the only way to make this material available now is to demonstrate 
the support of people like yourself. If you have any hesitation to doing this, 
however, we shall certainly understand. 

In any case, I do want to thank you again and I .shall be back in touch 
with you when we have more to report about the development of this series. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 



NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTORS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

I am grateful to you for taking time with me after such little notice. 
I know you were concerned as to whether the material you had would be 
appropriate to my needs. I didn't have a chance to check the tape un 
til I bad literally gone around the world and come back home. It works 
fine! 

Tbe project will go forward now, based largely on my interview with you 
and the many others involved, and our next stage is to move into pre 
production planning - that is, the preparation of treatment. We must 
also raise the considerable amounts of money necessary for this project. 
Should we be successful, we will try to go into production early in 1978 
and we anticipate a production schedule which will run about two years. 

I have enclosed our check as an honorarium for your contribution to the 
research of this project. I am grateful that you found it to be a worthy 
theme and with only a slight sense of misgiving as to the appropriateness 
of such a request, I wonder if you would be willing to write me a letter 
to this effect. It would be extremely helpful to us in moving to the 
next stage of our f'und Lng ," . 

This is not essential, of course, and in any case, I do want to thank 
you again for your willing cooperation. I hope you had good luck with 
your wildlife meeting. It seemed to me, coincidentally, to reflect the 
most difficult question arising out of all the various issues subsumed 
within the theme of environment. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 



NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

This is just to let you know that I completed my trip of the world and my 
various interviews with the scientists I had set out for. None was more help 
ful than yours, and I want you to know how much I appreciated the time you were 
willing to give me. I have enclosed a check as an honorarium for your contri 
bution to our preparation of the treatment. Only this morning, we received a 
print of the film, "The Tragedy of the Commons," and I am very much looking 
forward to seeing it. Clearly, your essay was the one central reference that 
was known and appreciated by all the scientists, from foustralia to Russia. 

We will move forward now with our efforts to prepare our material into a 
form for production. Jfall goes well, we ho~to begin in February of 1978 but 
we have not as yet decided which hour we will use as our starting point. This 
decision will be made by the end of October. I wonder if it is too presumptuous 
of me to ask if you might be willing to write me a letter about your own feel 
ings with respect to the need for the sort of theme we are trying tb develop.~ 
Should you for any reason feel the slightest hesitancy about doing so we shall 
certainly understand. 

In any event, this is to thank you once again, and to let you know we are 
moving ahead with this series, and that I hope to be in touch with you later 
when there is more to report. 

With best regards, 

Enclosure 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 
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ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

This is to thank you for making time available to me on my recent trip to 
England. As I told you, your book was a beginning point for the series I am 
seeking to put together, and it was not only helpful to the series to speak 
with you but a very great honor for me personally as well. I am enclosing our 
check as an honorarium for the time you were willing to grant me, apd I'm sena 
ing:;·tqo, a cop;;: of my article on "Non-human Primate Communications." I hope 
to be back in touch with you soon about our progress with respect to the series 
In the meanwhile, and since we are anxious to reflect the interest of an inter 
national community of scientists to the themes we pursue, I wonder if I might 
ask you, if you should be so inclined, to write me a letter about your own 
feelings of the value of such an undertaking. We need support not so much 
for the scientific community as for the public broadcast bureaucracy. 

With best wishes, 

Enclosure 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 



NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

I was shocked and saddened to learn of the tragic news befalling your family. 
Although I came late to the knowledge of his work, I quickly learned of the enor-. 
mous contribution he has made to the growing complexities of modern society in a 
most distressed time. If our television series does go forward, I surely hope 
his views will be reflected as one of the very few solutions that bave been put 
forward for t':'1e s:·l11+ian::::::of- some of these problems. 

I have enclosed our check as an honorarium to him for granting us time for 
me to interview him. Again, I do hope you will accept my expression of sympathy 
to you and your family. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 
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NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

You were most kind to spend time with me in tbe midst of your demanding 
schedule for the Desertification Program. I bad the opportunity to read 
the transcript of our interview only a few days ago. It strikes me that 
the example of the acacia tree is a beautiful metaphor of the inter 
dependence of plant and animal. Although I know you had some misgivings 
about relating to me other aspects of ecology, since these aspects are 
well known within the science, I must assure you, too, that your elo 
que.oee in describing to the layman aspects which be would otherwise have 
to struggle for suits my purposes exactly. This was, of course, clear 
to me after our interviews on Serengeti. I suppose I bad told you be 
fore, but at the risk of seeming ~fusive, I found no one else who 
could move through the scientific complexities to humanistic concerns 
as well as you. 

I went on to Paris (and later, Russia), and I did make it a point to 
visit UNESCO. I must say that the reception I had there was bizarre, 
to say the least. I got some sense of the tension you indicated I might 
expect, and I am inclined to think that our effort must be pursued in 
dependently of any governmental organization, anywhere. No need to dwell 
on this. I wrote the man you suggested to me just before I left Nairobi. 
I left with him my city address here in New York, but as yet I have not 
beard from him. I do most certainly hope that you may have in the mean 
time received permission to participate in this series. Will you let me 
know what you can? 

I have enclosed our check as an honorarium for the time we asked of you. 
I hope it will not pose·too much difficulty for you to exchange it into 
Kenya currency. Our Bank advises your local bank should be willing to 
make this conversion. 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 



Dr. Hugh Lamprey 
September 19, 1977 
Page 2 

I do also most regret the inconvenience your local virus caused me in 
preventing our having at least a dinner together. Do you expect to be 
coming to New York any time soon? I should most welcome the opportunity 
of talking with you at greater length about our theme. But in any case, 
I will certainly keep you abreast of events as we move forward. Our im 
mediate objective is the raising of about two and a half million dollars - 
formidable problem, indeed. But there are indications that we may have 
some success in this area, and if so, we will move into production in 
early February. Exactly which segment of the series we will try to film 
first, I do not yet know. But again, I will let you know when I know 
more. I hope all goes well with you. 

With warmest regards, 

Enclosure 

.. 
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RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

This is to let you know I have returned to New York City after completing 
my international series of interview£. I am very grateful to you for the time 
you took in speaking with me, and I am enclosing our check to you as an honor 
~rium for making that time available. 

The next phase of our project will be to render tbe material of tbe inter 
views into a screen treatment for television. When that is accomplished, we 
will then move to the next phase of planning our production shooting, which 
will probably begin after tbe first of 1978. 

With best wishes, 

PS I bope 
questions. 
we received 
pleasure to 

that you will be able to send me your written answers to my 
Tbey would be very helpful to me in making sure the translation 
is accurate to your intention. It was a very great honor and 
have met you. 

I 
Enclosure 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 



WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 
WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA 27109 

September 21, 1977 

Mr. R. Randolph Richardson, President 
Smith Richardson Foundation, Inc. 
114 East 32nd Street, Suite 1101 
New York, New York 10016 

~~ 
Dear Mr. Richardson: 

You were gracicus to receive Bob M..iss of L~TC-TV, Bill Strau<.:J1'an 
of Wake Forest University, and me in your office last Tuesday. As 
you suggested, I am herewith submitting a request for $90,800 to 
complete the pre-production planning and development for the tele 
vision series, "The Last Hour of the Billionth Year." The Research 
apd Development phase has been conducted under the sponsorship of 
Wake Forest University and the University of North Carolina Tele 
vision Network. Their co-sponsorship has provided a model for co 
operation between the public and private sectors of America!"l higher 
education; and it is hoped that through their involvement and the 
support of North Carolina institutions and individuals, the series 
might be viewed as a contribution by the State to a world problem. 
The following is a summary of this project and its progress to date. 

In 25 to 50 years -- by the end of this century, possibly, or 
not too far into the next -- the earth may have lost its capacity 
to sustain life as we know it today. This is the grim warning of 
an increasing number of life scientists who view with urgency the 
approaching intersection of four global crises: the exhaustion of 
natural resources, pollution, nuclear wastes and human population 
growth. The intersection of these crises is no coincidence. Each 
of them is related to the other. All are man-made, and the only 
possibility of averting them is the global response of man himself. 
And yet for most of the world's people, the crises and their loom 
ing deadlines are virtually unknown. 

Although the warning begins with the life sciences, where the 
symptoms of collapse are most evident, the crises move beyond 
science to the deepest of humanistic concerns: the ways in which 
man has come to order his existence. The impending shortage of 
food against exponential human population, the fouling of the 
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world's air, land and water from synthetics and nuclear wastes, 
the rapacious exhaustion of resources -- all these modern-day 
phenomena signal international political issues for the future 
more tragic and urgent than traditional ideological disputes. 
The. vestiges of the cold war are giving way to a :new geo-poli tical 
complex which might best be described as bio-politics. The re 
sponse of nations to this complex will have direct bearing on the 
survival of our species. 

"The Last Hour of the Billionth Year'' is a television series 
dealing with the humanistic implications to the state of biological 
disorder. It seeks a global audience to sound the warnings of pre 
eminent authorities located throughout the worldk Physicists, 
biologists, economists and philosophers are its spokesmen. The 
series develops in eight hour-long segments the background of these 
intersecting crises and their consequences to the future. It will 
show how man through his intelligence has come to dominate his 
environment and how, through his misuse of it, his domination may 
come to an end. Its time frame is geologic rather than historical. 
Within the natural order it will seek to show first how things 
came together in order to demonstrate h6w now they are coming apart. 

"The Last Hour'' is presently nearing completion of the Research 
and Development phase. Fourteen authorities abomt the world have 
been interviewed and have consented to participate in the series. 
These are: Yakov Zel'dovich, Moscow; Martin ReesnEngland; A. I. 
Oparin, Moscow; Howard Evans, U.S.; Richard Leakey, Kenya; Hugh 
Lamprey, Kenya; W. H. Thorpe, England; Sir O. H. Frankel, Australia; 
Richard Garwin, U.S.; Lewis Thomas, U.S.; Jacqmes Lesourne, France; 
Garett Hardin, U. S.; and E. F. Schumacher, Eng~and. (Dr.Schumacher 
was interviewed on August 27, ten days before his death.) 

These interviews are continuing. Before connpletion of the 
Research and Development phase, the following wilil be added: Archie 
Carr, Cyril Ponnamperuma, Sidney Fox, Ralph HolLoway and Susanne 
Langer, all of the United States. 

These authorities conform to the structuraL development of the 
series and represent leading opinions from their respective fields. 

-rt~0ttu~.k.\ ~s ~~J~~ 
~~~~~~~~() 
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The project director of the series is Harold Hayes, editor 
and author. Executive Producer is Don Fouser, who has produced 
a wide variety of programs for public television. He is assisted 
by Dewitt Sage and Peter Davis. Between them, Fouser, Sage and 
Davis have received awards from the National Academy of Television 
and the National Academy of Motion Picture Arts. Saul Bass, an 
outstanding film maker, has agreed to direct one of the segments, 
and the overall production will be supervised, in design, by the 
graphic artist, Ivan Chermayeff. 

Public television broadcast in America is seen as the first 
phase of a multimedia concentration on this theme. An ultimate 
objective is to reach an international audience through airing of 
the series abroad. These efforts will be supplemented by audio/ 
visual aids for international classroom instruction, and by mag 
azine articles and a book to be written by the project director. 

"The Last Hour" is expected to set a precedent in the field 
of educational television. The collective talents of its pro 
ducers will be directed to the presentation of an innovative 
rendering of these urgent themes - a distinctly American approach 
to a mode dominated hitherto by BBC techhiques - in order to 
reach, and affect, a global audience. Beyond the question of 
technique, however, is the matter of substance. For the first 
time an international network of world authorities has consented 
to·address the urgencies of a world crisis from their home nations, 
from East Africa to Russia. 

/IMv.}~~' 
The purpose of the Research and Development phase was to 

J 
determine if so far-reac:hing a r.roject was a pra.ctical reality. 
That determination,..-th:i::at:t~h :Eunding snrport to date, has been 
realized. To proceed to the next phase - the preparation by the 
pro ucers and writers of scripts and pre-production projections - 
additional funding must now be secured. 

( 

As we discussed, the support of the Mary ReyJnolds Babcock 
Foundation, Mr. Earl Slick, and the Rockefeller Foundation has 
enabled the project to go forward through the Research and Develop 
ment phase. Requests for major funding have been filed with the 
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National Science Foundation, the Corporation for Public Broad 
casting, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and several 
private foundations. The support of the Smith Richardson 
Foundation at this time is critical as it would enable the pro 
ject to continue uninterrupted through February by which time we 
hope to have received additional funding from the sources mentioned 
above. Moreover, your contribution will provide the initial fund 
ing for the first program or a pilot which will cost approximately 
$400,000. A total of approximately $3 million will be needed for 
the entire series. 

Detailed information on the series is enclosed. Wake Forest 
University will continue to serve as the grantee institution as 
it has for the Research and Development phase. Please feel free 
to contact any of us for additional information. 

Sincerely, 

• Harold T. P. Hayes 
Editor/Producer 

HTPH:sh 
Enclosures 



THE STRUCTURE 

L\.4-,, ...-.... 

I. WHERE THE WORLD CA.ME FROM (Cosmology) 
Yakov B. Zel'dovich -- Institute of Applied Mathematics 

Moscow, USSR 
Martin Rees -- Astronomer Royal, University of Cambridge, 

England 

II. WHERE LIFE CA.ME FROM (Biochemistry) 
A. I. Oparin,-Birector, A.N. Bakh Institute of Biochemistry, 

Academy of Sciences of USSR 
Moscow, USSR 

Cyril Ponnamperuma,University of Maryland 
College Park, Maryland 

Armen L-. Takhtadhzyan, Director, Komarov B'Jtanical Institute, 
Leningrad, USSR 

Sidney Fox, Institute of Molecular and Cellular Evolution, 
University of Miami, Miami, Florida 

Howard E. Evans, Colorado State, Fort Collins, Colorado 

III. WHERE MAN CA.ME FROM (Paleoanthropology) 
Richard Leakey, Director, National Museum of Kenya 

Nairobi, Kenya 
Ralph Holloway, Columbia University 

New York City, New York 

IV. NATURE'S BANQUET (Ecology) 
Hugh Lamprey, UNESCO 

Nairobi, Kenya 

• 

V. THE SHARED KINGDOM (Ethology) 
Archie Carr, University of Florida 

Gainesville, Florida 
W. H. Thorpe, Chairman, Department of EtholO(gy, University 

of Cambridge, England 

VI. THE HUMAN BRAIN (Neurophysiology) 
Susanne K. Langer, Professor Emeritus, Connecticut College, 

New London, Connecticut 

VII. MAN'S GENIUS--NATURE 
Sir o. H. Frankel, Commonwealth Scientific amd Industrial 

Research Organization, Ca~berra City, 
Australia 

Lewis Thomas, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center 
New York City, N. Y._ 

Richard L. Garwin, Physicist, IBM, La Jolla, California 



VIII. MAN'S CRISIS (Environment) 
Jacques Lesourne, Office of Economic Cooperation and Development, 

Paris, France 
Garrett Hardin, University of California 

Santa Barbara, California 
*E. F. Schumacher, Director, Intermediate Technology Development 

Group 
London, England 

(Sources: Walter Sullivan, Science Editor, New York Times; 
Frank Brown, Office of Educational Alternatives; 
Dr. David Ehrenfeld, Rutgers University; 
Robert Jastrow, Goddard Space Center.) 

*Dr. Schumacher was interviewed on August 27, ten days before 
his death. 



DRAFT 
Letter from K. Wayne Smith to Thornton Bradshaw 

Re: Environmental Television Series, "The Last Hour of the 
Billionth Year" 

Dear 

(You may wish to personalize the opening [.>l!ragraph.) 

As I may have mentioned to you before, one of my chief 

avocations is Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, North 

Carolina, where I received my undergraduate degree in 1960. I 

currently serve as Chairman of the Board of Visitors for Wake 

Forest College, an assignment which among other things has brought 

me into collaboration with several Wake Forest friends who have 

conceived and begun work on an eight-part television series dealing 

with the history of the environmental crisis. The Rockefeller 

Foundation and the Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation have 1rovided 

funding for the Research and Development Phase which will run 

through mid-October, an0 requests for major funding have been filed 

with the National Science Foun~ation, the Cor~or~ 'on for Public 

Broadcasting, nd several orivate foundations. I have enclose0 

a 0etailed 6 cription of the project which includes budget material 

and background on some of the distinguished pe?ple in television who 

have agreed to play a nrominent role in its develori ent. You will 

also find two newsletters nescribing :rogres since the R & D Phase 

began. 

It occurred to me that the projectiis of sufficient significance 

and potential to merit your and ARCO's attention and consideration. 

If you think well of it, I would be most grateful if y~u could arrange 



to talk with Harold Hayes about it. He will be hap)y to come to 

Los Angeles or to meet you in New York or Washington. The funding 

requirements as shown in the budget oroject $~.4 million for the 

entiresseries with $350,'00 of that total needec as soon as possible 

to roduce a pilot. 

I look forwar to hearing from you and will be haopy to )rovide 

any additional information you wish. 

Sincerely your, 



~ugust 29, 1977 

Dear Wayne: 

Sincerely, 

Drp K. Wayne Smith 
coopers and Lybrand 
l 00 M Street, 5th Floor 
Washington, D. c. 20036 

Attached is the $2.4 million draft to Thornton Bradshaw. 
I have eri.c Loaed all the smpporting materials you need to send 
along. (You can keep the oro~osal I sent you earlier for a 
ready reference.) In view of the urgency of getting additional 
funding by mid-October, I would hope that an ap~ointment could 
be arranged as early as ..,ossible in September. Let me know if 
we can ao anything else to facilitate it. 

J. William Straughan 
Vice President 

JWS:sh 
Enclosures 



J.i.ugust ~, 1977 

Dr. John E. Sawyer, President 
The Andrew W. hellon Foundation 
140 E.iast 6 ·n:l Street 
ew York, l~ew Yor 10021 

Dear Dr. Sawyer: 

I en(lose for your re1iew . )ro~osal i?r an eight-part 
television series, "The Last Hour of the Billionth Year," 
which deals with the history of the environmental crisi • Waka 
Forest University and the University of North Carolina Television 
Network have served as the sponsoring institutions for the R search 
and Development Phase which has been funded by the Rockefeller 
Foundation and the Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation. We are sched 
uled to complete this phase of the project by mid-October. 

I would appreciate very much the ooportunity to discuss the 
series and its funding requirements with you and/or the a pro~riate 
member of the Foundation staff. I will contact your of~ice the 
week of September S to see if an aapointment can be arranged. 

Sincerely yours, 

Harold T. P. Hayes 
Producer/Editor 

HTPH:sh 
Enclosure 
be: Dr. John Chandler 

Dear Dr. Chandler: 
I thought you might be interested in this. It could 

provide major national exposure for w~ke Forest. We'd appreciate 
any suggestions for funding or other.help. 

Best wishes for the '77-'78 year. 

J. William Straughan 

Sincerely, 



Dear Mr. Ambass~dor: 

This office feels strongly that the attached proposal 

will do :n.uch to alert world opinion to the acute problems 

of global environmentalism. I know that these are concerns 

shared by President t Ln se r t here the head 

of the particular country's government). May I request the 

assistance of your office in securing a statement by your 

government in sup~ort of the series. 



September 27, 1977 

The Honorables Jesse Helms and Robert Morgan 
The United States Sena.te 
Washington, D. c. 

Dear Senators Helms and Morgan; 

In reference to our recent conversations, "The Last Hour 
of th Billionth Year" is an international television series 
in preparation for public broadcast in the United States and 
intended eventually for presentation throughout the world. Its 
institutional sponsors are Wake Forest University and the Uni 
versity of North C~rolina. The following is a summary of this 
project and its progress to date. 

In 25 to SO years--by the end of this century, possibly, 
or not too far into the next--the earth may have lost its 
capacity to sustain life as we know it today. This is the grim 
warning of an increasing number of life scientists who view with 
urgency the approaching intersection of four global crises: the 
exhaustion of natural resources, pollution, nuclear wastes and 
human po:::mlation growth. The intersection of these crises is 
no coincidence. Each of them is related to the other. All are 
man-made, and the only possibility of averting them is the 
global response of man himself. And yet for ITTost of the world's 
people, the crises and their looming deadlines are virtually un 
known. 

Although the warning begins with the life sciences, where 
the symptoms of collapse are most evident, the crises move beyond 
science to the deepest of humanistic concerns: the ways in which 
man has come to order his existence. The impending shortage of 
food against exponential human population, the fouling of the 
world's air, land and water from synthetics and nuclear wastes, 
the rapacious exhaustion of resources--all these modern-day 
phenomena signal international political issues for the future 
more tragic and urgent than traditional ideological disputes. 
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The vestiges of the cold war are giving way to a new geo 
political cou?lex which might best be described as bio-politics. 
The response of nations to this complex will have direct bearing 
on the survival of our species. 

"The Last llour of the Billionth Year" is a television series 
dealing with the humanistic implications to the state of biological 
disorder. It seeks a global audience to sound the warnings of pre 
~mincnt authorities located throughout the world. Physicists, 
biologists, economists and philosophers are its spokesmen. The 
series develops in eight hour-long segments the background of these 
intersecting crises and their consequences to the future. It will 
how how m n through his intelligence has come to dominate his 

environ~ent and hov, through h:i.a misuse oi: it, his do inati n .ay 
come to an end. Its time frame is geologic rather than hi toric 1. 
Within the natur l order it will seek to show first ~ow things cane 
together in order to demonstrate how now they are coming apart. 

"The Last Hour" is ;>resantly nearing completion of the Research 
and Development phase. Fourteen authorities about the world have 
been interviewed and have consented to participate in the series. 
Theue are: Yakov Zel'covich, Moscow~ Martin .ees, England1 • I. 
Oparin, Moscow: Howard Evans, U.S.~ Richard Leakey, Kenya1 Hugh 
Lam~rey, Kenya: w. H. Thorpe, Englana; Sir o. H. Frankel, Australiar 
Richard Garwin, U.S.; Lewis Thomas, U.S.~ Jacques Lesourne, FranceJ 
Garrett Hardin, u. S.; and E. F. Schumacher, England. (Dr. Schu acher 
was interviewed on August 27, ten days before his death.) 

hese interviews are continuing. Before completion of the 
Research and Development phase, the following will be aclded: Archie 
Carr, Cyril Ponnamperuma, Sidney Fox, Ralph Holloway and Sus nne 
Langer, all of the United.S tes. 

These authorities conform to the structural developm nt ~£ 
the series and represent leading opinione from their respective 
fields. The significance of the project is underlined by the 
support it has received from the Rockefeller Foundation and oth r 
concerned institutions. 

The project director of the series is Harold Hayes, editor 
and author. Executive Producer id Don Fouser, who h s produced a 
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wide ariety of programs ror pQolic television. He is assisted 
by Dewitt Sage and Peter Davis. Between them, Fouser, Sage and 
Davis have received awards from the Nation 1 Acad my of Television 
and the National Academy of f."LOtion Picture Arts. Saul Bass, an 
outstanding fil1 maker, has agreed to direct one of the segments, 
an the ov rall proauction ·ill be supervised, in design, by the 
graphic artist, Ivan Chermaycff. 

Te purpose of the Research and Development -hase, now nearins 
completion, w s to a_termine i£ so far-reaching,. project was a 
pr ctic 1 reality. That etermination as been r liz d. It is 
now essential to the further development of the serie to enlist 
the support an encourag m nt of intern tional statesmen ho share 
these concerns. To this end, may we request your ssistance in 
establishing thi~ support? 

Sincerely yours, 

Harold T. P. Hayes 
Editor/Producer 

PH:sh 



BOLTON INSTITUTE/ 4 Linden Square, Wellesley, MA 02181 

6 October 1977 

David Meyer 
New Hour Productions 
Apt. 3-N 
405 East 54th St. 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear Mr. Meyer: 

Thank you for your phone call today. 

I'm quite sure this is what Amory had in mind. 

~l~ 

David Dodson Gray 

Enclosed you will find a copy of "The Story of a Woman: 
Or, What Ever Happened to My Faith in Technology," 
which was a panel response by Liz at the Nuclear 
Waste Management Conference in Chicago last October. 

Best wishes. 

Encl. 



Wildenstein & Co. 
19 East 64th St. 
New York, N.Y. 10021 
Tel: (212) 879-0500 

-· 

October 15, 1977 

Dear Harold Hayes, 

Kindly find enclosed three copies 
of my notes on the U.N. series MAN BUILDS, 
MAN DESTROYS. Unfortunately it is only 
when I typed my notes that I realized that 
only twenty films had been screened. 

I think that it would be a good idea 
for you to look at the two 10 minute films 
Dr. Noel Brown discussed with you. One is 
"FIREWOOD" which I have screened and is 
described in the Notes. The other one is 
on water. I did not screen it, because at 
the time the copy was badly damaged. 

I understand from Don Fauser that 
you are both very busy and working against 
a deadline. As soon as you have more leasure, 
I would like to arrange a screening for you 
and maybe for Don Fauser too at the U.N. 
(at which time I would also screen the three 
missing films from the series). I would 
also like to speak to you at length about 
my reactions to the material you gave me 
and about my general impressions from the 
screenings. 



, 
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I have managed to grab one of the last 
invitations left for the Wildenstein Gallery 
opening on November 2. I am sending it to you 
under separate cover. I do hope you will be 
able to come since it promises to be quite a 
social evening. I am on duty part of the night 
but will be free from 8-10. You are naturally 
welcome to come any time you wish. 

I hope you will find the notes helpful. 
I think that these films are very enlightening 
on what to do and not to do. I am very anxious 
to discuss it with you. 

Hoping to see you soon. 

Sincerely yours, 



• tl l • .. : 

U) lr 

) 
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Yesterdsy morning, Bill StraUghan, Bob Miss, 
Bill Bondurant (of the Babcock Foundation) and I 
met with divisional members of the Rockefeller 
Foundation to report on our progress in develop 
ing the proposed television series on environ 
ment for UNG-TV. I know this is a matter of 
direct interest to you as well, and I thought, if 
I might, I would just try to bring you up to 
date in this letter. 

~he most important news, in my opinion, is the 
sanction we have received, from scientists and 
economists across the world, of the theme of the 
series. We have thus far interviewed some 19 
men in countries as widely separated as Australis 
and Russia, f~om the astrophysicist Yskov Zel1dov1ch 
to Dr. Lewis 1homas of Sloan Kettering. All of 
them concur with the theme and its urgencies, and . 
all of them have agreed to be a part of the series. 

To assure scientific pnobity, we have formed a 
council of scientific advisors. Martin Rees, 
Astronomer Royal, and Richard Leakey, the 
anthropologist, have agreed to serve (end we 
e:xpect the ps.rticipet1on of Germaine Bree ai d 
Marga.rat Mead as well). 

We are also in the process of forming a board 
of institutional leaders and philanthropists to 
assist us in developmental requirements of the 
series. Dr. John vhanaler~ the president of 
Williams, has agreed to serve on this board, as 
hes Norman Cousins. We ere asking Chancellor 
Alexander Heard, David Matthews and "on Matthews, 
president of the Rand Corporttion, among others, 
to join the group. 

We do not of course take lightly the considerable 
demands on your own time, but we are most hopeful 
that you and Dr. Scales, as leaders of our two 
sponsoring institutions, will consent to serve on 
this board. 
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In New York City, we have hired expert talent to 
render our research in an appealing form for public 
broadcast. Our producers are Don Fouser and Dewitt 
Sage, both of whom have received seademy awards for 
their achievements in television and f1lm. (Fouser 
was a producer of "The Adams Chronicles.") A special 
gr~~hic consultant, un1~ue to any television series, 
1s Ivan Chermayeff, of Uhermayeff and Geismar--best 
known for his deBigns of American exhibits at world 
fairs. Through ob Miss we have sought to keep 
close liason with.UNG-TV. 

We have been at this a long time now--almost a year 
and a half. This next month is critical to us. 
We will have completed a detailed treatment of the 
series and commenced to file application with 
CPB, NSF, NEH and other agencies for the consider 
able amount necessary to begin production. We 
are of high heart a~out our prospects because we 
believe we have extraordinary material that should- 
and must--be brought to the public. As of this 
moment, we hope to begin production by December 1st. 

Needless to add, I can't s~y how grateful we are for 
your support of our work to date. I'm coming down 
the week of November 12th for a ~oard of Visitors 
meeting at Wake1. Forest and for business attendant 
to our product! on plans. I should enjoy very much 
the opp or tun! ty t 0 vis1 t briefly wlt.b j.~u m.&le 
I·t·m there, if your schedule will permit. 



17 Oct., 1977 

Yesterday morning, Bill StraUghsn, Bob Miss, 
Bill Bondurant {of the Babcock Foundation) and I 
met with divisional members of the Rockefeller 
Foundation to report on our progress in develop 
ing the proposed television series on environ 
ment for UNC-TV. I know this is s matter of 
direct interest to you ss well, and I thought, if 
I might, I would just try to bring you up to 
date in this letter. 

The most important news, in my opinion, is the 
sanction we have received, from scientists and 
economists across the world, of the theme of the 
series. We have thus far interviewed some 19 
men in countries as widely separated as Australis 
and Russia, ft,om the astrophysicist Yakov Zel'dovich 
to Dr. Lewis lhomss of Sloan Kettering. All of 
them concur with the theme and its urgencies, and 
all of them have agreed to be a part of the series. 

To assure scientific pnob1ty, we have formed a 
council of scientific advisors. Martin Rees, 
Astronomer Royal, and Richard Leakey, the 
anthropologist, have agreed to serve (and we 
expect the participation of Germaine Bree m d 
Margaret Meed as well). 

We are also in the process of form1ns a board 
of institutional leaders and philanthropists to 
assist us in developmental requlrements of the 
series. Dr. John vhsnaler$ the president of 
Williams, has agreed to serve on this board, es 
has Norman Cousins. We are asking Chancellor 
Alexender Hesrd, David Matthews and ~on Matthews, 
president of the Rand Corpor,tion, among others, 
to joln the group. 

We do not of course tske lightly the considerable 
demands on your own time, but we are most hopeful 
that you and Dr. Scales, as leaders of our two 
sponsoring institutions, will consent to serve on 
this board. - 
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In ~ew York City, we have hired expert talent to 
render our research in an appealing form for Eubllc 
broadcast. Our producers are Don Fouser and ewitt 
Sage, both of whom have received aeademy awards for 
their achievements in television and f11m. (Fouser 
was a producer of "The Adams Chronicles.") A special 
grp~h1c consultant, un1~ue to any television series, 
is Ivan Cbermayeff, of Ghermayeff and Geismar--best 
known for his de~igns of American exhibits at world 
.fairs. Through ob Miss we have so ugnt to keep 
close liason with UNG-TV. 

We have been at this a long time now--almost a year 
and a half. Thia next month 1s critical to us. 
We will have completed s detailed treatment of the 
series and commenced to file application with 
CPB, NSF, NEH and other agencies for the consider 
able amount necessary to begin production. We 
are of high heart a~out our prospects because we 
believe we have extraordinary material that should- 
and must--be brought to the public. As of this 
moment, we hope to begin production by December lat. 

Needless to aaa, I can't s~y how grateful we are for 
your support of our work to date. I'm coming down 
the week of November 12th for a ~oard of Visitors 
meeting at Wake1. Forest end for business attendant 
to our product! on pJB n s , I should enjoy very much 
the opportunity t 0 v1s1 t briefly w4:tb Y-~u m.&'.l!e 
I·'t·m there, if your schedule will permit. 
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- . . + . . " 

A.HE ABLE TO ·OFFER roo AU EOl'rO!'~?.IUJTl OF l''IFTY DOLLARS Ali HOUR - . ·- ... . . . .. . ,.... ..... . ... . . 

FOR TBE TI11E REQUIRED. 

. ) 

r: 

,Y • 

" ..... 
.. ~ .. 

·~ECALSE OF THE Ss:'RICTURES uF PLAl';J~IHG, HOWEVEP.~ IT .WILL. BE 
/ . . . . 

1-E ES.0ARY re · -ACCOHPLlSH. THIS PF..ASE ··wITHil"J- TID( NEXT- .::nuRTH vF 
11.u~ubT; FLAY wE ·cALL. YQu, w-r1En• THE 1mxT ·F.Ew· :o;.·is· To s:EE IF, xon -, ·'"' 

' . . ~ ..... . ' ·. . '"/ . •. ~ . . .... ...... .. . , 
SHOULD BE RECEPTIVE TO OUR INVITA1·1or~' Ai~D IF' so, TO DISCUSS 

. YOt'R· AVAlLABILITY? , ' ' ,I 

'..CHr.lJK YOU. 

' ; 
F..AROLD liATES · 

·EXECUTIVE IRODUCER 
EEW HOPR.PRODUCTIQF~ 

_UEC~TV, CH.AJ?SL HILL,~ n.c, . . -,; . 

' . 



CP..BL"SGR.L .. M PAGE ONE 

~IR: 

"'I'h'T LP.-:-T H0UR OF THE BILLIONTH YEARn IS A TWELVE-BOUR 

TELEVIfION ~~~I~~ IN PR~PARATION FOR-PUBLIC BROADCAST IN 

TlfE' l'}TIT:D f:TAT~~ AND ABRO\ D, DEALING WITH GLOBAL CRISES 

OF F.1'1VI::-{0NlffiNT,.: L SPOt!A. TION. 

Tii"E IN'J'rJ\'TION OF Trt"'"E SE~IES IS TO SEEK PU:3LIC UND~li:ST.LiNDli~G 

THE PCIENTI2Tf· AND THEMES S"!<:LECTED FOR PHFSENTATION ARE: 

--~-'- 
A?\TD ~~:;;E!tl RESPOI~f',E BY PR"R.;SENTING THE VIEWS OF llA.DING 

I1"1T~RNATI·1NAL SCIEllrISTE: AND HL1v1AJ.~ISTS ON THE EVOLUTION 

OF Ll?E LEADING TO l1~.A.N'S ROLE IN SS:APING GLOBAL EWfIR0~1vIBNT. 



/ 
• 

"~ tRF 111iJ1\rI)FUL OF TiiF NEED TO 2PJ1PE OUR 1viA'11EnIAL TP.J\OUGH 

}~P.~I1IJ~L ll\!TRUSION UPON YOUR SCHEDULE. Vv"E EA.?SCT '.I'iiEREFOrt.E 
r<; 

-:'.'G g_ii'rlJIRE :~ NO Mi1RC' TR.t.N A FEW aouss Dl::?CUSfION vilTH 

YOU Il'I rp-JT INI'I'I~ L PP..A:::E 1 A ND V'i"E ARE ABLE TO OFFER YOU 

!:N 3m,:o~P.RIU1l OF ~50 AN HC1UR FOR THE TIME RE\.;,;'.UIR.ED. 

BECAUBE OF Th'"E STRICTURES OF ?LANNING 1 H0'1:EV~!{, IT WALL 

BE: 1'.TECEC: CJ:I:..Y =o A CCOIPlI"·H THIS PHA~.E \VITnlN 'l'HE MONTH 

OF AUGUST. MA Y WE CALL YOU WITHIK Th"'E NEXT J:l~Vv DAYS TO ._..... . 

c:r<_;~ IF YOD fHOUl.D BE R>:'CEPTIYE TO OUH INVITATION, AND IF SO, 

HAROLD HAYES 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

UNC -'11V CP .. A?EL HILL, N .. Ce 



CABLEGR!uA PAGE T?...rt.E~ 

'Hl.l Y(Yt_' CY;:'RVF p._c;c, AUTHORIT:'" :FOR A ~GMENT ON 

Vr::" APF ~rip,-;nFUL OF TEF NEED TO ~.Et:..PE OUR MATEr\IAL THROUGH 

EI"·'P!JIL IWTRUf'ION UPON YOUR SCHEDULE. WE EXPECT THErtE:.F'OrtE 
r=>; 

TO RFr1iF{S 1~ NO MOR~ TRl.N A FEW H01JrtS DI~CUS2ION 'tilTH 

AN Ho:!-TO~P.RilJlJ OF ~ 50 t.N 1iC'lJR FOR THE TIIvlE HE.., uI.t1i:D. 

BFCAu"'EE OF THE STRICTURES OF PLANNING' HOV11ZVER' IT WaLL 

BE: NFCEc c.p_p._y TO A CCOlfPLI~H THIS PHASE WITHIN THE MONTH 

OF AUGU~T. MA Y WE CALL YOU WITHIK TEE NEXT FEW DAYS TO .._, 

0E~ IF YO'J fnOuTD BE Rf:'CEPTIVE TO OUH INVIT."'-.TION, PJ'ID 11'""' so, 

mo ur=cv= YOUR ;~:;i<;.Z- _J::~'!:':Jfi:'~~ AVAIL..l\BILITY? 

1-iAROLD EAYES 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

UNC-TV C~4PEL RILL, NC. 



CABL~GRQ.1 PAGE ONE 

0IR: 

"mW I.A 'T H0UR OF THE BILLIONTH YEAR'' IS .A TW'ELVE-HOUR 

Tl?I,EVIf' ION S1;":n.,.,c IN ""RH'"PARATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCAST IN 

TW l1'NI111lf'D cmpmTi'C- j\Ji"D AERO\ D' D"SALING WITH GLOBAI. CrlISES 

OF H'T\T\fIR.ONr~rr.tL SPOILATION. 

THE I:NTVfM I(Yf'T OF THE SERIEP IS TO SEEK PUBLIC UND~HSTANDlNG 

AND RESPONSE BY PRESENTING TrlE VIEiJS OF L.&ADING 

I~'Tli'RNATI'"'NAL ~CIEN'l':I:ST8 AND HUMANISTS ON TttE EVOLUTION 

OF L:FE l'li'ADI JG TO MAN'S ROLE IN SHAPING GLOBAL F~NVIHONMENT. 

THE PCI~FTif'T0 AND 'T'lill11ER ~li'LECTED FOR P1tFSENTATiu1'l .arl.ti:: 



"'} 
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CABI,EGRMA PAGE THREE 

NO MnR'<' THIN A FEri HOURS :VlSCUS~ION WITH 

HAtlOLD HAYES 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

YOU I i Th'"F' I'ITTI· I. PF.A< .. E, A ND WE AHE ABLE TO OFFER YOU 

Ji N !{01'.0RARIUM OF ~50 AN HOUR FOR 'rHE TIME RE\tUlt(J!;D. 

B~CAUBE OF THE STRICTURES OF PLANNING, HO~JEV~rt, IT WALL 

BV WCF.'"'cf!.rY r-0 ACCC\llPLicH THIS PHASE WITHIN THE MONTH 
......., 

·. v w~ CALL YOU WITHI J THE NEXT }!"l;vv DAYS TO .._. 
<"'EM' IF YO'J fB.otJLD BP RtiCEPTIVE TO CUR INVITATION, AIID IF SO, 

TH/I~ YOU. 

UNC-TV CHAPEL HILL, N.C. 



:;:·},\i . OUHJ :;JI~H)UJG1o:r \JI·.i.·-~ YOU IN :rHE IHITI.ci..L 1:111..8.S'b, .tiliD ' ' J 

I .. : 
Ii '.!.'l 
~,.;J:C ..... VI'.:..101' ...,- .. L .. L' .J L .: ,!?, . .: .... TIO_ ::O.c, J:'~ ~·:WlC ,.) ·Gi~DCL· .T I1 ·_i.:/· ' 

. ....:...; 

U I·.LJD )..1.'A.J.:1'.:0 ...... ND .1:-illRCl- .. D, J.J .:1Lll1G ViITE GJ..,Cii.n.L ~;RI,_1;1 · Cli' 
.t:: ·, I.aO~.Illi.8.AL i:>POLihS.'IOL. 

'.IRJ ~ ~.TE!'TIOF o: rn, ,r.,RLJ.., I; ·TO SEER 1-u .. si.rc U.1. D ... :1' T1.1 DII\G 
Al D :::~.uSJ: o, >JE B"'.: PJ:~ ..... _,::Tr: G THE VIE.1 ..! 0.t" l,.i.; ~DIITG 1 T""R .ii.J:lll h~J 

1.>CIE_:TIBT.8 .A•"!D l{GI1J\l1;I8iS or; 'l'Hb EVOJJU'i'lON O:& Lil<t~ J_,, .'"l.Dr~G "J.10 
Lri:l.J 1..., H.o:,E 111 0ILU J...1..G GLO:bAL B1;-vL.w1 .. tBHT. ~rn 1.1.ii.E lNTE.<..VI:.. lL,G 
?E.tt j_;·OLLOWil1G 0CT8NTIS'i\.:>: 

.lOULD YOli BE AV .t1.ILABL~ FOE A PIIBLIIUNAilY I!T"i::.1. VIEW J!'OR ·""· 
WE ARE LirDJ?UL OJ? TP-1. LL .1D 

TO })R.i.,,Pf, or: .. .L.'1.TERlAL 1.':UOU.rH LL Id\.L Ili~{ffdlOi. U1' U YCl.J~ • 
...,cHLDuL : .. .rn ::xI-Ii .. cr::: 1:..'h ...... .r.:.:: c:~ 'l'c 1illr.lu Ii.""' :i:;o i.ol.~l., ::..1 ..n,,, A 

• 
&.c .. ':i .tL.iLE '.L'C OF _ ___,R YOu Ai hliLOL11.. ... ~IUu 01'' l''Il''TY DOl:l!lili.'.: & HCl..K 
J: 0E Tl·...:i s:'I1~ REQUIRED .. 

....,....;CAL.;:C, O~ 1IIL JJ..'H.ICTl, ... c.u; o _ _. I Lil~+ Il..G, HO\lEVL.tt, IT WILL .. $ : 

1 3 ,J:..0wL'R.Y fO ACCOI-ffLI JE T::rs P,:AJE :IT.·Il '::.'IL! I :rlXT I crrr; : v 
UTffO -JP "'" v '!E Cl -:L l:i. J ·- ~ ' dJ:>.~ . ll..i 

JHOt.:LD BE RECEP'lIVE 
YOUR llVAlLABI:,I'l'Y? 
!.dlr..i.:K YOU. 

Ycu 'l·I'.L_L, TF.cE • -EXT i•'Mv DAY0 1'C1 u.JE IJ! ICU 
'..:O C"LR u, VITA'l'IOll, A.L.D IF ~O, TO DI~U~ >r, 

H.tu .. OLD :i.A. n.;s 
:X.CSV~rv.: J?RUDUC:'..:iR 

l'f..., : ilCL:tl .: :i\CDllCC.:IO,,;v 
U:t. C~TV, C.,....u.J: ,L • I.1.-L, ~· .. C,,, 
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HAROLD HAYES NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 
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HEREWITH CONFIRMATION COPY OF TELEGRAM SENT JULY 13 TO 
DR GARRETT HARDIN 
399 ARBOLEDA RD 
S.ANTA8AR8ARA CA 

S l R: 

II THE LA s T H 0 u R 0 F THE BILL I 0 NTH y EAR 11 Is A T w EL v E - H 0 u R 
TELEVISION SERIES IN PREPARATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCAST IN THE 
UNITED STATES AND ABROAD, DEALING ~ITH GLOBAL CRISES OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL SPOILATION, 

THE INTENTION OF THE ERIES IS TO SEEK PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING 
AND RESPONSE BY PRESENTING THE VIEWS OF LEADING INTERNNATIONAL 
SCIENTISTS AND HUMANISTS ON THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE LE~D!rJG TO 
MAN'S ROLE IN SHAPING GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT, THE SCIENTISTS AND 
THEMES SELECTED FOR PRESENTATION ARE: 

Y, ZEL1DOVICH CCOSMOLOGY)r A,I, OPARIN CBIOCHEHJSTRY)1 
A,l, TAKHTADHZYAN (EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY): RALPH HOLLOWAY 
(PALEOANTHROPOLOGY); HUGH LAMPREY (ECOLOGY); W,H, T.HORPE 
CETHOLOGY)J SIR JOHN ECCLES (NEUROPHYSIOLOGY)! RICHARD l, GAR~IN 
(TECHNOLOGY)J SIR P,B, HEDAWAR (MEDICINE)J SIR 0,H, FRANKEL 
(GENETICS)J JACQUES LESOURNE (GEOPOLITICS), 

WILL YOU SERVE AS AUTHORITY FOR A SEGMENT ON ENVI~ON~ENT? 
WE ARE MINDFUL OF THE NEED TO SHAPE OUR MATERIAL THROUGH 
MINIMAL INTRUSION UPON YOUR SCHEDULE, WE EXPECT THEREFORE TO 
REQUIRE NO MORE THAN A FEW HOURS DISCUSSION WITH YOU IN THE 
INITIAL PHASE, AND WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER YOU AN HONORARIUM OF 
550 AN HOUR FOR THE TIME REQUIRED, 

BECAUSE OF THE ST?ICTURES OF PLANNING, HOWEVER,-IT WILL PE 
NECESSARY TO ACCOMPlISH THIS PHASE WITHIN THE NEXT HONTH OF 
AUGUST, MAY wE CALL YOU WITHIN THE NEXT FEW DAYS TO SEE IF YOU 
SHOULD BE RECEPTIVE TO OUR INVITATION, AND IF SO, TO DISCUSS 
YOUR AVAILABILITY? 
THANK YOU 

HAROLD HAYES EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 
UNC-TV CHAPEL HILL N,C, 

(HAROLD HAYES NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 3N 405 E 54 ST 
NEWYORK NY 10022) 

- 
- 
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Dear Dr. Stifel, 

Since our project rests on the doorstep of 
the foundBtion, so to speak, rBther then 
with any single division, may I take the 
liberty of sending you a copy of my 
response to Dr. Johnson's criticisms? 
The questions he raised are important to 
the credibility of our intentions, I 
think, and to our manner of EP pr oeching 
these important matters. 

May I ask you, too, to advise us about how 
to proceed. further toward the realization 
of a pilot hour? We are working with pro 
fessional people who, as Howard Klein will 
appreciate, are much in demand easewhere 
and whose schedules cannot be arranged to 
suit our problems of timing. We will 
submit our revised outline ana pilot treat 
ment early in November to the Corporation 
for Public Broadcast, the National Endow 
ment for the Human 1 ties, and to the 
~ational Science Foundation. We ere seek 
ing $400,000 over a nine-month pen od of 
production which, if we are to hold the 
services of those we believe to be 
critical to our success, should begin on 
Dec. 1st. Under the best of circumstances 
it is unlikely we may expect a favorable 
response to our need so quickly from 
any of these agencies. 
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I realize, of course, that the substance 
of our work will determine whatever consider 
ation might be forthcoming from the 
foundation end that will be seen in the 
presentation we are completing. But it 
would be most helpful to know, if you 
should be able to advise me, what arm 
of the r ouno a ti on would be willing to 
review our request under these circumstances. 

Sincerely, 

w~ 



Dana Kent Mooring 
Suite 1819 
1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

Publishing Consultant 

(212) 532-5771 
Telex: 426313 

February 17, 1977 

Mr. Harold T.P. Hayes 
405 East 54 Street, Apt. 3-N 
New York, N.Y. 

Dear Mr. Hayes: 

It was good to have the chance to talk with you yesterday about the 
Venezuelan pub I ishing program. 

As I mentioned early last year, the President of Venezuela, Carlos 
Andres Perez, established a Pub I ications Commission for the purpose of 
fostering useful, readable books about Venezuela by good writers. 

The Venezuelan government agrees that the highest degree of editorial 
independence be exercised in this project. As a pub I ishing consultant 
to the Venezuelan government, my role is to work closely with authors 
and pub I ishers to help produce books both feel to be worthwhile. To 
this end, the Commission is offering useful and proper support to a few 
writers and their pub I ishers to make such works viable and saleable. 
In most cases, useful support wil I involve travel and accommodations in 
Venezuela, access to sources of information, and faci I itation where possible 
of necessary research. 

I was much intrigued with your interests in the Serengeti Plain. 
have the feeling that you would find Venezuela of interest in your quest 
for understanding and communication. Goethe's search seemingly ended 
with the hope of eliminating the malaria ridden swamps of Italy. Malaria 
was effectively eradicated in Venezuela at least 30 years ago--one direct 
consequence of which has been the phenomenal population growth. As I 
mentioned to you, it has only been relatively recent that ecologists have 
become aware of the vital importance of the tropical rain forests--which 
are, or have been, being cleared to make way for industrial ization--the 
means of achieving self-sufficiency. 

Venezuela, then, in some respects, is a microcosm of the di lemmas and 
problems of our time. Since we no longer believe in En! ightenment, I 
can't say the leadership of Venezuela is en! ightened--but it is aware and, 
perhaps most important, open, caring, and wil I ing to admit to mistakes 
and quick to try to correct them. 



Mr. Harold T.P. Hayes -2- February 17, 1977 

I would I ike to explore with you how we might work together on these 
issues of common interest. After you've had the chance to graze over 
the enclosed materials, I 1d I ike to get together and talk. 

Please let me hear from you as soon as possible. greatly appreciate 
your interest and look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dana Kent Mooring 

DKM/ i b 



Resume 

Dana K. Mooring 
Suite 1819 Tel: 243-0874 
l Dag Hammarskjold Plaza 
New York, New York 10017 

Experience: 

1975-present. Executive Director and co-founder, Interplay Collective, Inc., a non 
profit organization for the performing arts. 

1972-75. Vice President and Director, Jeffrey Norton Publishers, Inc. Supervised 
editorial, production, and promotion activities in book, information services, and 
audio tape publishing programs. 

1970-72. Director of own small firm (Billabong, Inc.) specializing in development of 
innovative learning and play materials for pre-school children. 

1969-71. Director, CBS Learning Center and Coordinator of Research for Holt Rinehart 
& Winston. Directed development program for creating prototypes of new products and 
services for home market with emphasis on learning materials for children. Established 
operational framework for marketing and distribution. Served as company advisor for 
information service activities. 

1966-69. Independent consultant. Editorial advisor to Time-Life Books, Inc. in creation 
of college publishing program. Consultant and editor-writer on basic-books for Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston and W. A. Benjamin, Inc. Special consultant to Westinghouse 
Learning Corp; design and development of course systems (creative management, computer 
concepts, et al.) and producer of communication and A-V instructional programs. Editor 
writer on biology materials for junior colleges for McGraw-Hill; research in computer 
field for CCM Information Sciences and Diebold, Inc; consultant to research director at 
Columbia School of Social Work and editor-writer of manpower development studies for 
National Institute of Mental Health; and consultant to the Learning and Information 
Division of Cahners Publishing Co. 

1963-65. Editor-in-Chief, Special Projects and Managing Editor, College Division, McGraw 
Hill. In charge of research and development activities; director of publishing program 
for self-instructional materials; and directed training program for all book company editors 

1961-63. Managing Editor, Special Editorial Unit, McGraw-Hill College Div. Directed and 
supervised basic-book publishing programs and basic-book editors; responsible for editorial 
development, schedules, market research, production coordination and budgets. 

1957-6~. Editor, College Div., McGraw-Hill. Responsible for editorial direction of basic 
book titles and supplementary materials. Titles included Samuelson: Economics, Weisz: 
Biologx, Meigs-Johnson: Acc?unting Series, McConnell: Economics, Dale: Management, Stanton: 
Marketing. Personally supervised and directed the publication of over 30 other major works. 

1954-57. Technical Writing Service, McGraw-Hill, Inc. Editor on training and instructional 
systems of materials for government and industry. 

1952-54. Editor for paperback publishing program for Peterson Publishing Co., Hollywood, 
Calif. Freelance writer for trade magazines. 

Education: B.A. University of California, Berkeley; graduate studies: Boalt School of 
Law, University of California. 

Age: 49 Marital status: married 



20 Oct., 1977 

On Tuesday morning, Bill Straughan, Bob Miss, Bill 
Bondurant snd I met with divisional members of the 
Rockefeller Foundation to report on our progress in 
developing the proposed television series on environ 
ment for UNO-TV. I know this is e matter of direct 
interest to you as well, end I thought, if I might, 
I would just try to bring you up to date in this 
letter. 

The most important news~ in my opinion, is the 
sanction we have received, from scientists and 
economists across the world, of the theme of the 
series. We have thus far interviewed some 19 men 
in countries es widely separated es Australia and 
Russia, from the astrophysicist Yekov Zel1dovich to 
Dr. Lewis Thomes of Sloan-Kette'ring. All of them 
concur with the theme and its urgencies, end ell of 
them have agreed to bes part of the series. 

To assure scientific probity, we have formed a 
council of scientific advisors. Martin Rees, 
Asronomer Royal, end Richard Leakey, the 
anthropologist, have agreed to serve (end we 
expect the part1c1pat1on of Germaine Bree and 
Margaret Mesa as well)~ 

As Bill, I'm sure, has told you, we are also 1n 
the process of forming s board of institutional 
leaders and philanthropists to assist us in ; .. 
developmental requirements of the series. I am 
of course ss sensitive as I know you rould expect 
me to be about keeping our lines completely free of 
the university's own programs, end I have relied on 
Bill to assure our clrcumspectlon in this important 
resp~ct. John Chandler bas agreed to serve on th1s 
board, as has Norman Cousins. We are asking Alexander 
Heard, David Matthews, and Don Rice, an ong others, 
to join the group. 
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Our 1dent1f1catlon with Wake Forest has been essential 
to our success thus far, not only because the univer 
sity's role in our plan hes been received with approval 
and re~pect by the various agencies with whom we 
have dealt, but because of the generosity of the 
university 1n making available the time and services 
of.:one .of .Lt s officers and its general accounting 
facilities. 

We do not of course take lightly the considerable 
demands on your o.Nm ~chedule, but we are most hopeful 
that you and Dr. Friday, as the leaders of our two 
sponsoring institutions, will serve on the board, and 
that you, if I may state a personal preference, will 
provide it the sort of leadership you have so drama 
tically demonstrated with the university. 

We have been at this a long time now--mmost a year 
and a half. This next month is critical to us. 
We will have completed a detailed treatment of the 
series and commenced to file application wtth 
CPB, NSF, NEH and other agencies for the cons~der 
able amount necessar.y to begin-our production. We 
are of high heart about our prospects because we 
believe we have extraordinary material. that should- 
and must--be brought to the public. As of this 
m ome nb, we hope to begin production by December 1st. 

Again, I can't say how grateful I am personally for 
yolllU' support, and the university's, for our work to 
date. I do think that if we are finally successful, 
the gain to the university will be considerable. 

I should bave the final presentation in hand by the 
wee·kend of the 12th, when I'll be coming d own for the 
Visitors~, meeting. I hope you may be able to find 
time to review a bit more in detail what we've done, 
s nd what now we expect to scc ompf.t sh , 



The Rockefeller F'o u n ct a t i o n 
1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
Laurence D. Stifel. Secretary 
Esther S. Stamm. Assistant Secret<1ry 

.. CABLE: ROCK FOUND, N[W YORK 

T [ l [ P H 0 N r : (2 I 2) B 6 9 - B 5 0 0 

June 24, 1977 

In reply please auote: GA HUM 7735 

Dear Dr. Scales: 

I am glad to be able to inform you that action has been 
taken by tbe officers of The Rockefeller Foundation to make available 
the sum of $25,000, or as much thereof as may be necessary, to v:ake 
Forest University toward research and development costs of a television 
series on enviroiilllental crises entitled The Last Hour of the Billionth 
Year. This sum is available for the six-month period beginning 
June 1, 1977, at the end of which time any unexpended balance will 
revert to the Foundation. 

In recommending this grant it was tbe officers' understanding 
that the flLDds WDuld be used approximately in accordance with the budget 
you submitted to the Foundation on April 29, 1977. 

As soon as possible after the termination of the grant, we 
shall need to have reports on it, both on: the use of the funds received 
(a statement of receipts and disbursements) and on the substc.ntive outcome 
of the grant. Arrangements for payme~t of this grant may be made by 
writing directly to our Comptroller. 

A brief public announcement of this grant will be made in the 
next annual report of the Foundation. In this connection we are enclosing 
as a matter ·of routine a printed statement of the Rockefeller Founda+Lon 
policy regarding the announcement of grants. 

It is a pleasure to report this action to you. 

i 
Dr. J81Des Ralph Scales 
President 
Wc.ke Forest University 
Winston-Salem, North Car o l i na 27109 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 
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HEREWITH CONFIRMATION COPY OF YOUR TELEGRAM JULY 13 TO 
DR1 RICHARD L GARWIN 
408 BONAIR ST 
LAJOLLA CA 

SIRI 

"THE. LAST HOUR OF THE BILLIONTH YEAR" IS A TWELVE HOUR 
TELEVISION SERIES IN PREPARATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCAST JN THc 
UNITED STATES AND ABROAD, DEALING WITH GLORAL CRISES OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL SPOILATION. 

THE INTENTION OF THE SERIES IS TO SEEK ?UBLIC UNDERSTANDING AND 
RESPONSE BY ?RESENTING THE VIEWS OF LEADING INTERNATIONAL 
SCIENTISTS AND HUMANISTS ON THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE LEADING TO 
MAN'S ROLt IN SHAPING GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT, THE SCIENTISTS AND 
THEMES SELECTED FOR PRESENTATION AREt 

Y, ZEL1DOVICH CCQSMOLOGY)J A.I, OPARIN (BIOCHEMISTRY,, 
A,L, TAKHTADHZYAN (EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY)J RALPH HOLLOWAY 
CPALEOANTHROPOLOGY): HUGH LA~PREY CECOLOGY)r W, H, THORPE 
CETHOLOGY)r SIR JOHN ECCLES CNEUROPHVSIOLOGY)J SIR P,B, MEDAWAR 
(MEDICINE)' GARRETT HARDIN (ENVIRONMENT)r JACQUES LESOURNE 
(GEOPOLITICS),, 

WILL YOU SERVE AS AUTHORITY FOR A SEGMENT ON TECHNOLOGY? 
WE ARE MINDFUL OF THE NEED TO SHAPE OUR MATERIAL THROUGH MINIMAL 
INTRUSION UPON YOUR SCHEDULE. WE EXPECT THEREFORE TOR QUIRE NO 
MORE THAN A FEW HOURS DISCUSSION WITH VOU IN THE INITIAL PHASE, 
AND WE ARE AALE TO OFFER YOU AN HONORARIUM OF $50 AN HOUR FOR 
THE TIME REQUIRED, 

RECAUSE OF TH£ STRICTURES OF PLANNING, HOWEVER, IT WILL BE 
NECcSSARV TO ACCOMPLISH THIS PHASE WITHIN THE MONTH OF 
AUGUST. MAY we CALL YOU WITHI~ THE NEXT FEW DAYS TO SEE IF YOU 
SHOULD BE RECEPTIVE TO OUR I~VITATIQN, AND IF SO, TO DISCUSS 
YOUR AVVAILAAILITY? 
THANK YOU 

HAROLD HAYfS EXECUTIVE ~RODUCER 
NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

F< L v F F< • M 
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HAROLD HAYES NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 
405 EAST 54 ST 
NEWVORK NY 10022 

HEREWITH CONFIRMATION COPY OF TELEGRAM SENT JULY 13 TO 
OR GARRETT HARDIN 
399 ARBOLEDA RD 
SANTABARBARA CA 

SIR: 

"THE LAST HOUR OF THE BILL.IONTH VEAR" IS A TWELVE"'IHOUR 
TEL.EVISION SERIES IN PREPARATION FOR PUB~IC BROADCAST IN THE 
UNITED STATES AND ABROAD, DAL.ING WITH GLOBAL CRISES OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL SPOILATION, 

THE INTENTION OF THE ERIES IS TO SEEK PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING 
AND RESPONSE BY PR~SENTING THE VIEWS OF LEADING INTERNNATIONAL 
SCIENTISTS AND HUMANISTS ON THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE LEADING TO 
MAN'S ROLE IN SHAPING GLO AL ENVIRONMENT, THE SCIENTISTS AND 
THEMES SELECTED FOR PRESENTATION AREi 

Y, ZEL1DOVICH (COSMOLOGY)J A,I, OPARIN CBIOCHEMISTRV)J 
A.L, TAKHTADHZYAN (EVOLUTIONARY ~IOLOGY)s RALPH HOLLOWAY 
(PALEOANTHROPDLOGY)r HUGH LAMPREY CECOLOGY)J W,H, THORPE 
CETHOLOGY)t SIR JOHN ECCLES CNEUROPHYSIOLOGY)r RICHARD L. GARWIN 
CTECHNOLOGV)r SIR P, , MEDAW~R (MEDICINE)J SIR O,H, FRANKEL 
(GENETICS)r JACQUES LESOURNE (GEOPOLITICS), 

WILL YOU SERVE AS AUTHORITY FOR A SEGMENT ON ENVIRONMENT? 
WE ARE MINDFUL OF THE NEED TO SHAPE OUR MATERIAL THROUGH 
MINIMAL INTRUSION UPON YOUR SCHEDULE. WE EXPECT THEREFORE TO 
REQUIRE NO MORE THAN A FEW HOURS DISCUSSION WITH VOU IN THE 
INITIAL PHASE, AND WE ARE ABLE TO nFFER YOU AN HONORARIUM OF 
$50 AN HOUR FOR THE TIME REQUIRED, 

BECAUSE OF THE STRICTURES OF PLANNING, HOWEVER, IT WILL BE 
NECESSARY TO ACCOMPLISH THIS PHASE WITHIN THE NEXT MONTH OF 
AUGUST, MAY WE CALL YOU WITHIN THE NEXT FEW DAYS TO SEE IF YOU 
SHOULD BE RECEPTIVE TO OUR INVITATION, AND IF SO, TO DISCUSS 
YOUR AVAILA~ILITY? 
THA~K YOU 

HAROLD HAYES EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 
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CJ-.3P"GRA.M PAGE ONE 

SIR: 

"'Th~ L4. :::T H0lTR OF THE BILLIONTH YEAR" IS A TVfELVE-HOUR 

TELEVISION ~E~Ivs IN PRvPARATION FOR·PUBLIC BROADCAST IN 

THE FNIT:<'D B'I'Ji_T~S AND ABRCAJ), DEALING WITH GLOBAL CRISES 

OF F,l\TVI~ONJ'~NTtL SPOLIATION. 

Tii"E INT""Fl\"'TION OF THE SEnIES IS TO SEEK PU:3LIC UJ'fD~~STiiNDIHG 

---------- ]._ND ~~z RESPONSE BY PRt<::SENTING TiiE VIEWS OF Ll.;ADING 

INTERNATIONAL SCIE1\"TIST2 AND li"LT!v'L~NISTS ON THE EVOLUTION 

OF LIFE LEADING TO l\tA_N 'S ROLE IN SHAPING GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT. 

THE SCIBWTr=~Ts AND 'THEMES S~LECTED FOR PHF.SENTATION ARE: 



, 

( l (J y 

Titl~fiTAff:ZY~cJ. (1,VOrV.t.'IC~ AE.Y uI0LO .TY); ~'1JGi'.: ~ .PRE:{ ( , ulifJ_, Y); 

W • .tl. 11tiOR1'B l:ti:.t:HO:.LvGY); .. iIR JOHL BCCL::C.J (~.EURO"HY...,ICLLG;); .:r~~U .. H.D 

,...i:.opo..,. --r11 ' ) l lf.D .L . .L:. ._, u • 



CABL~.GRAM PAGE THREE 

'!~ ARE r.rirJ\mFCTL OF T!-i:F NEED TO 2-}l.t;.PE OUR MATERIAL THROUGH 

~~T1-.'P!f~L INTRUSION UPON YOUR SCHEDULE. \VE EA?~CT THEREFOrtE 
- ,.----...._ 

'I'O ~F.CUIRE ]~ NO M:""IRL< THJ.N A ~N HOUHS DIE'Cus;:=:::::oN -.nTH 

YOU IN rrEE INITI· L Pr_A:-:E 1 A ND FII: AJ{2 J._bLE TO OFFErt YOU 

.AN HOl,iO:RP.RIUM OF ~50 AN HOUR FOR THE TIME RE~UlrtED • 

.BECA UEE OF THE STRICTURES OF PLANNING, HOWEVER, IT WALL 

BE :NF.CE~ c ?.}~Y TO ACCOMPLISH THIS PHASE "WITHIN THE MONTH 

OF AUGUQT. 111.A Y WE CALL YOU WITHIN THE NEX1' FEW DAYS TO ..._, . 

PE:S IF YO'J PnOUlD BE R~CEPTIVE TO onx nrvITATION, Al@ IF so, 

TF.J..NK YOU. 

HAROLD HA.YES 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
1 .B' .. r }-_(,U_. L. .. UJJL~':::lG.1. 
UNC-TV CHAPEL HILL, N.C. 
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Prof. J. z. Young 
Wellcome Institute for the -istory of Medicine 
183 Euston Road 
London :.w1 2BT 

SIR: 

"THE LAST HOUR OF THE BILLIONTH YEAR11 IS A TWELVE-HOUR 
TELEVISION S[RIES IN PREPARATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCAST IN THE 
UNITED STATES AND A5ROAD, DEALING WITH GLOBAL CRISES OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL SPOILATION, 

THE JNTENTION OF THE b~Rl~~ IS TO SEEK PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING 
AND RESPONSE BY PRESENTING THE VIEWS OF LEADING INTERNNATIONAL 
SCJEN1ISTS AND HUMANISTS ON THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE LEADJrJG TO 
MANIS ROLE IN SHAPING GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT, THE SCIENTISTS AND 
THEMES SELECTED FOR PRESENTATION ARE: 

Y. A. Z~LDuVICl~ (CG0.CLOG~\A,I, OPARIN CBIOCHEMJST~Y)J 
A , L , T A K H T A D H Z Y A N ( E V 0 l U T I 0 N A R Y 6 I 0 L 0 G Y ) : R A L P11 · 0 L L 0 W A Y 
( PALE 0 ANT HR D p 0 L 0 G Y ) J HUGH LAMPREY ( EC 0 LOGY) r AnJ_._ L_, - J Jti' 
(ETHOLOGY)J RICHARD l, GAR~IN 
( TECH N 0 L 0 G Y) 1 .L..; .L) _,_i _(;_:,d.u ( "'·ED l C I NE ) 1 S IR 0 , H , - FRANKEL 
(GENETICS)J JACQUES LESOURNE (GEOPOLITICS). 

WILL YOU SERVE AS -AUTHORITY FOR A SEGMENT ON .1-EU.ttO..cT~y,,_,IOLOGY? 
WE ARE MlNDFpL OF THE NEED TO SHAPE OUR MATERIAL THROUGH 
MINIMAL INTRUSJON UPON YOUR SCHEDULE, WE EXPECT THEREFORE TO 
REQUJRE NO MORE THAN A FEW HOURS DJSCUSSION WITH YOU IN THE 
JNJTIAL PHASE1 AND WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER YOU AN HONDRAR]UH OF 
£50 AN HOUR FOR THE TIME REQUIRED,· 

BECAUSE OF THE STRICTURES OF PLANNING, HOWEVER,-IT WJLL RE 
N E C E s S A R Y T 0 · A C C 0 -,.,, Pl I S H T H I S . P H A S E W I T H I N T H E M 0 N T H 0 F 
AUGUST, MAY wE CALL YOU WITHIN TH£ NEXT FEW DAYS TO SEE IF YOU 
SHOULD 5E RECEPTIVE TO OUR INVITATION, AND IF SO, TO DISCUSS 
YOUR AYAILABILITY7 
THANK YOU 

HAROLD HAYES EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
NEW HOUR P~ODUCTIONS 
UNC-TV CHAPEL HILL N,C, 

(HAROLD HAYES NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 3N qQS E SQ ST 
NEWYORK ~y 10022) 



.Network Offices 
202 University Square. Wesr 
Chapel Hill. f\Jorth Carolina 2751Li 
919 933-8191 

Channel 2 Columbia 
Channel 4 Chapel Hill 
Channel 17 L1nvi!!e 
Channel 25 Greenville 
Channel 26 Wins on-Solem 
Channel 33 Asheville 
Channel 39 Wilmington 
Channel 58 Concord 15 August 1977 

Mr. Barry Jagoda 
Special Assistant to the President 
The ivhi te House 
Washington, D. C. 20500 

Dear Mr. Jagoda: 

Thank you for your response to Harold Hayes concerning the 
television project, "The Last Hour of the Billionth Year." 

Harold will be out of the country interviewing scientists 
until early September. Meantime, Bill Straughan {Vice Presi 
dent for Development, Wake Forest University) and myself are 
seeking support for the production. 

The major dilemma as we get into the funding stage is keeping 
up the momentum which the project now enjoys. The current 
Research and Development funds will be exhausted by mid 
October. At that time we will need $140,000 cash either to 
wards the production of a pilot (Approximately $350,000 will 
be needed to produce the pilot.), or towards beginning the 
pre-production phase for the entire series. Cash flow from 
October through February is our problem. 

(more) 

Our preference, based on what we believe to be the urgency of 
the subject, the strength of the producers (Don Fouser, DeWitt 
Sage, Peter Davis, and Saul Bass) committed thus far, and the 
obvious economies of cross-collateralization of material, is to 
go directly to the series. However, the standard public sources 
of support such as CPB, NSF, and NEH require pilots. We have 
had conversations with all of the above and will have final 
proposals to them this fall, including specific material de 
rived from Hayes' interviews. 

We would appreciate your advice concerning the interim support 
needed (October '77 through February '78} and would appreciate 
talking specifically about the proposals we have initiated with 
CPB, NSF, and NEH. Would it be possible for Bill Straughan and 
myself to get a few minutes sometime during the next several 
weeks? If this is agreeable, I would like to call your secretary 
next week to arrange a brief appointment. 

The UnNersity of North Corohno Television Network 



Ltr. to Barry Jagoda 
15 Aug. 1977 

Page two 

Your encouragement comes at a critical time as we begin to 
seek major funding. The longer I work with the enormity and 
excitement of Harold's idea, the more convinced I become that 
maximum time for developing visualization is the key to having 
a high impact on the general public. This is where the drama, 
the innovation, and the . "American" stamp wi 11 come to the 
series. It has been very gratifying to discover others who 
see the potential for Harold's project. Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

'1J2W11~ 
Robert E. Miss 
Network Director 

cc: William C. Friday, President, University of North Carolina 
J. William Straughan 

yHarold T. P. Hayes 

REM/es 
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• 
HA~OLD HAYES ~XECUTIVE PRODUCER 
NEW HOUR ?RODUCTIONS 
3N 405 E 54 ST 
NEWYORK NY 10022 
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HEREWITH COPY OF CABLE SENT JULY 2q TO 
YA B ZEL'DOV!CH 
INSTITUTE OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
MIUSSCAYA PLACE 4 
MOSCOW A~7 (USSR) 

• 
• 

DEAR DR ZEL'OOVICH 
wE ARE DELIGHTED TO HEAR OF YOUR INTEREST 
A DETAILED OUTLINE OF OUR PROGRAMME IS BEING SENT YOU 
DUE TO CONSTRAINTS OF TIME MR MAYtSI FLIGHT 
TO MOSCOW HAS ALREADY BEEN BOOKED 
ARRIVING 2b AUGUST 
WOU~D YOU BE AVAILABLE TO SEE HIM THE FOLLOWING DAV 
PLEASE CABLE REPLY ANO ADVISE HOW TO REACH YOU 
IN MOSCOW 
TO 
HAROLD HAVES 
NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 
3N 
405 EAST 54TH ST~EET 
NEW YORK NY 10022 
U,S,A, 
THANK YOU 

HAROL.D HAYES 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

COL 4 A47 2b 3N 40~ 54 10022 
13110 EST 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

MGMCOMP t-1GM • 
• 



Network Offices 
202 Un:vers1ty Squo:e. lf\/esr 
Chopel Hill, North Corohno 2751...: 
919 933-8191 

Channel 2 Colurnb:o 
Channel 4 Chopel H:i! 
Chormel 17 unville 
Channel 25 Greenville 
Channel 26 Winston-Solem 
Channel 33 Asheville 
Channel 39 Wilmington 
Channel 58 Concord 18 August 1977 

Dr. George Tressel 
Program Director 
Public Understanding of Science 
National Science Foundation 
Washington, D. C. 20550 

Dear George: 

I'm very appreciative of your recent observations concerning 
our television proposal, "The Last Hour of the Billionth 
Year." 

After a review of our situation (including the prospect of 
having the results of Hayes' current interviews of the select 
ed scientists which the four thus far committed producers- 
Fouser, Sage, Davis, and Bass-- will be able to develop into 
detailed approaches to the project) we would like temporarily 
to withdraw our proposal in order to re-submit it sometime 
before 1 December 1977. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

J?~M-~ 
Robert E. Miss 

cc: Hayes, Harold T. P. 
Straughan, J. William 

REM/es 

The University' of f\lorth Carolina Television Netv>;ork 



Network Offices 
202 Unvers1ty Souore. \':est 
Chapel Hill. North Coronr'o 27514 
919 933-8191 

Channel 2 Columbia 
Channel 4 Chcpel Hill 
Channel 17 Lrnvrlle 
Channel 25 Greenville 
Channel 26 Winston-Solem 
Channel 33 Asheville 
Channel 39 Wilmington 
Channel 58 Concord 17 August 1977 

REM/es 

Peter G. Levathes 
Director of Program Development 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting 
1111 16th St., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

Dear Peter: 

Thanks for reminding me in your 3 August letter that 11tele 

scoping of the three steps that are normally involved in 
evaluating proposalstt at CPB and going directly to series 
is "rare" and "difficult" and will "require the most careful 
study" on CPB's part. 

Yes, the proposal which we submitted to you did suggest that 
we move from Research and Development (already funded and 
underway) to a Pre-Production phase of the project. 

However, we want you to know that we are giving your 3 August 
caveat very serious consideration and would ask you not to 
make a final decision concerning our project as it relates 
to the corrrrnitment of FY'78 CPB funds until you and I have 
discussed the matter further. 

Thanks very much. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Robert E. Miss 
Network Director 

cc: Chloe Aaron 
Frank Little 

The UnNersrty of North Carolina Television Ne1work 
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• 
DAVID MEYER 
NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 
405 EAST 54 ST APT 3N 
NEWYORK NY 10022 

• 
• 
• 
• HERE WITH COPY OF INTL FR CABLE SENT TO ON AUG 1A 317P EDT 

TO DR Al OPARIN 
DIRC.CTOR 
AN BACH INSTITUTE OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF THE USSR 
LENINSKY PR 33 
MOSCOWB71 (USSR VIA WUI) 
DE.AR DR OPARIN 
DELIGHTED YOU ACCEPT PROPOSITIO~ MR HAYES ~ILL BE IN ~oscow 
28 AUGUST CA~ YOU MEET HIM THAT DATE 
PLEASE AOVIS~ TIM£ PLACE AND HOW TO REACH VDU 
THANK YOU SO MUCH 

DAVID MEYER FOR HAROLD HAYES 
UNQUOTE 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

16:52 EST • 
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W ~ rF:, t 0 Lscuse you. 
I 

I 
I 

~ r eeiving the outline of a 
,--... 

., e l evi. i pr.cg· ~ A ~nv1.ronmenal e c logy that I an 

e urze tly -putt~ ng together .. An ~ssooiate. of .mine sp~te ··: ~ • 
\A..~~ 

y 1 om. week,.. a gn e bout arr n inf an interview n tnr, 1 ,,_ ~ • 

se vcu in Cor·ta 1{'ca in Ir r e August, when. a_ lo 
• ,., UR L{. e...r'1 :-a Q 

~~~~ ~· k~~~1:. .... z:· .... the 

~~t~ ~ sd itr r ~ ra L t our ~~- ~~~r _/"CJ" --~-=--~- 

T) d 

24 u 

,.. ly. 

Thsn f f er~ i r ere at , 

l 



I hope yo 
re.c.-l l 

we_. s ~ @: 2 ·1: ct:..~ e' ;;y 1·ill 
t- Eck o~'"' t~:o ~to_ o. • r. , v i.d · hrenfeld ha« ::mr.<e,c -'.:;ed "·ou as the 11a.1" 

to cort ac t in any effort to com.eun i c .te with TJ:r. Ar.1pan J eonovitch 
r'c...kht~1,d."zyan. .~our hif':hlestioation 

persona 
[nd your very varn1~recollection of 
central to our program.e. 

o~ Dr; 'fl k~ c... e a GcientiE. ..... ~ 
hi·"' .ave .... Qnvu.,cect 1.iro; +' _ + ' . ·.s 

lv11J wJ1 M &(..(/) ~ ~ 1 

I belifeve L .!,ave you thr briefest outline of the series we 
are currently developing. •.uclosed is a copy o " our pr-opo aa.l, ( cli ,.,..h · 1 
dc..ted now: many names have ·changed since our r-e s e ar-ch has be en in 
full operation), but I think it iay give a broa~er ~icture of the 

ol.\e.c.+~'M.. . 
project. The &;:\s'0q i?it, fran ... ly, is to organise· a colloqyy of the :::d~d~i~~e~, ;icr ~"~. 

I have' begun an of£icial appr'oach to 11r. '_'akhtadhzyan, as 1 ell 
as another 0oviet beinc conGidered for a different epiuo~e, :~. A~I. 
Oparin, through the :-ovaf,ti. Agency at the ,oviet -J.Jbassy in ~·a£:hin_::;t( n , 
However, "th.is is a lengthy process, and our interview schedule i ~ 

narrow. I '~·.'. L_-, d Li.ke to telep11une you sho~tly, to dis~uss. the pos:. 
sibi:ii ty of your interveninG ].leT"'Q:"BP !h in our behc:i,:}..:t .... with Dr· 

~'akhtadhzy,m.~ t?{ ~ ~~ G.o.. ~ ~~.,iv& ~ 
~~~v.J.J.-clu ~·• a;zcfds<tO:~~ ~ ~ ~~4-r~tt.~p~ 



TKIS MAILGRAM WAS TRANSMITTED ELECTRONICALLY BY WESTERN UNION TO A POST OFFICE NEAR 'f'OU FOR DELIVERY 
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• YOUR TfLEGRAM DATED JULY 13 TO DR RICHARD~ GARWIN 
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• 
HAROLD HAYES 
NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 3N 
405 E St.I ST 
NEWYORK NY 10022 
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HEREWITH COPY OF CABLE TOM GUSTAV MANAGING DIRECTOR CONNAUGHT HOTEL 
LONDON Wl ENGLAND 
SENT TODAY JU~Y 2q • 
SIR 
I AM RETURNING TO LONDON FOR THE FIRST TIME IN FIVE VARS 
I AM ANXIOUS FOR A SINGLE ROOM oecLIPANCY 
23 TO 25 AUTUST 
PLEASE CABLE REPLY 
THANK YOU 

HAROLD HAYFS 
~05 EAST SI.I STREET 
NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 
NEWYORK NY 10022 

• 
• 
• 
• 13t31 EST 

MGMCOMP MGM • 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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!CS IPMDC3l 

• HAROLD HAYES EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

• • 
• 

405 E 54 ST APT 3N 

• NEWYORK NY 10022 • 
• HEREWITH COPY OF TELEGRAM SENT TO 

HOWARD ENSIGN EVANS 
• 304 OFF SHORE ROAD 

FORT COLLINS CO 80521 
• TODAY 

• 
• 
• 

• SIR: 
"THE LAST HOUR OF THE BILLIONTH YEAR" IS A TWELVE-HOUH 

• SF-1201 (R5-69) 

• 
• 
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·- • 
• TELEVISION SERIES IN PREPARATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCAST IN THE 

UNITED STATES AND ABROAD, DEALING WITH GLOBAL CRISES OF 
• ENVIRONMENTAL SPOLIATION. 

• 
• 

• THE INTENTION OF TrlE SERIES IS TO SEEK PUBLIC RESPONSE 
AND UNDERSTANDING BY PRESENTING THE VIEWS OF LEADING 

• INTERNATIONAL SCIENTISTS AND HU~ANISTS ON THE EVOLUTION OF 
LIFE LEADING TO MAN'S ROLE IN SHAPING FLOBAL ENVIHONMENT. 

• WE ARE INTERVIEWING THE FOLLOWING SCIENTISTS: 

• 
• 
• 

• YAKOV B ZEL'DOVICH {COSMOLOGY): A I OPARIN {BIOCHEMISTHY): 
RICHARD LEAKEY (PALEOANTHHOPOLOGY): HUGH LAMPREY (ECOLOGY): 

• ARCHIE CARR (ETHOLOGY): SIR JOHN ECCLES (NEUROPHYSIOLOGY): 
RICHARD L GARWIN (TECHNOLOGY): LEWIS THOMES (MEDICINE): 

• SF-1201 (RS-69) 

• 
• 
• 



WOULD YOU BE AVAILABLE FOR A PRELIMINAHY INTERVIEW FOR A 
SEGMENT ON EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY? WE ARE MINDFUL OF THE NE~D 
TO SHAPE OUR MATERIAL THROUGH MINIMAL INTRUSION UPON YOUH 

• SCHEDULE. WE EXPECT THEREFORE TO REQUIRE NO MORE THAN A 
FEW HOURS DISCUSSION WITH YOU IN THE INITIAL PHASE, AND W~1 

• ARE ABLE TO OFFER YOU AN HONORARIUM OF FIFTY DOLLAHS AN HOUH 
FOR THE TIME REQUIRED • • 

• 
• 
• 

SIR 0 H FRANKEL (GENETICS): GARRETT HARDIN (ENVIRONMENT): 
JACQUES LESOURNE (GEOPOLITICS). • 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• dECAUSE OF THE STRICTURES OF PLANNING, HOWEVEH, II WILL a~ 

• 1~ECESSARY TO ACCOMPLISH THIS PHASE WITHIN THE NEXT 1'10NHt OF 
AUGUST. MAY WE CALL YOU THURSDAY OR FRIDAY TO SEE IF YOU 

• SF-1201 (RS-69) 

• 



• 

• 
• 
• 

• SHOULD BE RECEPTIVE TO OUH INVITATION, AND IF so, ro DISCUSS 
YOUR AVAILABILITY? 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
THANK YOU 
HAROLD HAYES 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS (NEW YORK) 
AFFILIATED WITH UNC-TV, CHAPEL HILL, N.C. 

NNNN 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• SF-1201 {RS-69) • 



Dear Professor Lang r 

I received your kind letter, e•p1e1n1ng why you would be unable 
to see me, after qrr1v1ng back in New York City from my home in 
Stone Ridge. The nSght before I hed spent the evening telling 
friend~ of m1 trip sround too world to obtain re se•ch for the 
television series., about which I hsd written you. I tol:l them 
the trail i seemed to lead to your house in Old Lyme. 
Dorothy Venderbergh,who was there, ~eid no it didn't; it led 
to about four ml lea from where 1tRJ were s 1 tt1ng st the moment- 
that she knew you very well, and why didn't I know more sbout 
the community I hsd 11veff in for the pest fifteen years? 

I bed reed 1n Winthrop Sergeant's New Yorker piece~~ ~ou have 
e wee,kend house in Ulster County but it certainly no~••mm 
oecur~ed to me that time and the unusual c1rcumstsnces of my 
project would wind me up at the place I had begun it several 
yeers ago. I remembered Dr. Harry Levin's course of James 
Joyce et Harvard, in which he c :instantly reminded his c Lass 
of Plsto•s delimme--thst he set out each morning in search of tul 
his place ln the world outside and~ evenJng.t to 
find Plato on the tfoorstep, wsit1ng roi:,~. ~ ~ 
All this. ss1de--of more moment to me, certm nly, than to you-- 
I do fully understand the urgency of your tssk snd I have no llllll 
wish to impose mysel:f upon it. On the other hand, if I may be 
so preSl mptuous es to a ay so, I de believe greet change s--ehs nge 
swsy from the thoughtless destruction of env1ronment--bacomes 
poss 1ble only when ordinary people c e n be msdfJ aware of the 
dD!A•Jm» dilemma. They won't listen to po11t1e1ans snymore but 
they w.11'.I.. listen, I believe., to people whose work sro achievement 
they e~espect. This slone ls the bed. s of my request f'or 
time with you. · 

You direct the second volume of your work on the mind to "The 
Great Shift," the transition of men from the stete of the beast 
through the development of his intelligence. In a quite 
a1mpl1st1c f-shion thet is whpt we seek to do in the series, 

a.o wJ,t _ :;iha,izilg,, the interdependence of plent m d animal life fo'I' tb9 
Ila we fare ~f both. A most d11"f1cult question to emerge,•mr 

ho•1ever, is w~ 1t'J for Erl y species 1 surv1 vel 1s the objective of 
1ts evolution,.--msn•s highly developed intelligence seems j=p*f?Jo 
1nsuff1c 1ent "to ss sure his continued survival? 

Specit'leally., of the many s41ent1ste I have talked witb, a greet 
conundrum 1~ man's indifference to the biological 1mportsnce of 
globel rsi~·orests. 'l'hey comprise the largest gene pool of 
animal and plant life; a major reservoir of fresh water; en 
importsnt s cre ce of oxrgen; and so on. '!'hey have taken 70 
million years to form. Once cut down they cennot be restored in 
h1stor1cal time. ~hey ere going st the rate of 50 acres e •i•lllb 
minute end will be gone in tweaty years' time. Sir Otto Frankel 
ssys it is e cs~s~t;o~he gresteti than en1 event since the ice 2~ 
sge , (~~ 



{.!here is no humsn g agency egeilsble to deal with this J)UmNqUll 
problem, ~J:ld t99 re is scsrcely a public,.... swsreness that 1t -is s 

C.nor 1s there mucb p'lib11e aw&!' fL_ness even that it 1s e 
problem. How and why does man's intelligence fe11him1n so 
fundsmentsl s condition tor his own survival? Is it possible 
you would talk with me, however briefly, of your views of this 
question? OY\. 

Sincerely, 



t t 
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hes become sn 

integral pert of our ar~roach to materie1, and Dr. David 
--s--...... 

Ehrenfeld of Rutgers University has a.gm rtrrecommended you 

t 0 us j ,,-r-- a(;; v "'b .... ~ 

You/ may recall an outline for a television series we sent 

you, about which you correctly o--.~e~r 
of a more rigotirousAscientific 

·~iel~=. Since t h s t time we 

commented t~et we were 
.p..nh ,,,.,........d-1 ~ 

e-iJsi lua t iM.., o~ ~· 
~...R_,..~. ,r-r~ ................ 
have m rkf'd to achieve 

in need 

such en 

approsch. Interviews have been conducted srouna the tJOOrld with 

distingui~hed scientists: f'C'ttm Sir O.H. Frsnkel in Aurtralis 

to Takht8dhzysn in Moscow, with stops in Kenye, Frence,f'Englend~ 

in be tween' h ~~ (<... l... \ rC.L. ' I tJ .t<. T~ _.I. • ~. 

·"1th the material derived from the interviews, fl ong with thet 

g s t he r e d in our r-e se o r ch , we began the exacting jnrovesa. of 

rendering d1ffl'f:lt information into e coherent for~. At this 

writing, we bsve compl0ted a treatment of one ep~sode hour of 

the aeries: thGt one devoted 
J ~ ..... n. 

th$~ tre B tmen t ~ · pe:r ts- oof the most 
A Vt -.c.~ ,,,~...J.......J-. ~ ~ .. '""- ~ ~ 

to the origins of man. I am enclosing 

r""'~ recent outline of our &rieS..,.. 

.""A~) -~ ~~'h. 
In con~onsnce with your insistence upon a reliable ~cientific 

overview, we are now in the process of forming a council of I 
advisors to assure the progity ana credibility of th,project. 

Tne group will consist of Richrrd Leokey, th~ paleoanthropologist, 
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NEW HOUR ?RODUCTI-O~S·- 
405 E S4 ST 
NEWYORK NY 10022 

...... 
western union 

· t;V.TES POST'\-® • 

Mailgram· rl' ~ • 
.*****. 
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• 
NEW ~OUR PRODUCTIONS 
ATTN DAVID MEYER JN 
405 e: SI.I ST 
NEWYORK NY 10022 

• 
• 
• 
• 

COPY OF CABLE TO SIR OH FRANKEL 
CANBERRACITY AUSTRALIA 

SIR 
HAROLD HAYES WILL ARRIVE CANBERRA 
VIA ANSETT FLIGHT NUMBER 359 
AT 1135 AM AUGUST 11 
HE HAS ROOMS AT TME LAKESIDE HOTEL 
AND WILL BE PLEASED TO MEET YOU 
T~AT EVENING AND WILL TELEPHONE 
FROM HOTEL, 
THANK YOU 

DAVID MEYER 

COL CSIRO 1bOO 2b0l 
1135 AM AUGUST 11 
ALSO 35CJ 
1bI21.1 EST 

~GMCOMP MGM 
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MOSCOU 20 10 1705 
LT 

MR HAROLD EXECUTIVE PRODUCER NEW Hous(PRODUCTIONS INC TV 
CHAPEL NILL N C 
N~WYORKUSA 

AGREE YOUR PROPOSITION THANKS 
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• 
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• 
• 
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OPARIN 
COL NIL 
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After 10 days return to 

'''LI :e.Litr. ~r~&ini an 
RG;lCIJCll, w. c. 2'760~ 
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Harold a.yes 
c/o SIDNEY CARROLL 
One West 72ni Street 
New Yark, N. Y. 

:f'rom home 
December 18, 1976 

Dear Harold: 
Re: THE LAtrr HOOR OF THE BILL!Om'H YEAR 

It we.s a great pleasure for me to meet you and talk vi th you about your 
excellent idea for a TV series on the prospects for survival of Spaceship 
Earth. I've been thinking about it, after perusing it am. discussing 1t 
with some of' :m,y colleagues out here. A number of questions should be put: 

1. Mightn't the shows be an hour long to allow :tor developed illustration 
am for wrap-up. 

2. Especially optimistic wrap-up. There are so many scare programs; and 
the general audie:ooe ia fairly convl:med that domesday is around the corner; 
but they're left helpless, hopeless-- what can the little citizen do? what 
are some alternatives (I see that Robert Theobald has come out with a new 
book, "An Alternative Future for America's Third Century"; so we can survive 
into a third century) . 

3 . Perhaps, then, the series should 1mlude such people as George Leonard 
(the new consciousness, "Transformation", etc.) Jonas Salk, Rene Dubas, John Gardner, 
Mike Murphy, am., of course, Bucky Fuller. Bucky should do the /COIImJ.on Cause 
f'inal show (i:f' not the introduction as well), the wrap-up: time is running 
out, but these next tventy-:f'ive yea.rs, he says, are our final exams on Spaceship 
Earth, am we have the choice of Utopia or Oblivion. 

4. I'd like to .tll help. How? Do you wish us to be Executive Producer? Am 
on what basis. We're prepared to be: would go to sponsors, patrons, :for 
~evelopment of a full prospectus for :presentation to the National Eniowment 
for the Humanities, Rockefeller Founiation, et al, am lim up a good publisher 
(better than SR, I dare hope). 

5. Have you secured exclusive options on these people, "protection" for a 
half'-year at least, while we 're trying to set it up, get proper f'inancing, etc.? 

Look f'orward to hearing f'rom you. For the moment, all best, 

Robert Snyder 
cc: Sidney Carroll 



NATIONAL MUSEUMS OF KENYA TEL.20141 AND 20611 

P.O. Box 40658 NAIROBI,- KENYA 

308/7624 4th October, 1977. 

Mr. Harold Hayes 
New Hour Productions 
3N, 405 E. 54th St, 
New York City, 10022 
U.S.A. 

Dear Harold, 

Many thanks for your letter and the $100 honorarium. 
I would be pleased to act as a member of your Advisory 
Council. 

I have not heard from Mr. Maurice Strong but expect 
to before long. Good luck with your continuing effort 
and I look forward to further reports of progress. 

Best wishes. 

REL/tnn. Kenya 



Mr. Harold Hayes 

New Hour productions 

3N, 405 E, 54th St. 

New York City, :10022, 

i U.S.A. 

~ 
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-e ~ -···· 

~ Second fold here ____.. 

. NATIONAL MUSEUMS of KENYA 
Sender s name and address : . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . 

P. 0. Box 40658 

NAIROBI - KENYA 

AN AIR LETTER SHOULD NOT CONTAIN ANY 
ENCLOSURE ; IF IT DOES IT WILL BE SURCHARGE 

OR SENT BY ORDINARY MAIL. 

,,,. .. , 

1 

'Issued by the Postmaster Gerterat, East ~flica 
l ', 



P.C • .t;o:· 2lf.72, 
• a i r ob-i , 1·:0uya. 

1~t CctobC'T 1977. 

t•T • ?T o lr' u2yf', 
• e, ...i.ou-r Pr cc uc t i one , 
31T, 405 • )fth St., 
~e~ YoTk ~i.ty, 10L22, 
1;. r , 
U.S.A. 

~. r 
'J 

DE'2T u<:>Told, 
I'b<:>nk. you v0Ty nu c'i inoeC'c1 f or you-r 'dud Lc t t er of 

3eDtt:>mb<:t 19 <?UC f cr the chec;i10 f or $200. I am rrlc;d 
that t',e r t cr y of Ac<:ci.1 t n t er ac't i on :riti t'.E' <Di.':''."l 
r<pE'ci.ec· intE'TE'"'ted you <o -nu ch , A .core) film 't eari , civ0n 
ti~e ~nd 2 lot of pati2nc0, coulcJ il u~tT~t0 it. If you 
0o ·Jecide to u ro tcti" E':::ar.:rile of o L n t - a·,1i.•i...,l Tel_ctio'.Jf'hip""' 
in yo•T ~il~i.nr, I uoul~ rtro~~ly T"ccn eud you to ~et one 
of t'tf' .-.k:il1_er1 na tur c nhotocTci .hcr c 1"T0 in Ke~Jya to mc'~!C tl10 
f i Lr: ror you. I could U"l') f i m, 

I r e c c iv ed 2 recc.nd-lrnnd account of youT euc ou Jt'2'1' in 
P£Ti~ 1itb two people in the ~citncc paTt of UneFco. I 0aT~ 
th"'t t' ey c ou Lr' not und r r tand wl:iy you left 1210 ~udr1enly. 
'i'hE' bur-ceucr-a cy of 2 l2T1CE' U.i.. a ency i"' fTif''::ltenine; to 
'DO""t of 11"' :ind I i.maci.nc tt12t you Ten i.nto <>om2thine; t1,01t 
"D"'et you 'V".:'TY rru cb , I thin\: tlwt it ·rn_c< di C2"'tTi. w"'--i""""' 
you rr o t e to. He tol? l'Jl(' that, a~ f'ar cir I}-;;> uer co1cE'.,.,,0d, 
I could tolk to you uti.Tely in a "')Ti.vatP ca ;;:icity. To i.DVO\:E' 

any blt'k'"'inr from L _see uould be extrE>rnE'ly cornplicci l;ed, 
lonr-uinded an<1 ,oc-~"ibl~f t;>olitical"'..y diffic1;.lt. L.0 r8i.d tbat 
h. ~1e.2 01,1ite l1cp:y wi.t'1 u'12t wt 1Jc>o done- al-r0ady Tovi.d0a 
U_ -scr i'-"' not rncni;ioned. I arn ""OTry t at you b::>v0 not h~ind 
fro 1 hi.r;i. Tlli.,. 0o~c-oibl~y ""t-•n« fTorn hi2 1frh to ke p tbe 
rratcE'T on "ll 0:nti.TE'ly unofficial ic:>tinf". He i' a decPnt 
r.ian r"'lcl finr:3E' tl1e buT0aucTecy a:: ·._rnded-rable. "'::'. l do, but h<:£' 
1 eaTnE'd ovn "'lany yc-ci-rr: to 1 ive wi tb it. So tbc outco'lle 
of .:y TE'auc~t foT nn"'lif'~ion to tal'r to you l"" that I can be 
con,i.<lt.T,'d to h2ve don0 c-o unofficially, in rny o,;11 time and 
in <"U ntiTely''bonoT<1Ty·'ca ~acity. ••O P"T'niE' ion i<' t'·eTefore 
i; 0 b. €'.A t"CtC" C?':CC pt . r o:rn! 

rJ.ql i OT inf''"' rllE' to tl1 f''lbjcct of i;J-i(' 1~0DOTaTiUrn you ha'JC ~0nt 
r:ie, for u' ich I a'TI vny rT0-t0ful in<'le.d. I h< VC' b0~n uond TinJ'.' 
I ou to acce"lt it ~-1i.t11out bT?akbc: the T11lec. .lb2t I ;;:-hC1-ll 
·nobably do i.r to buy "'0'7'<::thinP fo< ":1Y "'1ro;iect :;' ic'1 I can 

u~e •11:1.n I ne d it. I thi:lk tf-i::;t i.t wi.11 be o r:ood 35 r.1r:i 

cnrneTa "'~i.0(1 I C<'l1 r 0t fT<?, o1 tc>x. T'1 )Ti.Co? inr·t abou-~ 
fitr- th0 "'urn you 11'.)Ve f'0ni;. •any than'<:2 a ·ai.'J foT thi"' 
don::iti.011. Inci.d0ntly, I c-rn S'UT" that tl12r':.' i."-' 110 pT-:;blr-:1 
in ..... 0tti'!'lf n::r bc.,nk: in ~'--011ya to ecc0 )t thE' cuecru.:-. 

I lo, i~ foT ·aTd to : CaTin,.,. about yo1n ,.no<'TE'fl""' ir. re.H'lDf' 
t'1c ·:i.on.y you ne::-d. I l'op"' that yi:.1.l will br oble to .-.ta1t 
yo1n- fi lminr i:r 1i'E'b111aTy. l ar.: not E"UTe ·r' 0·tti.e1 I c-lJ<:ill be 
01bL to vi.,.,it •. -- Yo1k ir. t'H nE-'c-T !\ltUTC'. .y p-roY.o'cd 
vieoi.t to Dcnvc-r, no'"•ibly Vi." .lc-"'1in...,.ton .J.C. fr pT"be ly a"' 
ni;:~'T' a'."' I '""bf'l"i. co•,E' u t y0a-r. 'I''1"'T0 i" a11 ilh ·rnPtio:nnl 
T<>nr:"'l2nd con "T<i:'"' in Au~u,,,t. 



Chxr vrcr k in 110Ttl10·r-.• :~enya i"' goinr uc L 1 but i"' bch i nd 
ccl.i_dule b=cau=e of the aarne bur eaucr acj- I corrrpl2i.DE'C abou+ 
b e f'or e , I can 'Ot p01 euad e t b o UN fundi.nl',' ")E'ODle to ,'i.VE' 
mou::y foT the> Suoan i:-ection of tbE' DToject out :1ill l:J2v2 to 
tT:y har o er UOH. 

•1-ith ra;y b€'f"t 0i.:o"'102 foT tlie ~'uccez~· of y our v -u'tur-e , 

··························. 
To OPEN sirr 1il~R'rr'" , , ,, ,, .. KUFUNGUA KATA HAPA 

-_/ 

~ SllllH _. ~ : ...... }~.~-~-· ,1.·:"'~.1.r,rr.~y_,.,_ J:.~.~~ :'":"'.O.~ ~;J,472, 

.... , ~~.~.~.!.'??~.'- .. K~~?J.~.· . 

AN AIR LE"ITBR SHOULD NOT CONTAIN ANY 
ENCL011UQ£; IF IT DOES IT WILL BE SURCHARGED 

OR SENI' . ·BY ORDINARY MAIL. 
-\~ 
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DIVISION OF PLANT INDUSTRY 

P.O. BOX 1600, CANBERRA CITY, A.C.T. 2601 TELEPHONE 464911 TELEGRAMS PLANTINDUSTRY CANBERRA TELEX 62351 

OHF:BAW 
Ref: 

10th October 1977 

Mr Harold Hayes, 
New Hour Productions, 
Rockefeller Foundation, 
Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation, 
3N, 405 E, 54th Street, 
NEW YORK CITY, 10022 U.S.A. 

Dear Harold, 

Thank you very much for your letter of September 19. Both Margaret 
and I were grateful for your kind and appreciative words about meeting 
us - we very much enjoyed meeting you, talking and discussing with you, 
and hope you will come again. 

Thank you also for the cheque which came as a complete surprise. 
There is no difficulty in banking it. 

I enclose a letter in response to your request which need not have 
embarassed you at all. If it isn't what you wanted let me know and I 
will do better if I can. 

I shall be glad to hear of progress in due course but realize that 
it will take you quite a time to assemble support, let alone to tackle the 
formidable technical problems. 

With all good wishes, ,, 

JI/,_, 
(O.H. Frankel) 

COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, AUSTRALIA 



10th October 1977 

DIVISION OF PLANT INDUSTRY 

P.O. BOX 1600, CAN'BERRA CITY, A.C.T. 2601 TELEPHONE 464911 TELEGRAMS PLANTINDUSTRY CANBERRA TELEX 62351 

OHF:BAW 
Ref: 

Mr Harold Hayes, 
New Hour Productions, 
Rockefeller Foundation, 
Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation, 
3N, 405 E, 54th Street, 
NEW YORK CITY, 10022 U.S.A. 

Dear Harold, 

I feel it would help me, and perhaps to a small extent help you if 
I were to sum up my impressions of your project now that we had a rather 
full discussion in person and that I have had time to think about it a 
little more. 

I thoroughly agree with and approve of the statement which you have 
entitled "The Concept". The consideration of where the world came from, 
where it is, and where our role and responsibility lies in a very critical 
moment of the evolution of the earth, is important, instructive, and may 
make a considerable impact on people's minds. As originally concieved, 
the structure of the series passes from the origin of the world, of 
life, and of living things to the contributions of man in interaction 
with nature; from the highlights of man's achievement to the dangers 
that these have created. As you told me that the structure was going to 
be reviewed, my comments are not particularly appropriate, but as it 
stood originally I felt there was too much of the past and too little of 
the present. I would have thought that the first four themes could be 
reduced to one or at most two sessions, and that the themes of the 
present-day situation and dangers should be substantially enlarged. 

The success - on this we were obviously agreed - will depend on the 
quality of the speakers and of the support they will receive in the 
making of the film. I compared in my mind the series we all have seen - 
Clarke, Bronowski and Galbraith. The personalities of the three very 
famous contributors differed greatly and so did their presentation. The 
first two in very different ways were excellent to good, Galbraith far 
less so. The matter they presented again was far better in the first 
two than in the third, as was the pictorial and other support. Unless 
you had a Clarke or a Bronowski to present your series your own solution 
of getting a number of contributors seems to me to be far better than 
having a person even of Galbraith's calibre, who would not be easy to 
find. Therefore the choices you are making are of the greatest importance 
though reduced in significance by comparison with having a single contributor. 
The first two or three will be essential and I believe it would be 
better to have more than one contributor at that stage and to tune them 
in very carefuly with each other. 

COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, AUSTRALIA 
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I should be happy to correspond with you further on the details of 
the progranune when it emerges more clearly and when your speakers, some 
of whom I know, are more firmly established, While you must depend to 
a degree on the availability of pictorial support I believe you should 
be careful in avoiding the trap of concentrating on people and subjects 
with which you are personally familiar and which you regard highly, such 
as the wildlife scenes in East Africa. These could surely contribute 
importantly but you raise the great philosophical question of the need 
for preserving the wildlife in this particular area which will never 
been seen by more than a minute proportion of the rest of mankind. In 
fact wildlife conservation in regions closer to important centres of 
population may be regarded by many - I am afra1d including myself - of 
greater significance than the preservation of the great animals which 
ultimately are probably doomed anyway. 

Having made these somewhat critical remarks, I want to emphasise 
what I said initially that the series as a whole in the concept on which 
it is based could be highly important in alerting the minds of people 
who are going to contribute to decision making in one way or another: in 
modest ways as voters or possibly as teachers, in more incisive ways as 
decision makers, authors, and direct contributors to making the world a 
better or worse place than it would be otherwise. 

One thing your series intends to bring out and of this, as you know 
from my own writings, I thoroughly approve. It will bring to the fore 
the responsibility of those who are living in this particular age of 
decision. This is surely the most important contribution that your 
series can and I believe will make. 

With all good wishes for success, 

Yours sincerely, 

(O.H. Frankel) 



OCDE OECD 
ORGANISATION DE COOPERATION ET 
DE DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUES 

ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC 
CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERFUTURS 
176, Av. Charles de Gaulle 
92200 NEVILL Y s/SEINE 

Tel. 747 12-80 
INTERFUTURES 

FUT/JL/jr 4th Octo5er 1977. 

Dear Dr. Hayes, 

I have received your letter of 19th September and tnE enclosed cheque, 
for which I thank you. 

I must say that I find your project of tremendous interest, because 
it i~ really.essential that the public opinion of the developed countries should 
r~al~se the_1mportance o! a certain number of long-term problems. The great 
d1ff1culty is to make this message accessible to a vast majority without trans 
forming important issues into naive and debatable simplifications. 

From the talk we had, I feel sure that you will tackle this formidable 
task with every chance of achieving this end. 

With my best wishes for the success of your enterprise - 

Sincerely yours, 

I 

4)JAJ 
J. Lesourne 

Mr. Harold Hayes 
New Hour Productions 
3N, 405 E. 54th Street 
NEW YORK CITY, 10022 
U.S.A. 

Telegrammes DEVELOPECONOMIE - Telex 620.160 OCDE PARIS 



The Observatories 
Madingley Road 
Cambridge CBJ OHA 

Telephone (0223) 62204 

University of Cambridge 

Institute of Astronomy 

Director: 
Professor D. Lynden- Bell 

23 September 1977 

Mr Harold Hayes, 
New Hour Productions, 
3N, 405 E. 54th St., 
New York City, 10022, 
U.S.A. 

Dear Mr Hayes, 

Thank you very much for your letter. I was glad to hear that your European 
travels went off well. It was a great pleasure to talk with you and I hope 
very much that you do finally succeed in getting the show on the road. If 
you would find it helpful I would certainly be willing to join your proposed 
advisory council. It seems to me that the whole project is an exceedingly 
worthwhile one and deserves every success. 

Yours sincerely, 

Martin Rees. 



--- - ---- - ----- - - - - - - - -- 
~ = = ~~~ 

International Business Machines Corporation Thomas J. Watson Research Center 
P. 0. Box 218 
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598 
914/945-2555 

September 30, 1977 

Mr. Harold Hayes 
New Hour Productions 
Apartment 3N 
405 East 54 Street 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear Mr. Hayes: 

Thanks very much for your letter of September 19 and for our 
visit in California this summer. I do believe it of the 
first importance to have on public television a responsible 
and reasonably comprehensive presentation of environmental 
questions. 

So far as I can tell from our 
participation in such a series would 
my time, and I do hope that you can 
the first portion of this series. 

discussions thus far, 
be a worthwhile use of 

move into production on 

The more I see of Government, the more important I believe 
is the role of private initiative, especially the major 
Foundations. I just wish there were ten times as much 
Foundation money available in the United States as is the 
case. 

The series on environment is a way of approaching once again 
the place of mankind in the world and the long-term 
interests of mankind. I think this is a goal of the first 
importance, and I would like to see it done right and in an 
attractive fashion so that it will appeal to a substantial 
audience. 

Sincerely yours, 

{lL,{fz~ 
Richard L. Garwin 

RLG:kcf:273.HH 



Department of Zoology and Entomology 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, Colorado 
80523 

Ou 

October 4, 1977 

Mr. Harold Hayes 
New Hour Productions 
3N, 405 E. 54th Street 
New York City, New York 10022 

Dear Mr. Hayes: 

Thank you for the honorarium. I enjoyed our discussions and wish 
you every success with the venture. I was somewhat concerned that 
a program on evolu-tion and the fragility of life on earth might 
not get across to the people who need this sort of information, but 
if this program is made available to educational institutions it 
should prove most valuable in putting across an important message. 
If I can be of further help please let me know. 

Sincerely yours, 

/;. r.:> ~' 
ff'~l:t 11' rz: '>vu,v 
~owa rct E. Evans 
Professor of Entomology 

pd 



DD ntermediate 
c:i echnology Development Group Ltd 

~ 9 King Street, London WC2E 8HN, U.K. 
Telephone: 01-836 9434/39; 836 6379 
Cables: IT/DEV, LONDON WC2 

27 September 1977 

Company Reg. No. 871954. Reg. Charity No. 247257. 

Vice Presidents: J. C. Cadbury, H. Hanning 
Dr. Dudley Seers, Sir George Sinclair, CMG, OBE; MP. 

Vreni Schumacher would have liked to be able personally 
to answer the many messages of sympathy that she has received 
from around the world. This she cannot do, and we have 
asked to be allowed to send acknowledgements on her behalf. 

The letters and telegrams that have come to her have been 
a source of great comfort, and she would like you to know 
how much she and the family appreciate your kindness and 
concern. 

Fritz Schumacher1s death came as a shock to us all. He 
appeared to be in good health and was on his way by rail from 
one conference in Switzerland, where he had given a lively 
address, to another. He had a heart attack on the train and 
died before he could be got to a hospital. 

There was a private family funeral service and burial 
on September the 9th, and a public memorial service is being 
arranged for November. (...Vo-. 3 o-fi. a,,t- k'..e-,~rtz:; ~~, 4-..J~ 

So many of the messages that have been received fro~ 
different parts of the world express the determination to 
carry on the work that Fritz Schumacher had inspired. This, 
surely, is the best memorial that we can erect to him. 

Directors: Dr. E. F. Schumacher C.B.E., (Chairman), D. H. Frost, M. M. Hallett C.B.E., A. L Latham-Koenig, 
G. F. McRobie, J.P. M. Parry, M.B.E., Mrs. J. K. Porter, P. S. Reid, P.H. Stern, J. V. Wood. 



AtlantlcRichfieldCompany 515 South Flower Stroot 

Los Angeles, California 90071 

Telephone 213 486 1738 

Ii I 

!)£p 15 1971 

T. F. Bradshaw 
President J 
September 12, 1977 

Mr. K. Wayne Smith 
Coopers & Lybrand 
1800 M Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. c. 20036 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

Thank you for your letter of September 8, 1977, 
forwarding to Mr. Bradshaw descriptive material 
on an eight-part television series dealing with the 
history of the environmental crisis. Your letter 
has been received during Mr. Bradshaw's absence 
from the office and will be brought to his attention 
upon his return. 

In the meantime, I am forwarding copies of this 
correspondence to Mr. W. M. Marcussen, Vice 
President of Public Relations, for review by him 
and his staff. 

Sincerely yours, 
' - ,/-') - · /c_r...-_ C . ..--</. { c.:- C /<'-' 

I . (Miss) Jean c. Slack 
Assistant to Mr. Bradshaw 

cc: Mr. W. M. Marcussen 
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WASHINGTON 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

August 22, 1977 

Dear Mr. Miss: 

Thanks for your letter of August 15th which clearly 
outlines your funding problems for the "Billionth 
Year". You seem to be on the track with CPB, NSF, 
and NEH. I don't have any good suggestions for the 
October '77 through February '78 period and don't 
want to interfere with the normal government funding 
process unless you are being treated unfairly. Let 
me know if there are any specific problems which I 
might help with as you go along but I would like to 
save our meeting (and preserve our busy schedules) 
until something concrete is on the agenda. 

Sincerely, 

I look forward to your continued progress. 

Barry Jagoda 
Special Assistant 

to the President 

Mr. Robert E. Miss 
Network Director 
The University of North Carolina 

Television Network 
202 University Square West 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 



RICHARDSON PREYER 
c.~r~ DtsT~ICT. NORTH CAROLJNA 

COMMITTEES: 

INTERSTATE AND 
FOREIGN COMMER".:F.: 

INTERNAL SECURITY 

"1:ongress of tue Wniteh ~tate!) 
j!}ouse of l'\tpresentatfbe~ 
~a~bington, 11).QL:. 20515 

September 6, 1977 

Ms. Clloe A.:"'lron 
Public B:;::'!) dcasting Service 
475 L'Enfant Plaza ~lost, s.w. 
Washington, n.c. 20024 

Dear Ma. Aaron: ~ 

I wanted to strongly recommend to your con : ,, · tion the proposal 
made by Wake Forest Uni varsity and tmC-1.'V for a ._ le via ion series 
"'!be Last Hour o.E the Eillionth Year." 

This proposed series is alreaey tlis .~ ied in the kind of sup~rt 
it has developed and in the kinJ of ·. · rative project it; represents - 
bringing together an it doe:i aa-~ ""i!-:u . -ivate in.<Jtit~n and the 
Sta to' s public educational bro .. cast , g ne ttlork. 

Those who are farrdliar with th~·- · sal agree that it can have a 
significance t.liat is li~U· e<Jt~r tha"t reqional or national and all 
are ir~prcssed with tho : r d o: :x:.r>j, tment that has been invol v~d in 
its dsvclopn-.ent and whi · we • ow will ho reflected in its accoir1.9llsh ment. 

Cordially, 

A-6;-a~r~~ ,~.~- 

Richardson Preyer 

RP:bjb 



RICHARDSON PREYER 
6TH DISTRICT. NORTH CAROLINA 

COMMITTEES: 

INTERSTATE AND 
FOREIGN COMMERCE 

INTERNAL. SECURITY 

<!Congress of tbe Wniteb ~tates 
1!)ouse of l\epresentatibe.S 
~a!)bington, 1l).<!. 20515 

SOptelllbGr G, 1977 

Y..r. Ilen...-y Loonis 
President 
OJrporation for Public nroadcastinq 
1111 Sixteenth r-tr~t, n.w. 
Washington, o.c. 20036 

I wanted to stl.-ong!y re~d to y ~rn~oration the proposal 
?!lildo by ua~o Forest UJli versi t;y an.d •·• . ·... for a television ries 
"The Last IIour of ths Jlillil:m(Gi. ~-~ • " 

'l'hie proposed Gsriea is alre.a • dis · .guished in t.'le kind of sw;port 
it has tlev<'.!loP3d ai!d in t.ha ki · · - · operative project it rnpresents - 
bringing to:;et.'lur ruJ i~ · _g a vccy fir.a pr.ivateJJr institution and the 
Stat-...e'o p"lililic cducati' ~l b ~C"-asting network. 

'l"ho11e who r~ f.a~niliar hG p:rpposal agroe that it can haw a 
significe.n~ t21a'!: is MUc.J1 ~:coot:er th.~"'l roo,ional or national ruul all 
arc ~prensoo wit-11 th~ Jc nd of ~tr.\Ont tl'-.at has hc&>..n i..."lvolvod 
in ita deve.loprJent a.'ld V.1ich we r.no;.-, will be ra¢'-&oeted in it!J 
acoo;a;ili~~·11·~nt. 

Cordially,. 

P.P:bjb 

Ge: 



CONNECTICUT COLLEGE 

NEW LONDON. CONNECTICUT 06320 

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 

September 22, 1977 

Harold T.P. Hayes 
JN 
405 E. 54th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

Dear Mr. Hayes: 

Thank you for your sending. As for your wish to come and 

talk with me, I regret that I have to disappoint you, but I 

simply cannot. turn from my present work to any other problems. 

I am trying somewhat desperately to finish the third volume of 

my current book, which-still requires several years of very 

concentrated work, and I am in my eighties already. So I hope 

you will forgive my negative attitude. 

I couldn't be more in sympathy with your project, and hope 

you will find cooperation and public response of every kind. 

People usually don't move until the eleventh hour. I hope you 

can give them a kick, with more to come. 

Yours hopefully, 

Susanne K. Langer 



re • eas an 
1111161h Street N. W. ·Washington, DC.· 20036 ·Tel. (202) 293-61(:{) 

August 3, 1977 

Mr. Robert E. Miss 
Associate Director 
University of North Carolina 

Television Network 
202 University Square West 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 

Dear Bob: 

Thank you for your letter of July 29th. It was helpful to have 
all the new material relating to "The Last Hour of the Billionth 
Year", and we shall certainly review it most carefully. 

There is one point I should very much like to cover again with 
you because it is quite important in any reconsideration we do 
of _the project. And that is the telescoping of the three steps 
that are normally involved in evaluating proposals for funding 
here. As I explained at our meeting, we go through our research 
and development phase, a pilot, and then a final decision for 
series. You are asking us to go directly to series and for what 
is, for us, a substantial figure. This procedure is not unheard 
of, but it is rare and it is difficult, and I would say it will 
require the most careful kind of study on our part. 

I have asked our contract ad.ministration people to review the 
budget you have submitted, and I shall have their reaction in 
a few days. It may be necessary for you to have a session with 
them at the appropriate time. 

Sincy:qely, 

1/ lftlu 
Peter G. Levathes 
Director of Program Development 

PGL:mm 



July 21, 1977 

Saturday Review 
1290 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK. N.Y. 10019 

NORMAN COUSINS 
Editor 

Professor Georgii Arbatov, Director 
Institute of U.S. and Canadian Studies 
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. 
Khlebny per. 2/3 
Moscow 121069, U. s. s. R. 

Dear Georgii: 

Harold Hayes, an American journalist and a friend of 
mine, is preparing a series on man and the environment for 
television in this country, and for other media. The aim 
of the series is to draw international response to the prob 
lems of dwindling world resources. To this end, he plans to 
interview international scientists about the long forming 
evolution·of biological life and its fragility against the 
needs of modern man. 

I thought it might be helpful to write you in his behalf 
and to seek to coordinate his research in the Soviet Union 
through your Institute. He has expressed a desire to inter 
view, in the month of August if possible, the following: 

Y. Zel'dovich, Institute of Applied Mathematics, Moscow 

A. I. Oparin, Moscow 

Armen L. Takhtadhzyan, Komarov Institute, Leningrad 

I hope you may be able to help him with this request. I 
am certain the project he is embarked upon is of importance 
to us all. 

Sincerely, 



MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOU NDATIOl'4, INC. 

102 REYNOLDA VILLAGE 

WINSTON-SALEt.'. NORTH C.AROLINA 27106 

PHONE (919) 724-0519 

May 31, 1977 

tr ~/\Mr.---- 
Dr. James Ralph Scales 1 President 
WakE. Forest University 
Winston-Salem, N. Co 27109 

Dear Ralph: 

It is a ple osure to advise you that the Directors of the Mory Reynolds Babcock 
Foundation have mode a grant in the amount of $40 1000 to Wake Forest University in 
support of the Research and Development Phase of 11The Last Hour of the Bi II ionth Yeor" 
television series to be iointly undertaken by Wake Forest 1 University of North Carolina 
Te levislon , the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and others. Our funds are to be 
matched by grants received from other sources and in kind support for a total budget 
of $96,592 estimated for the Research and Development Phase. 

We shall plan to make payment of our grant in two installments: $20 1000 on 
or cbour July 15 and $201000 on or about September 15, 1977. Please let me know if 
this payment schedule presents any difficulties for the University .. 

In order to meet the monitoring requirements of the Foundcr ion , please plan 
to send us program reports periodically on the progress that you are making under the 
grant and fiscal reports on the expenditure of our funds and to submit a final fiscal 
and program report within two or three months after the grant has been expended. 
In cddlr lon , we shall need your assurances that the funds will be spent only for the 
purposes granted and that any funds remainir.g after the grant period will be returned 
+..-. ~l-.o c,....;-..J ~:,..._ ~A.~., I ~-1- }·-··· ·- ":~·1 .1.l..- -.--~-----~ L,_ ~1...~ .. ~r+ .-~ -.~ ~'--- end o!" •-'•ti;....~....,.: u~ i • .., ,,,_i l ..... .Ol'"- .....,,....) ,..., .:;,.,~. £ilC t'1...t1U~iVt-~d iv ill\.iii ~:iC:~& \,..".9 ii·C ~, ..... i 

the enclosed copy of this letter and return it to us at your convenience. 

Please feel free to make such public announcements of the grant as wili be most 
helpful to the University, using the enclosed news release which we have drafted if you 

- - ·-- -- 



Sincerely, .e: 
William L Bondurant 
Executive Director 

Dr. James Ralph Scales 
May 31, 1977 
Page Two. 

would like too We shall be happy to receive copies of any news releases which you 
issue or copies of articles which appear in reference to the granto 

Best wishes to you and your associates for a very successful undertaking. We 
are looking forward to working with you in the months ahead o 

mwt 
Enclosures 



-: 
The Rockefeller Foundation 

' ff !.1! :? '7 1977 

1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y.10036 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
Laurence 0. Stire I. Secretary 
Esther S. Stamm. Assistant Secretary 

CABLE: ROCKFOUND, NEW YORK 

TELEPHONE: (212) 869-8500 

June 24, 1977 

In reply please quote: GA HUM 7735 

Dear Dr. Scales: 

I am glad to be able to inform you that action has been 
ta.ken by the officers of The Rockefeller Foundation to make available 
the sum of $25,000, or as much thereof as may be necessary, to Wake 
Forest University toward research and development costs of a television 
series on environmental crises entitled The Last Hour of the Billionth 
Year. This sum is available for the six-month period beginning 
June 1, 1977, at the end of which time any unexpended balance will 
revert to the Foundation. 

In reconrrnending this grant it was the officers' understanding 
that the funds would be used approximately in accordance with the budget 
you submitted to the Foundation on April 29, 1977, 

As soon as possible after the termination of the grant, we 
shall need to have reports on it, both on the use of the funds received 
(a statement of receipts and disbursements) and on the substantive outcome 
of the grant. Arrangements for payment of this grant may be made by 
writing directly to our Comptroller. 

A brief public announcement of this grant will be made in the 
next annual report of the Foundation. In this connection we are enclosing 
as a. Liatter of rout ine s. printed statement of the Rockefeller FoundacLon 
policy regarding the announcement of grants. 

It is a pleasure to report this action to you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dr. James Ralph Scales 
President 
Wake Forest University 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27109 

Enclosure 



Dedicated to the wise use of our world resources. 

National 
-wILDI.J IFE 

Editorial offices: 225 E. Michigan Milwaukee, Wis. 53202 Phone: 414/273-2486 
International Publications of the National Wildlife Federation 

-wILDT~IFE 
June 15, 1977 

Mr. Harold T.P. Hayes 
405 E. 54th Street 
Apt. 3N 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear Mr. Hayes: 

I meant to write you some time ago, after browsing through 
your book, and then I forgot. I remembered again when a former 
colleague of mine at Newsweek, Mariana Gosnell, who now does 
a lot of writing for us, told me she had chatted with you at 
a cocktail party. Again, I forgot. Now, I've just seen your 
piece in the Times magazine and, before I forget, here goes -- 

1) I thought you might be interested in looking at an upcoming 
piece Mariana has done for us, or with us, on Africa's new 
generation of wardens. These two guys take up where some of 
the people you featured in your book left off. 

2) Your interests and ours, particularly on INTERNATIONAL 
WILDLIFE, seem to overlap quite a bit and, since we pay as 
well as the Times magazine, perhaps we should be talking some 
article possibilities. 

3) I'd like to find out what you're doing in your TV series. 

4) I expect to be back in New York in a month or so and if 
you're in town, I'd like to have lunch or something • 

..... 

!-~~· /:iim Doherty 
t/ Exe cu ti ve E9i tor 

JD/~/ 

Enc: (2) 



Dedicated to the wise use of our world resources. 

National 
-wILDI"'IFE 

Editorial offices: 225 E. Michigan Milwaukee, Wis. 53202 Phone: 414/273-2486 
International Publications of the National Wildlife Federation 

-wILDl"'IFE 
July 5, 1977 

Mr. Harold T.P. Hayes 
405 E. 54th Street 
Apt. 3N 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear Mr. Hayes: 

Thanks for the material on the. TV series. I assume you are 
aware of and in touch with the aborning (and possibly abortive) 
Man and the Biosphere (MA.Bl Progranune organized by UNESCO and 
UNEP? It is real blue-sky· s t uf f r it may never get off the 
ground. But it represents a lot of spadework you could take 
advantage of. And its very difficulties help illustrate the 
enormity of the frustrations confronting anyone who wants to 
"do something11 about long-range survival. 

If you are not familiar with. this program, let me know and I'll 
send some stuff. 

/z::a~?s 
/~~~ Doherty . / 

Executive Editor 

·IID/~ 



New York, US A 

KAJJ.EMHSI HAYK CCCP 

AHHqECKHA HHCTHTYT 
HM. B. JI. KoMaposa 

Mr Harold Hayes 

Executive Producer 

22, Jleaanrpan, yJI. nporp, Iloncsa, 2 
Tenerp. anpec: .EHH• 

Ten.: 34-10-90, 34-97-57, 34-12-37 
Pac./c'l. M 18043110096 

B IleTporpa,!\CKOM OT,!\eJieHHH foc6aHKa 
_______ NJJ, _ 

New Hour Productions UNC-TV 

Chapel ttill N.c. 

Ha M------------- 

I- August 3, 1977 

Dear lVIr Hayes 

Excuse me for the delay taken in answering to your cable. I 

willingly accept your kind invitation, but could you, please, 

inform me of the questions connected with the nature preservation 

which interest you most of all. 

I intend to stay in Leningrad during August and the first ten 

Clays of September, the whole October and part of November. I shall 

be glad to meet you at any suitable for you time . . 
With my best wishes 

Yours sincerely 

Q ·--r; 1{ Ii>~~ 
Armen 'l'akhtajan 

- I _J 
PilM BAH, s.276, T. 10000, 11.IX.75 r. 
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DIVISION OF PLANT INDUSTRY AIR MAIL 

P.O. BOX I 600, CANBERRA CITY, A.C.T. 2601 TELEPHONE 46 491 I TELEGRAMS PLANTINDUSTRY CANBERRA TELEX 62351 

OHF:BAW 
Ref: 

14th July 1977 

Mr David Meyer, 
New Hour Productions, 
Appartment 3N, 
405 East 54 Street, 
NEW YORK, NY 10022, U.S.A. 

Dear Mr Meyer, 

I am sending you a statement of my career and current interests 
as requested. I have found that I may have given you the wrong dates for 
my absence from Canberra next month. I shall be away for the week of 
August 13 to 20 (I think I told you 17 to 23). 

Yours sincerely, 

(O.H. Frankel) 

~-S. L/ .r>.J cu.-U 0vv "h--!l<J ~ ';J-1/ k vv :J ~ 
{ . / I 

~ :r ~ ~ -;«:;« r ~.?t- ~ 4: ~/ 

~ I ~ ~~ a_p{~ .; ,,;;, z: Uh~ ~ 
£"~ P~~e~ 

COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, AUSTRALIA 



• •tAIR MAIL 
• PAR AVION 

Mr David Meyer, 
New Hou~ Productions, 
Apartment 3N, 
405 East 54 Street, 
NEW YORK, NY 10022, U.S.A. 

I~ NOT CLAIMED, PLEASE RETURN TO 
C.S.l.R.O. 
P.O. BOX 1600, CANBERRA CITY, A.C.T., 2601, AUSTRALIA 



(~\ UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME 
~PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L'ENVIRONNElv1ENT ..,.~ 

New York Liaison Office 
CABLE ADDRESS 

AORESl!IE TELEGRAPHIOUE 
POSTAL ADDRESS 
ADRESSE POSTALE 

UNATlONS Nt:WYORK P.O. BOX 20. 

GRANO CENTRAL STATION. 

NEW YORK. N.Y. 10017 

REFERENCE: NJB/jb 25 July 1977 

Dear Mr. Hayes, 

I have now finished reading the outline of your proposal for 
a television series on man and the environment and I must say I 
find it extremely difficult to conceal my delight at this 
remarkable initiative. 

As I read the text it struck me that what you are considering 
for television is a "state of the species" report, comparable in 
scope to the State of the Environment report presented each year 
by our Executive Director. In this connection, I believe the 
proposal closely corresponds,in a number of areas, to matters 
in which UNEP is actively engaged and as such warrants our 
serious consideration and possible ,support. For this reason I 
shall bring the text to the attention of our Executive Director 
and recommend a meeting with you during your visit to Nairobi on 
15 August. As promised, also, I shall send a copy to the Head of 
our Information and Publications Division with a request 
similarly that they take advantage of your visit to Nairobi to 
review ways in which we might support this effort. 

Naturally this office stands ready to assist wherever it can 
and is certainly prepared to initiate whatever contacts you might 
consider helpful in bringing to fruition this very timely and 
most imaginative series. 

Good luck and looking forward to seeing you on your return. 

Sincerely yours, 

Noel J. Brown 
Director- 

Mr. Harold T.P. Hayes 
Harold Hayes New Hour Productions 
405 East 54th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10022 



(~, UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME 
~PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT 
~ 

New York Liaison Office 
CABL[ AOORCSS 

AOR[!i5C ,.ELCGRA.,.HIOUE 
POSTAL AOOACS!t 

AOACSSE POSTAL[ 

UNATIONS N[~'YOlllK 
P.O eox 20. 

NCW YORK. N.Y 10017 

REFERENCE: NJB/jb 25 July 1977 

Dear Mr. Hayes,· 

I have now finished reading the outline of your proposal for 
a television series on man and the environment and I must say I 
find it extremely difficult to conceal my delight at this 
remarkable initiative. 

As I read the text it struck me that what you are considering 
for television is a "state of the species" report, comparable in 
scope to the State of the Environment report presented each year 
by our Executive Director. In this connection, I believe the 
proposal closely corresponds,in a number of areas, to matters 
in which UNEP is actively engaged and as such warrants our 
serious consideration and possible support. For this reason I 
shall bring the text to the attention of our Executive Director 
and recommend a meeting with you during your visit to Nairobi on 
15 August. As promised, also, I shall send a copy to the Head of 
our Information and Publications Division with a request 
similarly that they take advantage of your visit to Nairobi to 
review ways in which we might support this effort. 

Noel J. Brown 
Director 

Naturally this office stands ready to assist wherever it can 
and is certainly prepared to initiate whatever contacts you might 
consider helpful in bringing to fruition this very timely and 
most imaginative series. 

Good luck and looking forward to s e e ing you on your return. 

ii Sincerely yours, 

M.r. Harold T.P. Hayes 
Harold Hayes New Hour Prc duc t ions 
405 East 54th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10022 



Noel J. Brown 
Director - 

New York Liaison Office 

UJB/jb 25 July 1977 

Dear Bert . 

.As you will see from the attached, I am proposing a meeting 
between Dr. Tolba and Harold Hayes on the prospect of producing 
a twelve part television series on environment and the human 
condition. 

I believe, once you read the outline of his proposal, that 
you too will share iey- enthusiasm for it, as well as n'bt>ing the 
opportunities provided for giving environmental issues a well- 
deserved boost. 

I have asked Harold Hayes to meet vith you also during his 
visit on August 15th, a.nd I hope that upon his arrival in 
Nad robd he will contact you directly and, as always, you will 
provide whatever assistance you can. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mr. L.A. Demmers 
Senior Information Office 
Division of Communication 
UNEP 
P. 0. Box 30552 
Nairobi 
Kenya 



25 July 1977 
Dr. Mostafa K, 'l'olba 
Executive Director I~JB/jb 

Noei-:J.'° B"'~~' Director 
/ 

UNEP, iNYLO 

Television Series on F..nvironment and the HUlllan Condition 

I strongly support his meeting with you on the 15th. 

..... I am attaching for your information and review the 
outline and text of a twelve part series proposed by 
Har&ld Hayes on environment that would deal essentially 
with environment and the human condition in a kind of 
"state of the species" report. 

I believe that you have met Harold Hayes some months 
ago while he was in the process of finaJ.izing his text on 
the Serengeti and for the recently published volume "The 
La.st Place on Earth", a copy of which, I believe, Ha.s been 
forwarded to you. In this connection you might recall 
that Mr. Hayes is an extremely alert, creative and able 
writer with a deep feeling about the environment. 

Since the proposed series corresponds to so many 
areas of our own concerns and interests, I have suggested 
that Mr. Hayes meet with you directly during his forth 
coming visit to Nairobi on the 15th August. At this time 
the possibility of collaboration with this venture might 
be explored, .Although I am not sure just in what ways we 
might support this venture, there is no doubt that a 
series might provide a valuable opportunity for the 
programme to articulate fully those environmental issues 
with which the author intends to deal. 

cc. LAD 



NJB/jb 25 July 1977 

New York Liaison Office 

... ..---- 

Dear Sveneld, 

On around the 15th August a colleague of mine, Mr. Harold Hayes, 
will be visiting Nairobi~ and hopefully will see the Executive 
Director when he will discuss the prospect of UNEP's collaboration 
in a film series on the environment and human condition. 

Under the present format, Mr. Hayes hopes to have presentations 
by a number of the world's top scientists including three from the 
Soviet Union. In this connection I have asked him no call on you 
while in Nairobi and would appreciate any assistance you might be 
able to give him in implementing his approaches to the Soviet 
government and facilitating his meeting with Soviet scientists. 

I know that oneeyyou read the outline of the proposed production 
you will be as enthusiastic as I was and share with me the view that 
it warrants our fullest cooperation and support. ,,,..-- 

Sincerely youxs, 

--- - 
I~oel J. Brown 

Director 

Mr. Sveneld Evteev 
Director, Policy Planning Office 
IBIEP 
P.O. Box 30552 
riairobi 
Kenya 
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WNET/13 
356 WEST 58 ST. 
NEW YORK, N.Y.10019 
(212) 262·4200 
EDUCATIONAL 
BROADCASTING 
CORPORATION 

Julys, 1977 

II~ Dear Mr. Hayes: 

Thank you for sending over the out 
line material on "The Last Hour ••• " It is indeed 
an ambitious project which will demand some inno 
vative production techniques if it is to be success 
ful in reaching a broad audience. 

Recycled Paper 

As you point out, the visualization of 
this kind of subject matter is extremely difficult. 
I also feel that there is a need for some kind of 
"dramatic structure" if one wants to avoid the con 
ventional talking-heads approach. Hopefully this will 
come out of your Rand D efforts. 

When I talked with Peter Davis I indi 
cated that there was a good chance my work here at 
WNET might be expanded to the point beyond which I 
could consider taking on any additional commitments. 
This expansion of duties has taken place, and I'm 
sorry that I won't have the time to explore the 
possibilities of this project with you. At this point 
I can only offer my very best wishes to you in bring 
ing this series to the television screen. 

sc;;~~ 
Donald Hyatt 



Network Offices 
202 Unr,;ers;tY Sqooe. v.est 
Chapel Hill. North Coro-no 275'...'. 
919 933-8191 

Cnonne: 2 Cokrno.o 
Chonnei 4 Cn::::ipe! H :! 
Charo::: 17 L::w1lle 
Channei 25 Green 11lle 
Channel 26 \'./1n.oton-S-:::1em 
Chonnet 33 /•.shev;lie 
Chonnei 39 \V1lming:on 
Channel 58 Conco-o 22 April 1977 

Dr. George Tressel 
Public Understanding of Science 
National Science Foundation, Ofc. of Science and Society 
Washington, D. C. 20550 

Dear Dr. Tressel: 

Attached is a summary of THE LAST HOUR OF THE BILLIONTH YEAR, 
a proposal for-a television series tracing the past and future 
0£ our environmental crisis via the perceptions of leading. 
scientists. Please accept this document as a preliminary 
proposal to NSF. 

The primary need in launching the project is the development 
and production 0£ one program in the series as a special and, 
in ef£ect, a pilot. Our estimate of cash requirements for the 
special $470,000. 

The amount includes a necessary research and development phase 
($70,000), the acquisition of science and nature footage yet un 
seen on U.S. television, original illustrative animation, on 
location shooting, and the best people available in writing, 
design, acquisition, and production for this specialized area 
of television. 

Thus far, documentary writer Paul Boorstin (most recent, Assault 
on Everest, CBS special 1977) and Nicholas Clapp (Incredibl'e"~~ 
Machine, executive in charge of production) have expressed a 
definite interest in the project, and have lent their time and 
thoughts to it already. 

Bob Glazier, president of SECA, representing 99 public stations 
in the Southeast, has endorsed the series and assigned Mac Wall, 
programming director, to assist in its development. 

Also, post production, extremely critical for this project, will 
be done in North Carolina and other parts of the Southeast where 
excellent facilities exist and the overhead is low. 

The Rockefeller Foundation recently gave the idea a strong en 
dorsement pTus $25,000 toward its research and development. An 
other foundation, Mary Reynolds Babcock, has indicated that the 
board would vote $20,000, if we could find the remaining $25,000 
to fill out the $70,000 R & D phase. 

Sincerely, 

?ffi; f7~!(t1 x 
Robert E. M.lSS 
Network Director 

Tr-e Un;versity of r'-Jorth Carolina Ieievision Ner:;ork 
REM/es 



23 June 1977 

Channel 2 Colorooro 
Channel 4 Chapel Hill 
Channel 17 Linv1lie 
Channel 25 Greenville 
Char1nei 26 Winston-Solem 
Channel 33 Asheville 
Channel 39 W1lm1ngton 
Channel 58 Concord 

Network Offices 
202 University Squo:e ,' '3St 
Chopel Hill. ~~orth Coro 'n:J 2751.1 
919 933-8191 

Peter G. Levathes 
Director of Program Development 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting 
1111 16th St., N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

Dear Peter: 

Attached is a 12 June NYT article on primates by Harold Hayes. 
He has used every opportunity to prepare for the development 
of the television project, "The Last Hour of the Billionth 
Year." 

Since our conversation in your office last April the needed 
funds for the research and development phase of the "The Last 
Hour" have been secured. Also, we have engaged producer/writer 
Peter Davis, whose credentials I'm sure are familiar to you. 

The 16-week R & D phase started this month which means it will 
be over around the beginning of your new fiscal year. 

On the strength of our initiating the first phase of the project 
and of securing excellent personnel, we intend to approach CPB 
for an amount which would provide us leverage in seeking funds 
for the entire series. 

I would like to arrange a meeting among you, Hayes, the producer, 
and myself this summer, preferably at a time which would mesh 
well with your funding deliberations. 

Please let me know what time period would be suitable for such 
a meeting so that we might arrive at a date. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Robert E. Miss 

Attachment 

Harold Hayes I 
Frank Little 
Chloe Aaron 

cc: 

REM/es 
The Unrvers1ty of l\lorth Corolino Television Nei'.vork 



Saturday Rase» 
488 MADISON AVENUE NEW YOflK, N.Y. 10022 

NOfl~IAN COUSINS 
Editor 

October 7, 1976 

Dr. Landrum R. Bolling 
President 
Lilly Endowment, Inc. 
2801 North Meridian Street 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46208 

Dear Landrum: 

The next time you come to New York, you ought to save time, 
if you can, to see Harold Hayes, ~ormer editor of Esquire, who has 
an exciting concept for reaching the public on the complex problems 
of environmental despoilation. He was host of a recent public tele 
vision interview series called "Roundtable." He has done some work 
for us in the past, and I have the highest regard for his competence. 
When I learned of what he had in mind, and of how he intended going 
about it, I thought immediately to get in touch with you. 

Harold believes the context of organic life on earth, in his 
torical terms, must be first understood by the lay public in order 
for it to perceive the special urgency of environmental crises. I 
think probably that he .is right; that·until there is a widespread 
understanding of the problem and how it came about, we can expect 
little political response on an international scale. To this end 
Harold has constructed a projected series of interviews with 13 dis 
tinguished scientists, four of them Nobel laureates, under the title 
of "The Last Hour of the Billionth Year." 

He intends these interviews to be part of a multi-media projec 
tion: a television series for public broadcast; trade and textbook 
publications; and a continuing series of articles for Saturday Review. 
I think there is little doubt there would be great interest for this 
material on the classroom level in secondary schools and colleges 
as well. 

Harold's approach is probably unique, and so ambitious in its 
scope, as to prompt me to suggest we discuss it with you personally 
as a project of special interest to the foundation. 

Sincerely, 



Mr. Harold T. P. Hayes 
405 East 54th Street 
New York, New York 10022 

The Rockefeller Foundation 
1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y.10036 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
Laurence D. Stifel, Secretary 
Esther S. Stamm. Assistant Secretary 

CABLE: ROCKFOUND, NEW YORK 

TELEPHONE: (212) 869-8500 

January 19, 1977 

Dear Mr. Hayes: 

John Knowles has shared with me and with other officers in 
formation on your proposed television series on environmental crises, 
"The Last Hour of the Billionth Year." We have reviewed it at some 
length and with interest, and would be happy to set up a time at 
which officers could discuss it with you in more detail. The problem 
of spoliation of the earth's resources is one which must concern every 
one; a series such as you have outlined might help focus significant 
attention upon the issue. 

The Rockefeller Foundation, because of program and budgetary 
limitations, does not generally make grants for production costs of 
television programs. We have, however, in the past given small grants 
for seed money and start-up costs for exceptional projects. Since 
your project touches upon several different program areas of the 
Foundation - Arts, Humanities and Contemporary Values, Natural and 
Environmental Sciences, and Special Interests and Explorations - 
there might be several officers who would wish to meet with you. 

My suggestion would be that you telephone Dr. Joel Colton, 
Director of the Humanities Division, to arrange a convenient time for 
your visit. We shall look forward to hearing from you again. 

Sincerely yours, 

~~~~ 
Laurence D. Stifel 



NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS 

212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

This is just to let you know that I have completed my round of interviews 
for our treatment of the proposed television· series on Environmental Spoli 
ation. I did get to see Zel'Dovich, who was pleased to know that you, too, 
were associated with this series. 

I hope you were able to make your plane to Germany - I managed to make my 
way to Brussels the next day in order to keep my schedule for th~ Russian 
leg of the trip. I found my time with you extremely rewarding to the pur 
poses of the series. As I believe I told ·you we intenQ using the inter 
views as primary background for preparation of the treatmentfor the series. 

One of our tasks now is to establish an advisory council to assure the 
scientific probity of the project. To this end, we are asking the follow 
ing to serve in this capacity: Germaine Bree; gargaret Head; Richard Leakey; 
and Arthur Cronquist. The responsibility of the group will be to review our· 
final scripts before we go into production. We expect this not to require 
too much ti.me since, of course, we will have gone to s ome length to assure 
that our material is valid.-t' 

Would you be willing to. join this group on our behalf? As you know, we 
are anxious for the series to reflect an international concern with the 
questions and issues we seek to raise. I realize there be many reasons 
for one not to participate in this fashion, and if this should be the case, 
we shall certainly understand. But if you would be willing to assist us, 
we would be even further obliged to you. 

In any event, I did want to tbank you again for your great help to us at 
this point in our project. 

With best wishes, 

¥. w: ~ t._~f,, n .,.. ~ 
Ct) t {, 6-f;.O ~ 6 +": <j;Tlv<. 
~,~~~~ 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 

• 



NEW HOUR PRODUCTIONS . .. 
212 421-5448 
212 826-2161 

RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION September 19, 1977 

. I arrived back in New York about two weeks ago, having completed the swing 
I set out on, with great success - at least, the first transcriptions of the 
many interviews seem to indicate so. LI lost the last vestiges of my cold in a 
sauna in Leningrad~) I'm very grateful to you, of course, for giving me ~he time 
on one of tbe most important subjects to the theme. I intend seeing Dr. Holloway 
within the next week or so here in New York. I have enclosed our check as an 
honorarium for the time you took with me. I hope the problem of changing it into 

' Kenya currency will not be too difficult; our Bank here tells us this is the best 
way for us to get the money to you and that your B3.nk should honor this check. 

The next phase of all this is to render the interviews and secondary re- 
search material into the structural the~e we sent you earlier. If all goes well - 
and we must, 'now seek to raise a c ons i de rab Le ~mount of money for actual production - 
we hope to begin fiL:ning our first houz, in February of 1978. We do not yet knov 
which hour this will be, but sho~ld by the end of October. I have hired three pro 
ducers who are working with me no,. on the treatment. 

I was grateful to you for your expressed willingaess to write Maurice Strong 
on our behalf. I wonder if I may'! further i~pose upon you i~ this respect. We 
are in the process of forTing a council of advisors to assure tne probity and 
credibility of the project. We expect this group to consist of Germaine Bree, 
the French historian(~ critic; Dr. Margaret Mead, the anthropologist; Dr. 
Arthur Cronquist, Director of New York Botanical Institute and two others. 
Their principal responsibility will be to read final scripts of each of the 
seg~ents before we go into production, and to respond in tenns of the material 
to be presented. We expect this not to require too much of the counc t Lt s time, 
and once production is assured, ve ~ould be able to pay each an honorarium of 
one thousand dollars. Would you be villing to serve with this group? I cer 
tainly hope so, and if you could drop me a note to let me know, I should be 
very much obliged. 

In any event, I do want to thank you once again for your villingness to 
assist me on the development of theme to the present point. 

With best regards, 

Enclosure 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 

-------- - ----- -- -------. -- - 
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De~r Dr-.-Colton, 

~~~!-; 1~ ha» sue. e.s ed t h. __ t i£ +he r shouc d be mo:zc~e 
· we , wish to ~dd to our report to th£ fm• ~~tion on 

, Get. · to my subaequerrt letter to Dr. Gtif'el I 
::::... _:.:. .., •• ..., ... ~;......,: .~:.......il:..W..:..~..:.-=....iS:·: ccul.d wr i te you a. sort of 
a.dd.end'..lm. I did wan t to c -~:rees a bi ... ..:}01"E strongly ~ 
the re:.sOLE ~~hy we believe televis::..ol .-C. the '.:roper 
=;:eC.ium for t h i s se:ries ::...nc t o give t:~e founc va c. so _e 
uo t ion of our ho_ e e ::o·r :r.iuYi:.c c~ .. e::.:.d ·.'i ta the j.r o ject. 
I hope y..01..1 id2.l per~i t ne tc d e l t: i th both "these ·natters 
in this letter. 
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ency. Televicion is 
ood 

I , 

!......v, --- "" v:- ..... z::;;:@! c:;: ...... c- ±· c r""' ,-.. ,. -- .... - - &-<""'..,.. Ln . 
Eevert.: eless, television is . ~ ... _ -·· ~-..:-·., ·_· .. _ _ __ .• ~w • ~ 

yre belicv~ t_°'.'le public_ a~~it ~e ~on;.!'d eLVi:!.·o::,:-i.1.~_outh:t to ~ 
be be t te r' 1nfor£!1ed· ano 11 t.lle is to h8P.::-·ei1 · .i.d e Ly and ~-~ 
1'ithin the n e e.r f'u't u; c , tel..,, v i s i on is the .ot, t e f f'ec't i v e t- (.., ~ 

v~ay. . n:~~ 
To this end--and to aer ur-e the intere r- t of our i!ltended -~ .... u : .. 
auc ie:nce---'.·;e have .._,ou_ht to ao aoc Lc.t e ·with Q..Ur ser1ies ~:-- ...., 
out._,t~.ndi!le:, fil:J. !J...l;:.1~s: De.witt =:at;e, Don 7oUDer, Jaul ; •. JJ>.d 
~ass snd F ter D~.isi8?, &nd the graphic uesigner, Ivan ~~- 
cn:::·:.1c..yeff. T·o a s s.ur-e the force of content, we h..ae , 8.S ~-~ ~ 
J:. " · ... ov , ar ; c..:.ri.e,ed for the pc..rticipation of internatioru: 1 ""'0-- ~ 
a.utlrnDi ties 'in 5. variety of fields. Wt ~ """ ~ . ·. 
~ :.J.l t.J b..w, ~' " •...J.s~ ~ w!,~ WJ.t J.t~ f~ \t.)J~,., ~ ~ w tt\J l""'1 qd.t t..t-ol.11~ - -.( ~ ~ 1u.JAN.. ~ - ~& ~' - .. .._ .... --- - - 



A .nost import·nt aspect :...four rese2rch and devel9pwent thus 
f'a r hc:;.s been I:.N.mxi;,.:IDD.x the inevitable cue .tion of how. to 
fund. thi;:, ez pc na i ve pr-o je c t , · As I believe I suc;5e._ ted to you 
in 01.T fir:::::t discussion, W$ have EEd::llnr::e.itnxil thoueh:t all a.long 
tl'ls t;roundi~-g of ~s project within my home s t c.t e of r;orth 
Carolina--throub"h the ·collaborative ,efforts of its.· 
±mxrh±rinllhi.mmn educa.tional instituti·ons, .f'oundc.t Lon s 'and · 
co:Vpor$.tions.'." could be an. Lmpor-t arrt 2sset in.it~~, , 
fo cus i.ng regional .suppor-t .behind the deYe},~rr.ient and . 
::;resentc..tion of an international issue. lilt.think we have 
been right about this,- thanks in la.rge ¥art to t.hc. Rockefeller 
Pounde t i.on , ·your ez.r'Ly par-t t c r.pe.t a on has r·rovicied us not only 
11i th initial i'undj_L[)siQ _ so oz:i tical to the "tk:l:lth of the · . 
.i d et, i tself--but c: with c..,n asuoc t.ct t.cn .Hhihh~-erved to ~ 
s t r-eng+han the conviction within the ret_.i .n t_,<:...t its own 
support to such an ef:_:ort rnic..;h.t inde _ c .ooJce ao.ae d j_f::'.'erence 
i..., global, terJJs. (Tb ~ · (J'Y..t~: ~ · .. 

... • j_ ._ . ._ ... "'' uv ... u ,.; •t 
~-5iE--- ., ,. Dr. A. I. Opa'r i.n , the- E.ussian ,1Jiochemi;::_t credited __ 
with.the·seminal theory of the origins of· life, spee.king out 
of, ths au spd.ce s of ~ north 'Carolina found z;.ti,_ns. and ins ti tut- . 
ions to the concerns of global enviO'e:nroent for ant, internat:Lcnal 
aud.Lence , is a fOHerful. de:::ion.stra.ti0n o:f the eflecti veness of 
nillBrican regional involvem~nts in majD~ issues"'Ja. .). ~- . - . . . ~ zu__:_: 
We have mad e some good _progrest:; 'Ln tb:_s dir~ction, I· be Li.e ve .. 
We hc ve recc i ved irftformal as aur-anc e ·th.:. t the ~.JJiiZfttt estim"-. ted 
cost of one of the, hours ffi £. r: · +%} will. be met for ~s in 
rovembe_ , 1978 by' :.:d:D::a :..l-.....,,C.::.::=-ds-Bu .on~e Forth Carolina 
founC.:.... tion.· ~illother--the Richardson 1:'oundation in, Greensboro-- 
1_1~2 e:i:icoU4age~ our ?-PPUcati?n ~or .$QO,OOO aoa:b..:tit 'our . 
ii .. · ec...i-~te neea.s .for p1e.-prodmct1on· rese.,rch :t?z:a -c.- c::::±::::s::::rll:. and 
;..;.,"'3ais!H:: the pilot houA• - Wi thir~ the :J.ciz:t - sev9rc...l 6.:iys, · .. · 
:Bill .Jtraughan of ':-!2~e For,..~t, Bob Jriss oi(urtC-TV and I will 
be :::ieeti1Jg ui th the :ftmding ate1~t:: of_,fi~ e ~or rorth 
C-arolina corporc.tio:1s, 0.11 0f 'he, .jf are aw_ :;:e of ou.r :. ims and l(}l.L. 
int ere t0d in our goc.J,41s •. .d.t the ...,.:..L.e ti:_e, as I :oe11t i0:rn in 
cy let er to ~r. Jtifel, w~ h~ve ;rcpured ap:lic~ti6ns ~o the 
,.:;ore t: udi tional Dvu:ees. of .fun, ir..g--the l.u.tiOf'al ~ndm:nent !l!E 
for ths :SUD..s.ni tie...,~ · t.he N<-. tio:nal 5ci~nce Foundc. tion c.nd the 
Corp6r<-.:..tion for lnblic Bros.dc:...i;;;t.· ( :.. · __ ·- ,____ -~'"'., ~:~ 
fi-,-.r:- 1,.._ ,... .J_• O' 1""()1,,...0C" ..J_ "'I 
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Dear Dr. Colton, 

November 7, 1977 

Anne Garonzik has suggested that if there should be more we might 
wish to add to our report to the foundation on October 17th, or to 
my subsequent letter to Dr. Stifel, I could write you a sort of 
addendum. I did want to stress a bit more strongly the reasons why 
we believe television to be the proper medium for this seriPs and to 
give the foundation some notion of our hopes for moving ahead with 
the project. I hope you wi 11 permit me to deal with both these matters 
in this letter. 

Our theme is one of considerable urgency. Television is uniquely 
suited to the presentation of this theme: a good deal of information 
needs to get to a large number of people in a fairly short time. 
While a moderately successful book may reach tens of housands in a 
publishing sea~on, a moderately successful television series may 
reach tens of mill ions very quickly. The cost of a television series 
is very high insofar as the initial investment is concerned. However, 
it is very low indeed when measured against such great numbers of 
people who wi 11 have access to it. Moreover, by the international 
scope of this series which derives its authority from experts in many 
nations, we believe its potential reach to extend beyond public broad 
cast in this country to audiences throughout the world. 

It is surely reasonable to ask, however, whether any series, once 
completed, will be watched by the large audience it is intended for. 
It is this very serious apprehension which has caused so much of public 
television in this country to veer toward quality dramatic shows as a 
safer course and to make it so difficult for series, like this one, to 
be advanced. This risk of public indifference is often judged to be 
too great against the less certain reward of public approval. Nevertheless, 
television is what we are aiming for. We believe the public attitude 
toward environment ought to be better informed, and if this is to happen 
wideJy and within the near future, television is the most effective way. 

To this end -- and to assure the interest of our intended audience -- we 
have sought to associate with our series outstanding fi Im makers: Dewitt 
Sage, Don Fouser, Saul Bass and Peter Davis, and the graphic designer, 
Ivan Chermayeff. To assure the force of content, we have, as you know, 
arranged for the participation of international authorities in a variety 
of fields. We believe we have developed an outstanding series which wi 11 
attract a wide audience and that our larger objective -- of informing 
public attitude -- wi 11 be met. 
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A most important aspect of our research and development thus far has been 
the inevitable question of how to fund this xpensive project. As I 
believe I suggested to you in our first discussion, we have thought all 
along the grounding of the project within my home state of North Carolina 
-- through the collaborative efforts of Its educational institutions, 
foundations and corporations -- could be an important asset in itself, 
focus i.Jig regional support behind the development and presentation of an 
international issue. I think we have been right about this, thanks in 
large part to the Rockefeller Foundation. Your early participation has 
provided us not only with initial funding -- so critical 'O the birth 
of he idea itself -- but witn an association which has served to 
strengthen the conviction within the region that it~ own support to 
such an effort might inde~d make some difference in global terms. (To 
cite just one example: the aspect of Dr. A. I Oparin, the Rus s l an 
biochemist credited with the seminal theory of t~e origins of life, 
speaking out of the auspices of North Carolina foundations and institutions 
to the concerns of global environment for an international audience, is 
a powerful demonstration of the effectiveness of American regional 
involvements in major issues.) 

We have made some good progress in this direction, I believe. \.Je have 
received informal assurance that the estimated cost of one of the hours 
will be met for us in November, 1978 by one North Carolina foundation. 
Another -- the Richardson Foundation in Greensboro -- has encouraged our 
application for $90,000 against our immediate needs for pre-production 
research and the pi lot hour. Within the next several days, Bill Straughan 
of Wake Forest, Bob Miss of UNC-TV and I will be meeting with the funding 
agents of five major North Carolina corporations, all of whom are aware 
of our aims and are interested in our goals. At the same time, as I 
mentioned in my letter to Or. Stifel, we have prepared applications to 
the more traditional sources of funding -- the National Endowment for 
the Humanities; the National Science Foundation and the Corporation for 
Public Broadcast. 

Meanwhile, our resources for the present phase come to an end within the 
next few weeks, and we as yet lack the specific assurance the project 
can continue. We have established considerable momentum, and we are 
anxious not lose it (nor, equally as important, the involvement of 
those we have worked with toward production). 

Our fequest to the Rockefeller Foundation is for continued support in 
the realization of this series. It is planned now to extend through 
seven hours. Our estimated cost for this project is three mil lion 
dollars. The pilot hour is the second hour in the series, and we are 
scheduled to begin work on it by December lst. 

Our most recent estimate for this pi lot hour is $450,000. In due course, 
we believe we will be able to raise a substantial portion of this amount, 
if not all of it. However, whatever we shall be able to raise -- and 
no matter how substantial a portion of it -- we shall not be justified 
in going forward without assurance of the full amount. Failing to achieve 
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the total cost of a production hour. we ~hould otherwise have nothing 
to show for those who have invested less than the full amount. Our 
request to the Rockefeller Foundation is for a fall-back grant to assure 
the completion of the first hour. 

We hope further the foundation will recognize our need for strong 
institutional support and identification. To anchor this series at 
UNC-TV has obi iged us to forego the umbrella protection customarily 
provided such major efforts by the large metropolitun public television 
stations, e.g., a staff of underwriters, in-house producers and writers, 
etc., all of whom are kept in place by the station's normal operating 
costs. 

On the other hand, as a more independent entity working with free-lance 
talent, we enjoy the autonomy necessary to attract people of much 
wider experience than a station can employ, a quid pro quo we feel to 
be vital to the editorial strength of this particular series. Nevertheless, 
a very real difficulty is that we lack the continuity of support necessary 
to assure our movement from one phase to the next. Because we do believe 
our ultimate interests are shared by the Rockefeller Foundation, we hope 
the foundation might provide us that continuity in the form of guidance 
and support necessary to assure the life of the project. 

Many questions are raised by the scope of this proposal, I know, and 
we should welcome the opportunity to present it in detail before the full 
foundation, especially since, from the first, as Dr. Stifel pointed out, 
our intentions move across several divisions' concerns. And finally, if 
you do think this might be a practical way to go forward, and since our 
first association with the foundation springs from a letter from Norman 
Cousins to Dr. Knowles, we hope Dr. Knowles might also want to be present. 

Thank you very much for your willingness to let us put these matters 
before you. 
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RESEARCH 
GRANTO RS: 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION 18 November 1977 

Msrgan C o Le m an , 
The Sloves Orgsnizetion, 
601 West 26th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10001 

Dear Mr. Coleman: 

I am writing with regard to the distribution of "The Last 
Hour of the Billionth Year"--an outline ftJr B television 
pilot thet you are binding for Ivan Chermayeff and Harold 
Hayes. As we are under considerable pressure for time, may 
I ask you to distribute the 200 bound copies a~ follows: 
35 copies to Mr. Hayes; 75 copies to Mr. Robert Miss; and the 
remaining 90 copies to Mr. J. William Straughan. Their addresses 
appear belowo Those being sent to Mr. Hayes and Mr. Straughan 
may go via Express mail, the labels for which I have enclosed. 
The parcel for Mr. Miss may be sent via Federal Express Cnr p s; 
their number is 361-8811, and they can arrange to pick up at y 
your premises. 

'I'hsn k you for your time snd,cooperation. 

~ours sincerely, 

d)P-i.- ~ v1.~~ 
David Meyer 

hlro Harold Hayes, 
Apto 3N, 
405 East 54th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

Mr. J. Wiliism Straughan, 
Wake Forest University, 
Box 7227, 
Reynalda Station, 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27109 

Mr. Robert E. Miss, 
UNC-TV Network, 
202 University Square 

West 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

27514 

cc: Oliver Johnson, 
Chermayeff & Geismar A8socso 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 
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MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION 18 November 1977 

Maurice Fo Strong, 
Chairman of the Board, 
Pe tr o-C s n s d a, 
Alberta, Csneda 

Dear Mr. Strong, 

I know Richard Leakey hes written you about our proposed 
television series on global environment. We have recently 
complsted a research phase of this project, funded by the 
Rockefeller Foundation end the Mery Reynolds Babcock 
Foundstion. We are seeking the means now to go directly 
into production, and we hope tbe Rockefeller Foundation 
may be instrumental in helping us accomplish our goal. 

Dr. Colton's office hes indicated to us that our proposal 
will come before the Rockefeller board meeting early in 
December, primarily because there is apparently little 
pre cede nt for the Foundation' l3 :parti~j.pa ti on in such a 
project. I hope it is not too presumptuous of me to write 
YQU in this regard. I wanted you to see the full proposal 
and know of our intention before that meeting, and I have 
t s ke n this liberty because I do believe you s h ar-e many of' 
the concerns expressed within the serieso 

Sincerely, 

IA(~ 
Harold Hayes 

3N, 405 E. 54th St. 
New York City, 10022 



MARY REYNOLDS BABCOCK FOUNDATION, INC. 

102 REYNOLDA VILLAGE 

WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA 27106 

PHONE (919) 724-0519 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Mrs. Betsy M. Babcock 
447 East 57th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10022 

Mr. Leon L. Rice, Jr. 
Womble, Carlyle, Sandridge & Rice 
P. 0. Drawer 84 
Winston-Salem 1 N. C. 27102 

Bruce M. Babcock 
1170 Fifth Avenue 
New York, N. Y. 10029 Mr. Milton C. Rose 

Mudge, Rose, Guthrie & Alexander 
20 lko_od Street 
New York, N. Y. 10005 

Mrs. Charles H. Babcock 
10 ,000 Sunset Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 90024 

Charles H. Babcock, Jr. 
Box 11947 1 Bethabara Station 
Winston-Salem, N. C. 27106 

Mr. Zachary Smith, Treasurer 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
Winston-Salem, N. C. 27102 

Dr. Paul N. Ylvisaker 
Dean 1 Graduate School of Education 
Harvard University 
Cambridge 1 Massachusetts 02138 

Jay P. Babcock 
370 East 69th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10021 

Wallace Carroll 
852 We 11 i ngton Road 
Winston-Salem, N. C. 27106 

Mrs. Barbara B. Mi 11 house 
2148 Faculty Drive 
Winston-Salem, N. C. 27106 

(have book) Mr. & Mrs. 
Indian S ·ng 
Dari 1 Connec icut 06820 

October 17 1 1977 


